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SI ARS 
WITH A S LING SOLO 

Win a 24 track session or a Marshall in the 
"Reelin' & Rockin' " guitar and bass Stun Solo contest 

The soloist's fire has brought us some of the most brilliant 
moments in music. Marshall has powered more than its share 
of these, so we naturally appreciate great solos. Now we're ready 
to recognize the next wave of guitar and bass flamethrowers. 

If you're one of them, we've got some real rewards in store for you. 
GRAND PRIZE — Two days of reelin', rockin' and recording at 
New York's Boogie Hotel, a world class, fully equipped 24 track 
studio/hotel complex. PLUS a one-of-a-kind Marshall Lead stack 
or Integrated Bass System. All travel costs and expenses for you 
and your band (up to five members) for the weekend are on Marshall. 
Don't have a band? Don't worry. The Marshall All-stars can sub 
on your session. Don't have anything to wear? No problem — 
you'll all get authentic Rockin' Red Marshall Tour Jackets. 
TWO FIRST PRIZES — Marshall Power to make your solos 
even more stunning. Your choice: take one of the new Marshall 
Ministacks, or the 200 watt Marshall Integrated Bass System. 
THREE SECOND PRIZES — Your choice of the 30 watt Artist 
Lead combo or the 100 watt Integrated Bass System. 
FIVE THIRD PRIZES — Authentic Marshall Tour Jackets for you 
and your band. (Sorry, no symphonies — limit five.) 

AND SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE — All entrants will receive 
a Certificate of Participation in this monumental musical milestone. 
Each prizewinner will get a specially mounted replica Gold Record. 
We've got something even better than a jury of your peers — 

Marshall's " Reelin' & Rockin' " Judges (their decisions are more 
than fair — they're final). A star-studded panel, including 
Steve Stevens, Eddie Martinez, and Richie Sambora, will 
personally pick the winners. Tapes will be judged for originality, 
creativity, dynamics, chops and (of course) stun power, 
NOT on production or recording quality. We don't care if you 
record in a professional studio or in your bedroom with an 
ordinary cassette deck. Guitarists and bassists in any style are 
eligible. Solos can be part of a song or unaccompanied. 

Marshall Amplifiers are exclusively distributed by Korg U S.A. Inc . 

89 Frost St., Westbury. N.Y,, 11590. Korg 1986 

ENTERING IS EASY, There's nothing to buy, no entry fee. 
First, you need a cassette of your best guitar or bass solo. Cue the 
cassette to the beginning of the solo, even if it's part of a song. 
Skip the buildup, set the controls for the heart of the stun. 
Solos are limited to one side of a cassette (but the judges do not 
promise to listen to every note). Clearly label the cassette with your 
name and address. Send it in with your official entry blank 
(and a photo, if you feel like seeing your picture in Marshall Law). 
Get the entry blank, plus a brochure with all the other details .; 
at your participating Marshall dealer. The Stun Solo contest is 
limited to musicians who do not have a contract with a record 
label at the time the tape is submitted. 

'Contest subject to applicable federal, state and local regulations and restrictions 
Void where prohibited by law Full information available at participating Marshall dealers 
AH entries must be postmarked no later 
than Sept 15 1986 
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or this simple. 
Tune anything from a 
lute to a sampling synth 
with KORG's DTM-12 
Digital Tuner/Metronome. 

Its KORG's most advanced tuner, and 
that means it's the most advanced tuner — 
period. Automatic digital circuitry for 
hands-off convenience and total accuracy. 
Tue signal bypass, so you can leave your in-
strument plugged in without affecting your 

sound quality. An LCD display that tells you 
the name and octave of the note you're play-
ing, as well as the calibration standard. 
Choose from two calibration ranges — con-
ventional A from 430-450 Hz. or A 410-420 
for baroque music. 

The DTNI-12 lets you tune by eye, ear or 
both. The LED meter zeroes you in on the 
exact pitch ‘,sually, with a seven octave 
range that covers every instrument in the 
orchestra — or the band. If you tune by ear, 

the DTM-12 will give you four octaves of ref-
erence tones from its internal speaker. 

Play with 'click tracks' using the DTM-12's 
built in metronome. The LEDs mark time 
like a baton with flashes on each down beat. 
So you can follow the time by sight or by 

sound. Programmable audible or visible 
downbeats kt you set measures anywhere MORE FOR YOUR MUSIC. 
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from two to nine beats long. The tempo 
is displayed on LCD: range is a full 
40-208 beats per minute. 

The DTM-12 comes complete with ear-
phone, AC adapter and soft carrying case. 
For the stage, the practice room, the studio 
or the classroom, KORG's sophisticated 
tuning technology makes the DTM-12 the 
easiest. most accurate tuning and timing 
standard ever. 

For a free catalog of KORG products, send 
your name and address, plus $1.00 for 
postage and handling to: Korg U.S.A., 
89 Frost St., Westbury. New York 11590. 

KORG products exclusively distributed in 
Canada by: Erikson Music, 378 Isabey St., 
St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1W1 
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ITEP111INT fbel i et ilQQIC 
Any way you look at it, the Roland Jan Chorus is a classic. There's rugged reliability and smart 
styling in every JC Amp. Deep lustrous reverb. Specially-designed speakers that offer the 
cleanest, sharpest performance anywhere. And most of all, that celebrated JC chorus. Roland's 
blueprint for excellence stands up under the closest analysis. That's why the remarkable JC 
sound is recognized and respected as a modern classic. Now there are two sizzling new 
models in the JC master plan. The 80W JC-77, with two responsive 10" speakers, and the 120W 
JC-120 Head. Both are proud heirs to the venerable JC tradition. Roland has added a precision 4-
band EQ and a Manual/Select switch that makes the distinctive JC chorus circuit more 
versatile than ever. You get the same great sound as always. Only now, there are more ways to 
use it. Why play through anything less than a Roland Jazz Chorus amp? You know when 
you're in the presence of a legend. And Jazz Chorus is a legend through and through. For 
more information, contact RolandCorp US: 7200 Domninion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040. 
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SP 71.1 
-- One look tells you there's something special about the BOSS Micro Studio Series. Just under 

eight-and-a-half inches wide each Micro Studio is streamlined for show-stopping action Phaser, 
Flanger, Digital' Delay, Compressor and Graphic ED Five full-function effects-devices that take up ess than 

three conventional rack spaces. In the studio or on the road, the Micro Studio Series gives you a big sound 
without taking up a big space. Stack them up in BOSS' optional BMR-5 Micro Rack. Or use BOSS' special 
RAD-10 adaptor to place two Micro Studio units side by side on a standard 19" rack 
There's nothing "scaled down" about the Micro Studio's performance. These feisty little guys are more than 
ready to go up against the big boys. Just like Roland's well-known studio delay units, the Micro Studio RDD-10 
Digital Delay is based on a PCM digitizing system for high quality performance. The Micro Studio RGE-10 
Graphic EC1 packs in 10 full bands of control, and the RCL-10 Com-
pressor Limiter combines the functions of a compressor, limiter, 
expander and noise gate in its tiny frame. With a dramatic range of 
Modulation, Feedback and Mode settings, the Micro Studio RBF-10 
Flanger and RPH-10 Phaser let you paint your sound in living colors. 

Thanks to Roland know-how, high technology doesn't 
carry a high price tag anymore. Check out the Micro Studio's specs. 
Then check the price. You'll agree that small is beautiful. The Micro 
Studio Series: Brought to you in techno-color by BOSS. For more 
information, contact RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los 
Angeles, CA, 90040 



Rotten Response 
As subscribers and avid lis-
teners of music from Al Di-
Meola to the Pistols/PiL, it is 
obvious that Charles M. 
Young is not qualified to write 
on Johnny Lydon. Like his 

38.6 percent surveyed, 
Young could never under-
stand the desperation that 
exists outside the white mid-
dle class. While PiL has influ-
enced the likes of U2 to the 

I personally am not fond of 
the music of the Pistols, but I 
strongly believe that without 
people like Johnny Lydon and 
his lyrics, music today would 
be dreadfully boring. Since 
Johnny Rotten's first PiL 
album Lydon has awakened a 
thirst for honesty and frank-
ness in the people that take 
pride and pleasure in listening 
to, dancing to and creating 
the new wave of pop lyrics 
and music that has evolved 
during the past ten years. 
Your interview was smart 
and I thank you for having 
made buying this magazine 
worth it. 

Allan McCarthy 
(Men Without Hats) 
Montreal, Canada 

"noodlings"—he ain't no Art 
Tatum. I've bought his rec-
ords and admired his knack 
for musical inconsistency, 
but I'm rather sorry I got to 
know the man behind it all. 

Alexa Conrad 
W. Caldwell, NJ 

Seger Sentiments 
Thank you Timothy White 
for a great article on one of 
the best American rock art-
ists ever, Bob Seger. Not 
only is Seger a prolific song 
writer, he is also one of the 
most dynamic live perfor-
mers I've ever had the honor 
of seeing. I know rock 'n' roll 
will never forget Bob Seger. 

Rick Frederick 
Castalia, OH 

LETTER 
Dead Kennedys, you chose 
to speak to his father rather 
than about his music and 
lyrics, more like People maga-
zine, not Musician.... 

G.T. & J.G. 
Brooklyn, NY 

The last John Lydon inter-
view that I read in Musician 
[November, 1984] was con-
cise, informative, powerful 
and entertaining. Charles M. 
Young's barrage of slander-
ous rubbish in the June, 1986 
issue is a deplorable example 
of rock journalism. Mr. Young 
is obviously incapable of in-
terviewing an artist who re-
fuses to kiss his ass. 

Ian Gittler 
New York, NY 

If you must edit the last line 
to print my letter, please do. 

[Edited version of last line: 
"Mr. Young is obviously.., an 
artist. "1 

How could Charles M. Young 
compare Johnny Rotten to 
Rick Wakeman? Next to 
come, I suppose, is an article 
where this putz will compare 
Johnny Cash to Edward Van 
Halen. Also, who gives a 
damn about Johnny Rotten's 
zits or the story hour, com-
plete with "darkies," with his 
old man? 

Bob "Hosebag" Ward 

Big Words 
Your Joe Jackson interview 
was astute and intelligent, 
and Jackson's attitude is a 
guidepost for the modern 
age: be flexible! During the 
tumultuous punk period, 
there was nobody else that 
had that rebel spirit more 
thanJoe Jackson. Yet because 
he enjoyed so much commer-
cial success, many punk and 
new-music types rejected 
him as a somehow obvious 
sellout. I suggest that those 
who resent his success check 
out the man's work; surely 
there is some facet of his 
genius that can touch them if 
they but listen. 

Bill Kates 
Assistant Director 

of Production,WBCN 
Boston, MA 

14. 

Okay, we know Joe Jackson 
is a creative genius, an artiste 
cérébral, but does that grant 
him license to censure almost 
everything and everyone? I 
suggest he have a closer lis-
ten to some of his own piano 

Thank you Timothy White 
for a great article; Bob Seger 
for being so honest, open and 
so very talented; and Musi-
cian for another terrific issue. 
For years Bob has given us 
the best he has to offer—and 
Like A Rock is no exception. 
Big, bad Bob still rocks with 
the best of them! 

Jeanie Wrenn 
Fairfield, OH 

Van Hagar vs. Van Roth 
Roy Trakin, I have to ask: Is 
your job going to be available 
soon? 5150 is Van Halen at its 
finest, and it's about time you 
people realize that their 
music is a lot more believable 
and creative, now that they 
have "a real lead singer" and 
not some howler who does 
Bruce Lee and Mary Lou 
Retton impressions onstage. 

T.D. Oliver 

On May 13 at 4:00 p.m., I 
read the album review of Van 
Halen's 5150. I wanted to tear 
my concert tickets up for the 
Van Halen show in Pittsburgh 
that night. At 7:30 p.m., I 
attended the greatest show 
on earth. At 11:30 p.m. that 
same evening, I burned the 
June issue of Musician. Hey 
Roy Trakin, try again. 

Sean Maloney 
Cony, PA 

How can Roy Trakin say 
"Why Can't This Be Love" 
sounds like a clunkier version 
of Foreigner's "I Want To 
Know What Love Is," when 
anyone with a pair of ears 
knows it is a major rip-off of 
Billy Idol's "Flesh For Fan-
tasy"...and a horrible version 
at that! Van Halen sucks!! 
Billy should sue!! 

M.J.Wieland 
Kawkawlin, MI 

Easter Ire Lands 
I'm sorry that J.D. Considine 
chose to waste review space 
on the supposed "nasty no-
tions" of my songs "Fell" and 
"Talking To Myself," since 
that's the last thing I in-
tended. I just hope listeners 
will figure out what the lyrics 
are really about. As for Con-
sidine's condescending re-
mark, "love isn't just a matter 
of chord changes"—no shit! 
Also, I'd have to thank him 
for the criticism that I play 
"too well." I'll try to suck 
harder in the future. 

Mitch Easter 

I would like to offer my sen-
tence-by-sentence interpre-
tation ofJ.D. Considine's 
short review of Let's Active's 
Big Plans For Everybody: 
"The skill with which Mitch 
Easter makes music pro-
vokes some jealousy in this 
writer. It isn't the subtle 
tastefulness of his playing, or 
even his ability to recall the 
great masters of pop with 
such an honest informality. 
What makes me most bitter 
about this album is my own 
inability to fathom the fine 
shades of irony created by 
the juxtaposition of bright, 
well-played pop music with 
slightly sad, introspective 
lyrics like those of 'Fall' and 
'Talking To Myself.' I don't 
really understand love 
songs." 

It's amazing, the difference 
word choice can make. 

Phil Morrison 
New York, NY 

Errrata 
Due to an editing error, Jim-
mer Podrasky's name was 
misspelled in the Rave-Ups 
article in the June issue. 
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O-120 in 3.6 seconds 

If you're interested in a high-performance synth, it's time to test drive an Ensoniq 
ESQ-1 Digital Wave Synthesizer. It puts 120 sounds at your fingertips as fast as you 
can switch it on and plug in a cartridge. But that's only the beginning. 

In addition to standard synthesizer waveforms, the ESQ-1 features complex multi-
sampled waves for a total of 32 waveforms on board. Each of the ESQ-1's 8 voices 
uses 3 digital oscillators with the ability to assign a different waveform to each 
oscillator. That's thousands of distinct sonic possibilities. 

The ESQ-1 is simple to program because it lets you see what's really going on inside. 
Its 80-character lighted display shows ten programs or parameters simultaneously. 
So you'll spend less time writing down numbers and more time laying down music. 
A built-in 8-track polyphonic sequencer makes the ESQ-1 an ideal MIDI studio. 
Each track can play internal voices, external MIDI instruments, or a combination of 
both. And each track can be assigned a separate program and MIDI channel. Like 
any good studio, the ESQ-1 can auto-correct timing, auto-locate passages and balance 
individual tracks during mixdown. 

You can build songs made up of 30 different sequences and store them internally, 
externally on tape or on 3.5" diskettes using the Mirage Sampling Keyboard or 
Multi-Sampler. 

If controlling other MIDI instruments is on your list of priorities, the ESQ-1 puts you 
in the driver's seat. It supports poly, omni and mono modes along with Ensoniq's 
multi and overflow modes that extend the MIDI capability of the ESQ-1 far beyond 
ordinary synths. You won't ever have to leave the comfort of its 61-note weighted, 
velocity sensitive keyboard to play any MIDI instrument in your setup. 

Comparable high performance digital waveform synthesizers and MIDI sequencers 
can easily exceed the legal limits of your cash on hand. But the good news is that the 
ESQ-1 comes from Ensoniq—at a sane price of just $1395. For a glimpse of 
technology that's earned the name "advanced", put an ESQ-1 through its paces at 
your authorized Ensoniq dealer today. 

Although you should always fasten your seat belt when playing the ES0-1, you don't have to wear a helmet cr obey the 55mph 
speed limit. ES0-1 and Mirage are trademarks of ENSONIO Corp. 

lensonuct 

Synthesizer 
8-voice polyphonic and polytImbral 
32 synthesized and sampled 
waveforms 
40 internal. 80 cartridge programs 
80-character lighted display 
Each voice features: 
3 digital oscillators 
3 multi- waveform LFO's 
4-pole analog filters 
15 mutable modulation sources 
4 complex envelope generators 

Sequencer 
8 polyphonic tracks 
Auto- correct, auto- locate, step edit 
Internal storage- 2400 notes 
Expandable to 10.000 notes 

MIDI 
Poly. omni, multi and mono modes 
MIDI Overflow Mode for slaving units 
8 simultaneous polyphonic channels 
MIDI remote programming 
MIDI guitar controller compatible 

ENSONIO Corp. 263 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355 o Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 121 St. Laurent, Clue. HAT 1V8 o ENSONIO Europe, 65 Ave de 
Stalingrad. 1000 Brussels o Japan: Sakata Shekel. Ltd., Minami Morimachi - Chu-0 Building. 6-2 Higashi-Tenme, 2-Chome. Kita-Ku, Osaka, 530 
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JIMMY `JAM" 
HARRIS & 
TERRY LEWIS 

BY MARK ROWLAND 

FROM "TENDER LOVE" 
TO "NASTY," THEY'RE 
ALWAYS IN CONTROL 

T
here's no shortage of contem-
porary pop stars who owe some 
of their success to favors from 
Prince. But Jimmy "Jam" Har-

ris and Terry Lewis are the only ones 
who can trace their good fortunes to get-
ting fired by Prince. That happened four 
years ago, when Harris and Lewis held 
the keyboard and bass slots, respec-
tively, in the Time, an aggregate of un-
usually supple funkdom whose creative 
possibilities rested pretty much under 
the thumb of the Purple Fist. Harris and 
Lewis had begun moonlighting as pro-
ducers and songwriters for then-strug-
gling acts Klymaxx and the S. 0.S. Band. 
Their dual duties dovetailed nicely until 
one fateful night when a snowstorm in 
Atlanta (where they were producing) 
caused them to miss a plane to San An-
tonio (where the Time had a gig). A few 
days later, Prince summarily canned 
them from the band. 

"Until that point," Harris admits, 
"producing was just something to do for 
fun. But that forced us to take it more 
seriously. Suddenly, we weren't in a 
band anymore," he laughs. "Suddenly, 
that was our career." 
These days, Harris and Lewis can af-

ford to laugh. The song they'd been mix-
ing when Prince handed them pink slips, 
"Just Be Good To Me," became the 
biggest hit of the S. 0.S. Band's career; 
for the next few years, Harris and Lewis 
developed a steady if unspectacular 
track record for a variety of black pop 
acts, specializing in songs and produc-
tions for pop singers like Gladys Knight, 
Cherrelle and Cheryl Lynn. 

Ah, but what they've done lately: In 
the last few months Harris and Lewis 
have composed and produced an as-
tonishing array of concurrent hits, in-
cluding the gorgeous ballad "Tender 
Love" for Force M. D. s, Alexander 
O'Neal and Cherrelle's infectious duet 
"Saturday Love," Patti Austin's "The 

Heat Is Heat," "The Finest" for the 
S. 0.S. Band, and most notably the back-
to-back smashes "Nasty" and "What 
Have You Done For Me Lately" which 
now threaten to turn Janet Jackson into 
the Whitney Houston story of 1986. At 
one point all six Harris-Lewis singles re-
sided in the Billboard top one hundred 
pop charts and top thirty black charts—a 
feat which Prince, for all his Sven-
galiisms, has yet to equal. 
You might figure that Harris and Lewis 

have thus become a warm commodity in 
the music industry, and you'd be right. 
You might also imagine that, having ex-
hibited the Midas touch with such con-
sistency, they're ready to rent bun-
galows at the Beverly Hills Hotel, hire a 
couple of pro wrestlers for bodyguards, 
and take lunch by the pool with Ken Kra-
gen. Well.... 

"Actually," says Harris, "We're plan-

ning for the down time. We're confident 
of what we do, but not that the public is 
gonna buy it. When they don't, we'll be 
in trouble. Not that it bothers us—I 
mean, that's like being concerned about 
dying. You know it's gonna happen; you 
just try to prolong it. 

"We're trying to be good business-
men—we learned a lot more about busi-
ness than music from Prince—so that 
when the hits run down we'll be solid. 
Maybe we'll open our studio and have a 
recording business here, know what I'm 
saying? We were enjoying ourselves be-
fore all this happened anyway. Success is 
the icing on the cake; the cake was 
pretty good by itself." 

Harris is speaking in the pair's re-
cently completed studio in—where 
else?—Minneapolis, where they are 
currently preparing an LP with English 
postnuwavers Human League. The proj-

Harris and Lewis: " It scares some people that we're so relaxed." 

 1 
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ect signals a departure of sorts, as Harris 
and Lewis usually work with singers 
rather than bands. The preference is log-
ical enough: "We can do singers a lot 
faster," says Harris. "With groups you 
have to deal with more people, and the 
more people and the more opinions, the 
more that can go wrong. 

"With singers like Cherrelle, we usu-
ally laid down all the tracks before she 
walked into the studio. But this time we 
wanted to be involved with everyone and 
everything from the start." 

Still, it's no coincidence that Human 
League is in a career rut similar to the 
ones once occupied by Jackson or the 
S. 0.S. Band—exhibiting the potential 
for stardom but without any clear sense 

E. Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA 

of musical direction. Lewis and Harris 
recently turned down offers to produce 
bands of such similar haircut as ABC and 
Heaven 17, but eagerly accepted the 
Human League "challenge" as Harris 
puts it, "because they seemed like a 
band we could help." 

"I remember the first time I heard 
'Fascination,' and at that time it seemed 
like they were at the forefront of the 
bands which were mixing funk with that 
synthesized keyboard sound," Jam re-
calls. "Since then they've moved away 
from what they did best, I think. So we 
felt we could complement their 
strengths. They kind of struck a chord 
with us." 

That explanation helps illuminate the 

Making it the hard way. 
Texas blues. From the juke 
joints and rough and tumble 
bars. Texas Rock. From back 
up for Jimmy Reed and 
Muddy Waters. . to opening 
acts for Clapton, The Stones, 
Marshall Tucker . . . to 
stardom in Europe, in the 
USA. Jimmie Vaughan's 
guitar leads the way. With 
D'Addario XLS520. Always. 

secret of Harris and Lewis' appeal to 
other musicians as well as the public; un-
like certain more celebrated colleagues, 
they never sacrifice musical expression 
on the altar of ego. They'd rather look 
good by making their artists sound good. 
(Or do you think Janet Jackson's singing 
naturally rates comparison with Patti 
Labelle and Whitney Houston?) In the 
studio their MO is as well-grooved as 
their rhythm beds: "It scares some 
people that we're so relaxed," Harris 
giggles. At the same time they're not 
likely to be intimidated by their artists— 
mainly because, as Harris admits, 
"there's nobody we really want to work 
with. No, really! People always ask us 
that, and our minds go blank. 

"See, our overall attitude hasn't 
changed much since we began. Our at-
titude is, 'Relax, and everything will get 
fixed in its own time.' There's no reason 
to get anxious. So we never do demos, 
we never 'spec' songs out, and we never 
give out cassettes before we're done. 
People hire you to do a job well; we fig-
ure, don't bother to hire us if you don't 
think we can do it, or you need to check 
up on us. You have to have confidence in 
yourself Otherwise, nothing would ever 
get done." 

James Harris and Terry Lewis have been 
friends since childhood. "My dad played 
in a jazz band," Harris remembers. 
"When Terry got into a band, he said to 
me, 'Your dad plays piano so you must 
know something about it. You're our 
keyboard player.' Terry started on bass 
around the same time. We were about 
fourteen. Mostly we were listening to 
Kool & the Gang, Tower of Power, 
Earth Wind & Fire. Now people make 
comparisons between Prince's music 
and our own, and maybe that happens 
because we all grew up listening to the 
same things and under similar cir-
cumstances. I think that always stays a 
part of you. 
A few years later Terry invited his pal 

to join another dance band, Flyte Time. 
Harris resisted, noting that the band al-
ready had a keyboard player. "But Terry 
said, 'No we're gonna need two—that's 
gonna be our thing.' He had that 
foresight before the Time existed." 

Flyte Time (the name taken from the 
title of a Donald Byrd tune) turned out to 
be a prescient collection of pop talent, in-
cluding guitarist Jesse Johnson, singer 
Alexander O'Neal, and a drummer by the 
name of Morris Day. When Prince of-
fered to put together a recording deal for 
his friend Morris, Day naturally brought 
the band with him, who became simply 
the Time. But Prince's insistence on call-
ing the shots alienated O'Neal, who left 
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the band and thereupon struggled in 
obscurity for several years. Lewis and 
Harris' eventual willingness to produce 
O'Neal as a solo artist was instrumental 
in his landing a contract with Columbia. 
The Time went on to release two ac-

complished albums (The Time and What 
Time Is It?) and one aesthetic flop (Ice 
Cream Castles), but on vinyl never came 
close to suggesting their impact as a per-
forming ensemble. After the group dis-
banded Day made acrimonious com-
ments about Prince's purple reign, and 
Lewis seemed to agree, noting that 
while the Time "had a lot of creativ-
ity... they put out what they were told." 

"Everyone had different ideas," Har-
ris declares more diplomatically, "and 
you can hear the differences on Morris' 
orJesse's album. But we all made contri-
butions. We'd gotten into production 
ourselves thinking we could gain knowl-
edge from it and bring it back to the 
group. 'Just Be Good To Me' was a con-
tribution in a way, because we were real-
ly devoted to the Time at that point, no 
doubt about it." 
They put together their first demo 

tape in the summer of 1982 while living in 
a one-room Hollywood apartmeneand I 
mean one room") with a Casio keyboard 
and a four-track deck. Solar Records 
producer Dick Griffey used "Wild Girls" 
for Klyinaxx, while producer Leon Syl-
vers pulled a couple of others for a 
Dynasty LP "which turned out to be a big 
flop." Yet another tune ("When You're 
Far Away") was picked up by Gladys 
Knight, and a fourth by the S. O. S. 
Band—eventually, every song from 
their demo landed on a record. And Har-
ris and Lewis had found a formula well-
suited to a variety of artistic formats. 

"I always wanted a beat," explains 
Harris, "but if you take all the synths and 
drum machines away, I still want a 
melody that people can hum along with, 
and that you can put on sheet music and 
have it make sense," he chuckles, "even 
though I don't read sheet music." 

You can hear the way Lewis and Har-
ris' strengths cross-pollinate on luscious 
hybrids like "Tender Love," with its 
Philly harmonies and a stately melody in-
troduced on an acoustic piano; or on 
"Saturday Love," which acrobatically 
skips a tightrope between tuneful con-
fection and well-oiled funk. Then check 
out Cherrelle's latest hit, "Artificial 
Heart," in which interlocking bass and 
percussion frame the singer's romantic 
accusations in a manner that explicitly 
conjures an assembly line update of 
Motown's story-with-soul. Now they're 
coming into their own as ballad writers 
(give a listen to the second side of 
Jackson's Control LP for proof), where 
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Harris and Lewis' deft arrangements 
suggest the Motown and Philly eras of 
black pop classicism. 

Their ability to avoid typecasting has 
become its own signature in a business 
where musicians are inevitably expected 
to reprogram their previous hits. Harris 
admits that "for a while everybody 
wanted a song like 'Just Be Good To Me. ' 
People still ask us to 'put one of those 
S. O. S. sounds' on their records. But we 
reserve that for S. O. S.—it's their 
sound. No one else will get it. We even 
got asked about it for Janet's record, but 
she really didn't need one. 
"We don't reproduce tracks, and 

they're not interchangeable. Cherrelle 

had no particular statement to make, but 
she's a fun, energetic person, so we 
tried to capture that on her album. But 
Janet did have one to make, so we went 
for that. 'Course you can talk 'ti you're 
blue without a melody that hooks people. 
That's the balance we were looking for. 
"We held a couple of pre-production 

meetings in Los Angeles and asked Janet 
to write down her ideas. We found out 
she plays keyboard, though she said not 
very well. But to involve her as much as 
possible, we forced her to play [key-
board] parts on the record. She'd be say-
ing, 'It's okay, get someone else', and 
we'd go, 'No, you play it.' And by the end 
of the sessions she was really into it." 
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Janet Jackson concurs. "I had a great 
time working with them," she says. 
"They're great people. They really made 
a difference in the way I thought about 
music. I learned a lot from their process, 
and it allowed me to think of myself as a 
musician, and not just as a singen " 

At this writing Control has passed the 
one and a half million sales mark (Janet's 
last LP sold approximately one-tenth 
that many copies) and, thanks to Harris 
and Lewis' time release strategy, will 
probably stick around near the top of the 
pop charts for months. 
"We deliberately put all the dance 

tracks on one side," Harris explains. "In 
fact, we did the same thing with Cher-
relle. It was a conscious decision de-
signed to give the record more longevi-
ty. People will naturally play the first side 
over and over, but when they burn out on 
that, maybe they'll start to discover 
some of the ballads. We were looking for 
a four or five-single album, and I think we 
have one here." 

Harris and Lewis' refusal to coast on 
formula led directly to the creation of 
"Lately," the album's breakthrough 
single. "We'd already finished the record 
when John Maclean, the executive pro-
ducer called us. He said "Nasty" was his 
favorite song and wanted a couple of 
others, just like it. We told him, 'Sorry, we 
don't do that, but we will put together a 

continued on page 114 

THE CONTROL ROOM 

A
s befits their current status 
as state-of-the-art hitmakers, 
Jimmy "Jam" Harris and Terry 
Lewis have recently put to-
gether their own studio in 

Hitsville, U.S.A., otherwise known as 
Minneapolis. The main deck is an Otani 
MTR 90, with a Harrison MR 4 mixing 
console. Signal processors include a Lexi-
con 224 DR and PCM 70, AMS reverbs, 
Quantec and AMS delays, as well as a 
Lexicon PCM 60. They use JBL speakers 
and Hassler amps for the main monitor 
system, with Yamaha NS1OM and Au-
ratone speakers for cue. They also em-
ploy dbx 165 limiters. Mikes include AKG 
414s and Neumann U87 for singers. 

Musical equipment includes a Yamaha 
C800 acoustic piano, and a raft of elec-
tronic keyboards including an Oberheim 
OB8, Yamaha DX7, Roland JX8P and 
JX3P, and an old ARP. Rhythm machines 
are the Linn 9000 and Oberheim DMX, a 
Roland TR-808, "and combinations 
thereof," according to Jimmy. There's 
also a Yamaha trap set (Zildjian cymbals). 
Terry Lewis plays Fender Jazz bass, and 
just bought a Rickenbacker. There's but 
two guitars in the place—a Fender Tele-
caster and Kramer Focus. 
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"Everything I am resides in Minas": Nascimento exploring his mountain sanctuary. 

MILTON 
NASCIMENTO 

BY PAMELA BLOOM 

SOME CLOSE 
ENÇOUNTERS OF 

THE BRAZILIAN KIND 

H
ere in Rio de Janeiro music just 
happens. Without caution. 
Without plans. First a look, 
then a match, then a rhythm is 

ignited and a feste begins. In Copa-
cabana, Ipanema, down the Avenida At-
lantica, perfectly bronzed gatinhas dis-
play the biggest bundas in the world. 
Under a devilish hot sun or luminescent 
moon, music bares the body electric. 
Get stuck in the middle of a 300-man 
bateria, and that Carnavalized hysteria of 

jiggling breasts and jangling rhythms 
could turn you inside out. 

For four months I didn't sleep in Rio. 
If it wasn't the heat, it was the roosters 
and if it wasn't the roosters it was the 
drums, or at least the memory of them, 
a persistent percussion of skin, stick and 
rim which penetrated even my most 
caipirinha-soaked dreams. If you want 
peace and quiet, better not go to Rio. 
Even the street cleaners go home sing-
ing at night, banging out sambas with 
beer cans down the sides of their vans. 

But scratch the musical mania and the 
veneer of spontaneous joy begins to 
fade. Passion in Brazil is matched only by 
its pain. An American friend warned that 
I would meet the black face of poverty in 
Brazil, but not until I stumbled over a 
mother and four babies huddling on a 
sheet of cardboard in the middle of 
Copacabana did I stop listening and learn 
to look. After twenty years of a military 
regime, Brazil is struggling like a colt to 
right itself, and with 300 percent inflation 
in the last year and 70 percent of the 
population suffering from malnutrition, 

hardship and hunger are just two more 
native rhythms. Maybe that's why Car-
naval gets a little crazier, and a little 
more desperate every year. 

If samba is speed incarnated, Milton 
Nascimento has discovered its opposite 
tempo. There is simply nothing fast 
about him. A smile takes a century to 
cross his face, a study in time-lapse 
photography as each muscle comes 
painstakingly to life. Hanging out in his 
dressing room at a TV studio where he 
is taping an appearance, I try to discern 
his mood; hidden behind silence and dark 
shades, his expression is a koan. 

Despite the high-spirited shenanigans 
of his young staff, Milton never talks just 
to talk and his reticence can be nerve-
wracking. Shy and wary of journalists, 
Milton has decided to check me out be-
fore granting an interview, and I don't 
know the passwords. Stabbing in the 
dark, I round up my best three Por-
tuguese sentences: that I am a music 
writer from New York, that I "desfiled" 
in Carnaval, that his music is for me "o 
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primeiro no mundo." Zilch response. Fi-
nally someone asks where I learned my 
Portuguese and I blurt out, "Oh, in bed. 
My Brazilian boyfriend doesn't speak 
English." At that, finally, the smile I had 
been waiting for, the one that looks at-
tached to his toes and every fiber of his 
body, electrifies the room. 

Gilberto Gil, Brazil's other pillar of 
popular music, tries to unravel the mys-
tery of Milton, but it's the musings of an 
extrovert explaining an introvert. 
Though as black as Milton, Gil is all 
sparkle, a glamor-boy mystic from 
Bahia. I tell him that I feel he is a different 
kind of black than Milton. 

"Yes, yes," Gil explains, "I'm from 
Bahia and Milton is from Minas. Bahia, 
despite white domination, has a very joy-
ful type of social system. Blacks mixed 
Catholic values with tribal ones, so ev-
erything became chanting and dancing 
and beating. But the slaves in Minas 

A voice transformed into an instrument 

were very conservative and serious, 
very much into a cu/pa, that religious 
feeling of guilt. Imagine living in a 'doll' 
kind of society. They weren't able to im-
part any good African feelings—Mineiro 
society was too heavy to permit it. 
"The other thing," Gil says, smiling 

broadly, "is the distance from the sea. In 
Bahia we had the little running 
seashores, the beach, very warm and 
sunny. But Minas is in the mountains. 
Everything is hidden in a sense, the next 
mile is already hidden away...." 

Two hours out of Rio on the way to 
Minas, there is a change in the air. 
Noise, "barulho," the barrage of city life, 
is sucked up into silence; time, like a 
tired elastic band, stretches and dies in-
side these verdant rolling hills filled with 
gold and silver. Nothing urgent on the 

agenda here; you might fall asleep for a 
million years, except that the eye can 
never rest in Minas. Its highways, 
carved crazily out of these mountains, 
veer and dip with a queasy persistence 
that you must give up believing in 
straight lines. 
Unlike the outrageous exhibitionism 

of the Rio cariocas, the Minas soul is not 
easy to grasp. Everything rich is under-
ground here, and one fears that no 
amount of mining could ever exhaust its 
truths. Down the highway, ancient faces 
hang from shuttered windows. An old 
man chasing an errant rooster scatters 
feathers around his porch; a horsedrawn 
cart delivers cheese to a roadside cafe. 
One can nearly see Amado's Gabriela 
running wildly through these century-old 
villages, tossing her long black hair be-
hind her and laughing a wet witch cackle 
that makes the earth tremble in re-
sponse. Yes, something in the soil sings 
in Minas—a shocking rust red melody 
that seems to moan its fertilities. And 
behind all this sensuality, looming like 
judgmental grand dames at the end of 
every main street, are the great baroque 
bastions of faith (thirteen churches in 
one small village alone). They smell of 
old wood and dried flowers, and drip 
shamelessly with treasures of the land. 

"Minas is my alimentaçao, my 
nourishment," Milton explains one hell-
hot day in Rio. Four years ago, strung 
out on Rio nightlife, he had packed up his 
city apartment and returned to Minas; 
today he's forty pounds thinner and 
beaming health. "Everything I am, men-
tally, physically, spiritually resides in 
Minas. People tend to think Minas is 
closed because of the mountains. But 
with the coming together of the Por-
tuguese, Spanish and African cultures, it 
is the birthplace of spirituality in Brazil." 
The true miracle of Brazil is .that so 

many musics do exist. In this country as 
big as the continental U.S., each Brazil-
ian state boasts not only its own culture 
but its own specific heartsound. Samba 
was born in the javelas, or slums, of Rio, 
as a cross-breed between the European 
maxixe (a salon dance) and fiery African 
percussion. In the late 50s, Antonio Car-
los Jobim and Joao Gilberto (and later, 
Chico Buarque) cooled the batucada 
drums and made bossa nova—literally 
translated "new method"—a soft samba 
chromatically pinched and lyrically in-
formed with existential concerns. Spur-
red by the 60s populist fervor, the 
Tropicalia movement took root in Bahia; 
Caetano Veloso, Maria Bethania and Gal 
Costa wielded electric guitars with more 
traditional berimbaus in an attempt to in-
vigorate more traditional Brazilian folk 
with urban rock 'n' roll. The ravaged 

Northeast was resurrected in the late 
70s by the flashy Elba Ramalho, who fa-
vored native beats like maracatú, frevo, 
baiiio and coco. The South is gaucho 
country, a type of Latin cowboy music 
best represented by the duo Kleiton and 
Kledir. And from the sons of the military 
in Brasilia—that modernistic city fabri-
cated in the middle of nowhere—has 
sprung a new rock generation, slightly 
schizzy and often short-lived. The most 
enduring group, Paralamas do Sucesso, 
mixes reggae and African ju-ju with in-
ternational rock. 
Then there is Milton Nascimento's 

Minas: birthplace of classical compos-
ers, a kind of Copland country full of 
wide-open melodies, lush, unexpected 
turns of harmony, and a stylishness that 
is chic without pretense. Endemic to 
Minas are work songs, religious hymns, 
moda de violao (folk dances), African la-
ments, musica serteneja (a type of "coun-
try" music). All figure in Milton's reper-
toire, fueled by atingular sensibility that 
reaches through jazz and beyond class-
ical. Surely it's no accident that Milton's 
own songs display a winding melodic to-
pography like that of Minas. Or as Mil-
ton's guitarist Ricardo Silveira says, 
"Milton hears simple things in a very 
complicated way." 

"Minas is a very big universe, but 
when I compose I don't worry about 
style," Milton says. "I listen to my heart, 
and I make good use of what's in my 
mind. The truth is, I am more related to 
a human being than a piece of land. I am 
more bound to the whole world than a 
plot of earth." 

Nascimento's presence in Brazil over 
a twenty-year career, as well as on the 
international scene, has itself become a 
very fertile plot of earth. From the be-
ginning his art has been forged through 
collaboration, his message a hymn to 
friendship and communion. Co-creations 
with Mineiro composers Beto Guedes, 
Wagner Tiso, Lo and Marcio Borges, 
and with lyricists Fernando Brandt and 
Ronaldo Bastos, delineate a kind of fam-
ily history. Most were childhood cronies 
from the street corners of Tres Pontas 
(the famed "Clube da Esquina"), where, 
during the 60s, the Mineiro sound was 
formulated. After struggling several 
years as an anonymous bass player in 
Sao Paulo, Milton gained commercial at-
tention when his "Travessia" won the In-
ternational Song Festival in 1967. Since 
then his effect on popular music has be-
come enormous. In duets with Chico 
Buarque, Caetano Veloso, Gal Costa, 
and Simone (though strangely never 
Gil), he effortlessly magnetized stars of 
similar stature into his own gravitational 
field. He discovered and introduced new 
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OMAR HAKIM 
CHOOSING A MULTI-SOUND CYMBAL SET-UP 

As a musician growing up in 
New York City, Omar Hakim was 
called upon to play everything: 
funk, rock 'n roll, bebop, salsa 
and all the variations in be-
tween. His diverse background 
is put to good use in Weather 
Report, where his powerful and 
supple drumming fuels the 
band's heady blend of exotic 
rhythms, electronic textures 
and shifting dynamic levels. 

Omar's multi-purpose drum 
and cymbal set-up has been 
chosen with meticulous care 
to produce the extraordinary 
variety of sounds he needs for 
Weather Report and sessions 
with David Bowie, Dave San-
born and others. How the cym-
bals are used and where they 

are positioned around his kit 
has more to do with enhancing 
his musical possibilities than 
following the "rules:' 

"I've been changing roles 
with different cymbals. Since 
Weather Report is mostly elec-
tric, I've been balancing the 
'wash' type sound with a more 
defined ride type of 
thing on the bell of 
the cymbal. I might 
be riding through 
Joe's solo pas-
sages or setting 
up a groove 
with the 22" Ping 
Ride on my 
right. So I'll 
keep the right 
hand going 
and do accents and other stuff 
with my left hand on the 19" 
Medium Thin Crash on the left. 
It's an excellent crash/ride cym-
bal and it gives me enough dif-
ferent sounds to free me up for 
this ambidextrous approach:' 

The innate ability to pick 
the right cymbal is an art that 
Hakim has refined by spending 
a lot of time in the city's music 
stores, playing and listening 
closely to cymbal after cymbal. 

'You should be patient. 
You've got to know how to really 
listen to the cymbal you're 
going to play for years. And 
when you pick a cymbal, you've 

Omar Hakim is the drummer for Weather Report 
and is currently recording and touring with Sting. 

got to do it with the same sticks 
you intend to play it with. 

'First, I listen for the primary 
tone. You have to get close to 
the cymbal to hear it. I also lis-
ten to whether the harmonic 
overtones are coming out 
evenly. I like the bells to be clear 
without too many harmonic 
overtones:' 

Not coincidentally, only 
Zildjian cymbals 
meet Omar 
Hakim's exacting 
standards for 
tonal versatility, 
dynamic con-
sistency and a 

natural, in-bred 
musicality 
'Because of their 

Omar's Live Set-Up 'special' blend of 
alloys, Zildjians have the most 
beautiful natural harmonic over-
tones. They give me the wide 
vocabulary of sounds I need. 
Other cymbals only sound 
good for one kind of thing. And 
you've got to bash them to get 
them to sound. 

'The musicality of Zildjians 
makes each cymbal a com-
plete, multi-tonal instrument. 
Depending on what part of the 
cymbal I choose to play, I have 
at least five or six sounds on 
my ride cymbal that I can use. 
We do a tune called 'Fast City' 
where I can smack my ride 
cymbal and get a crash you 
won't believe:' 

Avedis Zildjian Company, 
Cymbal Makers Since 1623, 
Longwater Drive, Norwell, Mass. 
02061 USA 
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As technologically advanced as 
the guitar they're named after 

More than 
just notes. 
EMG Pickups. 
You want more than just the 
notes you play. With an EMG, 
get the response you need 
from a pickup. Get the 
performance you put into it. 

rifL.„x.„P,/ N 
Santa Rosa, CA 95402 

illiman 007) 525-9941 

II lllll CANADA: Louis Musical, Quebec 

groups to Brazil, such as Uakti, which 
performs on handmade, avant-garde in-
struments. And his international influ-
ence has extended to stylists as dispa-
rate as George Duke, Weather Report, 
Pat Metheny and Herbie Hancock. 

While Milton's nineteen albums 
suggest a gradual sophistication of form, 
his early records, considered classics in 
Brazil, are far from simple-minded. The 
1975 Minas surveys a stark interior land-
scape of contrapuntal voices (notably 
chanting children) that intersect Milton's 
at odd angles. Geraes charts a regional 
folktrail, while songs like "Girou, 
Girou," with its sudden wordless vocal 
flight, suggest a bruised sensuality 
struggling for release. The joy of Wayne 
Shorter's Native Dancer came from the 
American's ability to lock horns with 
Nascimento's voice, a marriage of 
timbres beyond mere acoustics. With 
the album Paixiio e Fe, Milton consoli-
dated his craft of writing art songs; the 
orchestral vision behind the 1982 Anima 
finally set the intimate grandeur of his 
voice into fabulous relief. This year's 
Encontras e Despedidas presents the 
fruit of Milton's art fully fermented. In 
gorgeous ballads like "Caso de Amor" 
and "Quem Perguntou Por Mim," old 
friends like Brant and Tiso help him re-
vitalize his roots; but it is with the help of 
new friends Pat Metheny and Hubert 
Laws that Nascimento discovers that 
natural "green card" called range. 

"There's something very beautiful 
that happens with music," Milton says. 
"It's as if you are walking down the 
street looking at many different faces, 
and suddenly you feel strongly they have 
something in common with you. Only in 
music the feeling is more concrete: 
When I hear Miles Davis, Wayne Short-
er, Pat Metheny, Hubert Laws, it feels 
as if I'm playing. I want to work with 
them, exchange energies, techniques. 

"It's as if the essential cry I hear in 
another is the same I feel inside myself." 

Baurn, one of the more nondescript 
towns in the state of São Paulo, hosts the 
opening show of Milton's tour. Though 
tickets are not expensive, I meet two 
young working girls in the afternoon who 
tell me they cannot afford to go (a com-
mon dilemma in Brazil). Still the stadium 
is full, and the night, following a clearing 
rain, has taken on the feel of a rally. Al-
though many of Milton's songs have 
been criticized as too sophisticated for 
the masses, everyone seems to know 
the words. His band (including Silveira, 
bassist Nico Assumpcào, long time 
drummer Robertinho Silva, and key-
boardist Luiz Aveliar) seem to be having 
atypical ensemble problems, however, 
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and concoct some strange harmonies out 
of misplaced cues. Few notice— 
everyone has come to hear the voice. 

Hardly a showman, Milton mostly sits 
during the show; sometimes he stops 
playing his acoustic Ovation and just 
throws out his arms and sings. For an 
hour and a half, he pours out one hit after 
another: "Maria, Maria," "Fe Cega Faça 
Amolada," "Ponte de Areia," "Cais." 
Between every song, a young girl down 
front screams, "Travessia, Travessia." 
Pandemonium breaks when Milton sings 
"Raça," from a Portuguese word which 
means both race and strength. Finally, 
with the charm of a minimalist, he does a 

little circular samba to "Circo Marimba," 
as Robertinho plays woodblock. For the 
encore, matches are lit, arms are wav-
ing. The whole night has begun to sing. 

"I've sung ever since I can remember." 
Milton says. "And I've always known 
I've wanted to be a singer. When I was 
little, I loved to put on Yma Sumac rec-
ords in the house and imitate her. One 
day, as a teenager, my voice went, 
‘Aaaaurrgh' so I had to rind another way 
to sing along. That's how I discovered 
my falsetto. 
"When I started out, I used to sing at 

balls from ten at night until five in the 

THE BEYER MCE 6 GETS 
THIS CLOSE TO THE TRUE SOUND 

OF YOUR HORN 
Desiped to take over 150 dB of sound pressure without overload or 

distortion, this miniature condenser is durable enough to mount right in 
your bell. The pickup pattern and frequency response have been optimized to, 
capture all the character of your sax, trumpet or trombone as no 
'moonlighting' vocal mic can. The MCE 6 puts brass and wind instruments 
on an equal footing with electric and electronic instruments. 
The innovative design of the MCE 6 gives you consistent, studio quality 

sound on any stage. And it won't affect the balance and tone of your 
instrument. Its uncompromising accuracy, typically Beyer, gives the audience 
all the intensity you put into your horn without sacrificing the intimate 
details of your sound. 
The MCE 6 also connects to Beyer's TS 185 pocket wireless transmitter (or 

to any wireless system) for an even wider range of performance options. 
Audio accuracy has made Beyer the leading choice of demanding European 
engineers and musicians ever since we introduced the first professional 
wireless system in 1%2. For more information on the MCE 6 instrument 
microphone and the full range of Beyer wireless products, write to: 
Beyer Dynamic, Inc., 5-05 Burns Avenue, - 
Hicksville, NY 11801 
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morning. Then I would sing all day long. 
Work was the best school of my life." 

Milton's voice is more than an instru-
ment; it's an ocean of organic sound, ab-
sorbing joy and pain without discrimina-
tion. Ranging from pungent baritone to 
plaintive tenor to angelic falsetto, it is 
probably the only Brazilian voice that 
stays consistently in tune. Con-
sequently, it doesn't lay back well on 
lackadaisical bossas; rather it seems de-
stined for long-line blues, and sounds 
equally good dressed up in black-tie or-
chestrations or primal thumpings. All the 
fragments of Milton's inner life can be 
heard in that timbre: a sad, barefoot boy, 
a crazy adolescent, a courageous wom-
an, a freed slave. If Moses, looking 
into the Promised Land, could have 
sung, he would have sounded like Milton 
Nascimento. 

Within that psyche hovers the shadow 
of another Brazilian singer, the incom-
parable Elis Regina, who died tragically 
of an overdose in 1982. During the early 
70s she was one of the first popular sing-
ers to introduce Nascimento's songs to a 
wide audience, and her renditions of 
"Nada Será Como Antes," "Cais," and 
"Ponte de Areia" rival Milton's own. 
Though Milton refused for years to 
speak about her death, his "Essa Voz" 
(from the Anima album) underscored 
the raging grief he felt at her loss. 

"I was her son's godfather," he ex-
plains, "so there was a very personal in-
volvement. Elis was a great singer, but 
more than that: I wrote the majority of 
my songs thinking of her singing them. 
She was new, but she could also take 
something old and make it new. When 
she died it was a great tragedy for the 
country. For several years after her 
death I found it extremely hard to sing or 
write. In fact, I still do." 

Milton's true gift is to be intimate with 
the communal. Hardly a nitty-gritty 
politican (as opposed to Gil, whose songs 
are often rabid social commentary), Nas-
cimento has nevertheless figured promi-
nently in Brazilian political history. With 
lyricist Fernando Brant, he created the 
1982 presidential campaign slogan for 
Tancredo Neves, in the first national 
election since the imposition of the mili-
tary regime. Although the song, 
"Coracao de Estudante" ("Student 
Heart") was originally written with Tiso 
for a documentary film about Brazil's last 
civil president, its mixture of saudade 
(longing) and triumphant hope made it 
the perfect campaign song. And when 
Tancredo died unexpectedly only days 
before taking office, the song consoled 
and rallied a country. 
The relationship between Brazilian 

continued on page 114 
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The moon has music for those who listen. 

ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER 
DOWN TO THE MOON 

FM 42255 

"DOWN TO TIME MOON" TOUR 1986: 

8/14 Merriweather Post Pavilion, 
Washington, DC 

8/15 Mann MusicCenter, Philadelphia 
8/16 Finger Lakes, Rochester 
8/17 O'Keefe Center, Toronto 
8/19 Radio City, Mew York City 
8/20 Great Woods, Boston 
8/22 National Arts Center, Ottawa 
8/23 Grand Theatre, Quebec City 

8/24 St. Denis Theatre, Montreal 
8/28 Performing Arts Center, Louisville 
8/29 Music Hall, Cincinnati 
8/30 State Theatre, Cleveland 
8/31 Pine Knob, Detroit 
9/1 Poplar Creek, Chicago 
9/3 Northrup Auditorium, Minneapolis 
9/4 Oriental Theatre, Milwaukee 
9/5 Music hall, Kansas City 

"Down To The Moon." 
The new album. A new 
atmosphere of music from 
electroacoustic harpist 
Andreas Vollenweider. 

The journey continues from 
"Behind The Gardens...," 
"Caverna Magica," and 
"White Winds" all the way 
"Down To The Moon." 

On CBS Records, 
chrome Cassettes and 
Compact Discs. 

9/6 Red Rocks, Denver 
9/22 The Orpheum, Vancouver 
9/23 Opera House, Seattle 
9/27 Greek Theatre, Berkeley 
9/29 Greek Theatre, Los Angeles 
9/30 Greek Theatre, Los Angeles 

Additional dates to be annou ed . 
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KOOL & THE GANG 
Life After 
Crossover 

hat a difference a dec-
ade makes. A little 
over ten years ago 

Kool & the Gang were riding 
high on hits like "Hollywood 
Swingin" and "Jungle 
Boogie." The songs were 
swaggering, impolite pieces 
of ebony funk; Kool & the 
Gang were the kind of black 
folks that white folks warned 
their kids about. But here in 
the decade of Reagan and 
Cosby, black folks, white 
folks and a lot of other folks 
are into the Gang, which is 
better known now for the 
seamless, sweatless pop of 
hits like "Ladies Night," 
"Celebration" and "Cherish." 

For Ronald "Kool" Bell, 
that says less about cross-
over music than it does about 
evolution. "In the 70s we 
didn't have a lead vocalist. So 
what we had to do was de-
pend on our basic grooves— 
our horn sound. The other 
guys in the group were 
writing songs that had 
storylines and so on, but 
we hadn't had anyone to 
sing 'em." 

That changed when the 
band recruited a smooth 
tenor named James Taylor. 
"We started to become 
'crossover' because now 
there was something for a 
so-called popular market to 
identify with." 

Bell probably wouldn't 
trade that success for any-
thing, but still he admits to 
missing the old sound—to 
say nothing of the band's old 
sense of adventure. He's par-
ticularly anticipating the reac-
tion to "Chase" on the new 
album, an instrumental that 
he says sounds something 
like the old Gang style— 
"funk fusion, heavy grooves, 
improvisations on the horn 
and keyboards. 

"It comes with us in cycles. 
In 1975-76 were hits like 
'Jungle Boogie' and 'Funky 
Stuff.' We were doing quite 
well, doing Johnny Carson 
and Mike Douglas." Then the 
band reversed direction 
dramatically with the surprise 
jazz hit, "Summer Madness." 
"We are at that period again," 
Bell says. "We feel that 
yearning to do something 
slightly different, to stretch 
out." — Leonard Pitts, Jr. 

MIKEL ROUSE 
Dr. Classical 
and Mr. Pop 

ikel Rouse is a clas-
sically trained musi-
cian with a penchant 

for pop. Like a lot of people 
before him, he tried merging 
the two. Unlike a lot of the 
others, Rouse admits it's a 
combination that rarely 
works. "I felt dissatisfied with 
the results," he remembers. 
"It wasn't very good pop 
music, and it wasn't very 
good concert music. They 
were just watered-down ver-
sions of each other." 

Frustrated, Rouse was left 
with one option: form two 
different bands that would 
each play a pure style of 
music. Voila! Rouse's Tirez 
Tirez plays Talking Heads-
like rock 'n' roll with suitably 
cerebral lyrics; Broken Con-
sort specializes in his modern 
classical music. "Basically, I 
wanted to have my cake and 
eat it too," Rouse says with a 
grin of satisfaction. 

While the two groups oper-
ate independently of one 
another, Rouse is quick to 
point out that certain ele-

ments can't help but cross 
over. "The Broken Consort 
stuff is infused with a lot of 
harmonic and rhythmic 
ideas," he explains. "Natur-
ally, those things enter into 
Tirez Tirez. It's not that you 
can't be influenced by some-
thing, but it's that urge to in-
corporate it directly into the 

music that makes for bland-
sounding bands." 
Rouse on record is any-

thing but bland. The complex, 
uplifting melodies on Tirez 
Tirez's Social Responsibility 
challenge preconceptions 
about pop music without 
being inaccessible. The band 
will even be playing live, 
though Rouse is convinced 
that electric music is a studio 
medium. "Unless you have a 
visually-oriented stage show, 
it's usually pretty poorly per-
formed," he says. "Onstage, 
you just can't reproduce 
what's on the record, 
whereas with classical music 
there's an added intensity of 
the live performance and a 
reason for doing it. But if 
you're going to put out a pop 
record and are as anti-video 
as I am, you have to support 
it with live dates." 

Rouse has no problem dif-
ferentiating between his two 
musical personas. Others— 
particularly those record 
company executives who 
were turned on by one band, 
turned off by the other, and 
subsequently hedged away 
from signing either outfit— 
don't find it quite so easy. "It's 

a lot more difficult to keep 
from being pigeonholed than 
I would have expected," 
Rouse admits. "People want 
to associate the two kinds of 
music. The way I see it, it's 
almost as if I'm a short-order 
cook and a pop musician, or a 
store clerk and a classical 
musician." — Michael Kaplan K
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OUT OF THE BLUE 
They Still Make 'Em 
That Way Anymore 

o 
ut of the Blue's first 
album, recorded and 
released last year, has 

been called one of the best 
jazz records of the 60s. And 
the young cooperative sextet 
has been called the Monkees 
of jazz. 

Neither of these descrip-
tions is entirely fair, although 
they're both pretty funny. 
But both contain an element 
of truth. 

It's certainly true that the 
members of Out of the Blue 
(OTB for short), like numer-
ous other young jazz musi-
cians these tradition-con-
scious days, spend a lot of 
time in a hard-driving post - 
bop/modal groove. The style 
was developed a couple of 
decades or so ago by musi-
cians who recorded for the 
Blue Note label—which is, 
not coincidentally, OTB's 
home. 
As for the Monkees analo-

gy, the fact is that OTB didn't 
exactly take shape organi-
cally. The folks at the born-
again Blue Note decided they 
wanted a brand new group 
consisting of hotshot young-
sters. A series of auditions 
yielded the six players who 
ended up getting packaged as 
OTB. 

Trumpeter Michael Philip 
Mossman acknowledges that 
OTB owes a heavy stylistic 
debt to an earlier generation 
of jazz musicians. That's in-
evitable, he says, given that 

ED WILKERSON 
Big Bands Are Back 
...With a Difference 

lill wenty years ago 
Chicago's jazz critics 
alerted the rest of the 

world to Mitchell, Bowie, 
Abrams, Jarman et al. Now 
they're sounding the alarm 
on behalf of Edward Wilker-
son, a graduate of the Associ-
ation for the Advancement of 
Creative Musicians. 
The first release by 

Shadow Vignettes, Wilker-
son's twenty-five-member 
orchestra, justifies all the 
shouting. Birth Of A Notion is 
an impressive album by any 
standard, but especially so in 
light of its underdog origins: a 
$6,000 do-it-yourself project 
by an untested performer. 
Wilkerson raised the odds 
even higher by laying down 
his horns—he plays half a 
dozen—in favor of a com-
poser's scoresheet and con-

ductor's baton. 
"My music is very theatri-

cal," he explains. "There's so 
much activity to direct with 
Shadow Vignettes that I don't 
have time to play. My original 
intention was to offer the 
finished product to an estab-
lished label, but having fi-
nanced it myself I decided 
why not go all the way and 
distribute it, too." 
The album's showpiece, 

replete with ten-minute 
video, is "Honky Tonk Bud," 
a jailhouse toast about an 
apocryphal South Side smack 
dealer who becomes an FBI 
sting victim. Behind actor 
John Toles-Bey's flamboyant 
narrative, Wilkerson wheels 
in orchestral motifs like stage 
props. His recontextualizing 
eclecticism is more apparent 
on "The Names Have Been 
Changed," a back-to-the-
future flagwaver. 

"The music of the 20s and 
30s had such spark," Wilker-

FACES 
all the members are still find-
ing their own voices. He also 
acknowledges the way the 
band came together was a bit 
unusual. But he notes that all 
of the members of OTB, ex-
cept Canadian-born tenor 
saxophonist Ralph Bowen, 
had previously worked to-
gether in various combina-
tions in other bands—and 
they quickly discovered they 
were very comfortable being 
one. (At this writing, though, 
there are likely to be some 
personnel changes. Two of 
the original OTB members 
have offers of steadier work 
elsewhere.) 
The group recorded its 

debut album quickly, 
Mossman says. A brand-new 
second effort "will represent 
a higher level of unity. 
"And by the third album, 

things should get really wild." 
— Peter Keepnews 



Wilkerson from previous page 
son says. "I wanted to repro-
duce that spark using the con-
temporary vocabulary." Be-
sides Shadow Vignettes, he 
also leads (and plays with) 
Eight Bold Souls, a smaller 
Chicago group. The enter-
prising Wilkerson hopes to 
take the big band on the road. 
"I hear it doesn't cost all that 
much to rent a bus," he 
muses. — Francis Davis 

Up-to-the-
Minute Men 
Surviving Minutemen bassist 
Mike Watt and drummer 
George Hurley are back in 
action after the death of gui-
tarist/singer D. Boon in a car 
accident last December. With 
guitarist Ed Crawford they've 
formed firehose (yes, with a 
small f). The group will re-
cord imminently. 

THELONIOUS MONSTER 
Four Guitarists, 
Four Managers 

ob Forrest, who 
fronts Los Angeles' 
Thelonious Monster, 

resembles a bespectacled 
cartoon character who 
stepped out of a Looney 
Tunes to grab a beer. It's 
tough to take him too seri-
ously, and nearly as tough not 
to like him—attributes that 
also hold for Thelonious 
Monster, whose debut LP 
and wild, boozy live shows 
have created quite a buzz lo-
cally. 

In the two years since the 
Monster was created, the 
band has "accomplished" a 
lot. For instance, it has ex-
perienced so many personnel 
changes that it's hard for cur-
rent members to keep track 
of former ones, though 
everyone agrees there are 

now four guitarists. The sep-
tet recorded Baby .. You're 
Bummin' My Life Out In A 
Supreme Fashion, a nifty 
album that immerses funny, 
pointed essays—on un-
raveled romance, drink and 
drug abuse, and infidelity—in 
a bitchin' brew of punk pop, 
free jazz and funky psycho-
blues. And the group's beer-
soaked, anything-goes con-
certs have caused the Mon-
ster to be banned from a few 
L. A. clubs. 
"We have four managers," 

Forrest explains with a grin, 
"and they don't do anything 
except tell club managers, 
'I'm sorry for the way they 
acted. — 

Forrest makes it clear he's 
not particularly sorry. Be-
sides, it's not like the band is 
hurting for friends or fans. 
Guest musicians on the rec-
ord range from James Chance 

to Peter Case, as well as 
members of Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, the Circle Jerks and 
Fishbone. And enough video 
makers expressed interest in 
shooting the Monster that at 
least four videos (of four dif-
ferent songs) are in the 
works. 
Most Monster tunes, For-

rest says, come from band 
jams. "To write out a song, 
then try to teach it to every-
body is just too, uh, profes-
sional." At the current jam-
ming rate, he figures the 
group will be ready to record 
the next album by the end of 
summer. 

Given the Monster's per-
sonality, one suspects some 
thought has already gone into 
an LP title. "Yeah," Forrest 
replies. "We're thinking of 
calling it Too Many Hats And 
Not Enough Talent." 

— Duncan Strauss 
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"WEVE NEVER BEEN EXCEP-
IONAL MUSICIANS, SO IT MAY 
BE ANOTHER, MORE UNCON-

CIOUS QUALITY THAT'S 
BROUGHT US SUCCESS." 



I
don't really see myself as 
a guitar player," says U2's 

Edge. " I'm more of a 

songwriter or composer. 

In looking for a new way to say 

things with a guitar. I've de-

veloped my own style, but it 

was just something I was led 

to instinctively, out of frustra-

tion at the rubbish most people 

were putting out at the time." 

No, the Edge—a nickname 

Bono stuck on his friend Dave 

Evans—is not a hot guitarist in 

the sense that Eddie Van 

Halen or Larry Coryell or even 

Richard Thompson are. But 

Edge's approach to his instru-

ment has already had an 

enormous influence of its own, 

a style founded on simplicity 

and service to the song—and 

devoid of any cheap-seat 

grandstanding. 

With U2 he will often set a 

rhythm with a pronounced, 

folk-like formality, and then, 

once that rhythm is estab-

lished, blend back into the 

bass and drum, emerging 

again with tonal colors— 

sounds like bells, foghorns or 

banshees—to enhance or 

alter the mood of the song. 

He's the linchpin of U2's 

sound, but it is typical of the 

band's philosophy that the 

guitarist, bassist Adam 

Clayton, and drummer Larry 

Mullen often lock together 

until it becomes difficult to 

make distinctions between 

them. At their best, Edge, 

Clayton, and Mullen sound 

less like three musicians 

playing together than like one 

musician with six hands. 

This interview was done in 

Ireland, where U2 are working 

on their next album at a house 

in the Dublin hills. Edge en-

tered the room wearing blue 

jeans, a T-shirt, a black leather 

jacket, and a navy blue sailor's 

cap. His face was covered 

with a few days growth of 

beard. Quiet but self-assured, 

he warmed immediately to the 

conversation. Playing . n the 

background was a demo of 

Edge's soundtrack for a new 

film called Captive. It was sort 

of a cross between Vangelis 

and Eno's Ambient music, 

quiet and vaguely mystical—a 

bit like Edge himself. 

MUSICIAN: Some of the music 

press would have it that U2 is 

a "guitar band," in the manner 

of Simple Minds or Big Coun-

try. What function to you think 

the guitar plays in U22 

EDGE: Well, you have to re-

member that U2 is fundamen-

tally a live group. When you 

perform live certain things 

work and others don't—cer-

tain things get lost. But there's 

something really powerful 

about the live combination of 

guitar, bass, and drums, and 

in the early days we disci-

plined ourselves to use only 

those primary colors of rock ' n' 

roll. We avoided keyboards 

not because we were pre-

judiced against them, but 

because we wanted io see 

what we could do with the 

medium of rock 'n' rcll in its 

basic form. 

MUSICIAN: How would you 

characterize your own way of 

playing? 

EDGE: Style is a very complex 

thing. There are various guitar 

sounds that interest me, and 

one of them is a melodic, 

linear way of playing, that has 

a kind of cutting clarity. I 

realized quite early on that a 

harmonic, let's say, can be so 

pure and finely-focused that it 

has the incredible ability to 

pierce through its ervironment 

of sound, just like lightning. 

I've always wanted to be able 

to do that. But I would pick out 

many different aspects of my 

playing. Perhaps most impor-

tant of all is the Irish influence 

BY JOHN 
HUTCHINSON 
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on my use of drone strings, which was 
something I started to do quite instinc-
tively, before I could afford a bank of ex-
pensive effects. In the early years I used 
quite clean sounds, generally playing 
higher strings, and plucking them with a 
pick, but playing the melody against a 
drone. 
MUSICIAN: How do you do that? 
EDGE: It sounds very complex, but real-
ly it's just a rhythmic device. The idea of 
playing over a drone is very Irish, and as 
far as I know has no roots at all in rock 'n' 
roll. Another of my traits, which is simi-
lar, is the use of echo in a rhythmic way. 
MUSICIAN: So that guitar echo on Boy 
wasn't Steve Lillywhite's contribution? 
EDGE: No, that was me. In fact, I be-
came the timekeeper with the band for a 
while, and Larry would play to me, be-
cause everything had to sync with my 
echo—you can hear that in "Pride," for 
example. Eventually we made a decision 
to leave out the echo on War, and the 
guitar became much more dry and force-
ful. That sound reappeared, in a sense, 
on Unforgettable Fire, because of the 
Hawaiian guitar, but in any case, the 
guitar treatments almost always came 
out of things that I was doing. 
MUSICIAN: On Unforgettable Fire, what 
did Eno do to your treatments? 
EDGE: He treated them again! I always 
treat my guitars at source: I don't use 
outboard equipment, because I like to 
react to, and play against, my own treat-
ments. On Unforgettable Fire I played 
with the echo, which really pissed people 
off, because if it was too much, you 
couldn't take it off. I fine-tuned it very 
precisely when I was playing, and it 
would have been totally unsatisfactory to 
have split it into a "dry" and "wet" signal. 
Brian sometimes added other treat-
ments, but more on the keyboards than 
on the guitar. On "Fourth Of July," for in-
stance, the treatment was a combination 
of what I was doing while playing, and 
something Brian added in the studio, and 
the fact that it sounds as if there are 
more than two instruments is due solely 
to the treatments. That track is only a lit-
tle vignette, not to be taken too seri-
ously, but I think it is quite beautiful. 
MUSICIAN: Unforgettable Fire was a 
radical change in many ways. Was that 
the band's decision? 
EDGE: Yes. All the material was written 
by the time Eno arrived, with the excep-
tion of "Bad," "Fourth Of July," and 
"Elvis Presley In America." "Unfor-
gettable Fire," to give you an example, 
wasn't written with guitars in mind. I'd 
actually written it for a soundtrack—at 
least, I'd decided that it wasn't suitable 
for U2, so I'd put it on one side. Then 
Bono and I messed around with it, Bono 
on bass, and myself on keyboards, and 

we worked it out without any guitars. 
Subsequently I put on a few "ambient" 
guitars on top, but it was always a 
keyboard song. And if you think about it, 
there is very little traditional guitar on 
that record. 
MUSICIAN: Do you remember when you 
first picked up guitar? 
EDGE: I was given a Spanish guitar when 
I was about twelve, which I learned to 
tune, and that was as far as I got. Then, 
when I was about fourteen, I took up 
piano, worked on that for about two 
years, by which time I could play a lot of 
rudimentary classical pieces. But I gave 
it up when I realized that I'd never be 
able to handle the sight-reading, and that 
I didn't much like the pieces I was given 
to learn. 

"Piercing through like lightning." 

Some time later my brother, who is 
two years older than me, also got a 
guitar, and we plonked around together, 
playing Beatles songs. When I was just 
sixteen, we formed the first group that 
contained the present members of U2, 
with my brother and another guitar 
player. At that stage Bono wanted to 
play guitar, so we had four guitar 
players, and no one who was prepared to 
sing. Adam had a bass, which I think he 
bought because it had four strings rather 
than six, and because it guaranteed him 
a place in the band! 
We played cover versions for a 

while—mainly songs that were easy for 
us to play without keyboards. My 
brother then left the group because it 
just didn't seem to be working with five 
members, the other guitar player left 
after a week, and suddenly there was a 
new simplicity that came with the change 
to a four-piece band. This led to a crea-

tive period which resulted in our first 
demos, which we sent out to record 
companies. That would have been in 
1977. 
We played a lot, rehearsed a lot, and 

became totally immersed in the music 
that was happening around us. Suddenly 
we became aware of people like Patti 
Smith, Richard Hell & the Voidoids, and 
Television. And in England there were 
the Banshees, the Skids, Magazine, the 
Pistols, the Clash and all of them. It was 
a great period. The American groups re-
ally caught our interest, because even at 
that stage we sensed an English over-
emphasis on image, at the expense of the 
music and lyrical content. 
MUSICIAN: And what were the influences 
on you as a guitarist? 
EDGE: I was very influenced by Tom 
Verlaine—not stylistically, but in terms 
of general approach and tearing up the 
rule-book. I also loved Patti Smith: her 
guitar-playing was competent and not 
particularly exceptional, but it was per-
fect for her band. These influences 
never became very evident; they were 
always more of an inspiration, catalysts 
in the formation of my own style. 
MUSICIAN: How much of U2's success do 
you attribute to the band's idealism? 
EDGE: That's a difficult question to an-
swer—I suppose it's part of everything 
we do to some extent. In terms of per-
sonal achievement, it's what I most 
value. We've never been a band of ex-
ceptional musicians, so it may be another 
quality that has brought about our suc-
cess, and it may have something to do 
with our ideals. But what is fascinating I 
feel about a lot of modern art is that it 
draws no conclusions, provides no solu-
tions, and doesn't point you in any new 
directions, and I think that the reason 
why Western culture is so bankrupt is 
because it lacks spiritual values. I think 
that art can be a light at the end of the 
tunnel, not just a mirror of society. 
MUSICIAN: U2 has become so involved 
with good works of one sort or another— 
Live Aid, Sun City, the Amnesty con-
certs—that there could be a risk of the 
band appearing a bit self-righteous. 
EDGE: We've always been aware of that, 
and we've always taken pains to make it 
clear that we're not preaching. A lot of 
our lyrics are about "us" collectively, not 
"you." I think that apathy and cynicism 
are hard to shake off—I see that in my-
self—and I do believe that it's very cor-
rupting when you start giving in to them. 
MUSICIAN: But don't you think there's a 
danger in identifying the band so closely 
with a set of moral values? 
EDGE: Whether or not art should raise 
itself above social or political values is an 
open question, but as far as I'm con-
cerned, art can't raise itself above E
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spirituality. Spirituality needn't be bland 
or simplistic—it can be very mystical and 
personal. Expressing it is very hard, but 
when it is expressed, I think it gives art a 
depth which you can't get otherwise. 
MUSICIAN: When it expresses "soul"? 
EDGE: Yes, "soul" is probably a good 
word for it, as it has few negative conno-
tations. And I'm not talking about relig-
ion, I'm talking about a sense of some-
thing beyond yourself, of something that 
extends beyond the here and now. It's a 
feeling of timelessness, really. 
MUSICIAN: Where do you look for that 
kind of inspiration? In church? 
EDGE: No, I haven't been to church for 
years. It's an attitude of mind, a sense of 
the existence of God. It's like looking at 
a landscape from a mountaintop, a kind of 
overview that you get when you start to 
think of yourself in relation to something 
much greater.... Does all of this sound 
like bullshit? I can't really express it, but I 
know it when I see it, because it's in art. 
Definitely all my favorite art and music 
have that quality, and to me that spiritual 
aspect is very important. 
MUSICIAN: Do the other members of the 
band feel the same way? 
EDGE: Yes, I think there is an uncon-
scious understanding between us. But 
it's also more complicated than that— 
there are times when we're working or 
performing, and we know that there's 
something good happening. Of course 
there are times when it doesn't happen, 
when it seems as if we're just going 
through the motions. That's why, say, 
"The Drowning Man" is one of my favor-
ite pieces, and why "Surrender" isn't. 
MUSICIAN: Are there any ways you can 
encourage and sustain the "highs"? 
EDGE: I think so. For instance, there are 
times when we run ourselves dry, when 
probably the best course of action is to 
acknowledge the fact that we're not 
being productive, but we tend to push on 
doggedly. During the Unforgettable Fire 
sessions Brian was very quick to spot 
when we were in that mode, and he 
would suggest that we take a walk, or lis-
ten to some Seamus Ennis! In that mun-
dane sort of way you can encourage 
creative moods, but basically it depends 
on your psyche, on your state of mind. 
MUSICIAN: How did your new project, the 
soundtrack, come into the picture? 
EDGE: I rented an apartment in London 
for six weeks last summer when we 
were off the road, wrote it then, and had 
an idea that it would be good as a sound-
track. I had a particular guitar set-up 
with me, a Washburn put through a 
[Scholz] Rockman and a few delays, the 
only equipment I could bring over from 
Dublin. When I got home I spent a couple 
of days in the studio recording it in a 
more conventional way, and I was left 

with about five pieces, of which two 
were used in the movie. 

At first I thought of all my favorite 
American directors, and tried to call 
them on the phone, but most movie di-
rectors seem to be even more protected 
than rock 'n' roll stars. Then I decided to 
try some English ones, and with a stroke 
of luck I got through to David Puttnam, 
who put me in touch with a producer, 
Don Boyd, and a director, Paul Mayer-
berg, who were working on a movie 
called Captive. I went over to see it in 
Paris, and I thought the general appear-
ance of the filin was of an incredibly high 
standard, given its comparatively low 
budget. It seemed right for the direction 
the music was taking, so I committed 
myself on that basis. I then realized that 
working on my own might be a little un-
satisfactory, so I decided to invite a 
friend, Michael Brook, to collaborate 
with me. As far as the soundtrack is con-
cerned, most of the writing was mine, 
but the rest was collaborative. 
MUSICIAN: The soundtrack isn't your 
first extra-curricular activity, is it? You 
recorded an album with Holger Czukay 
and Jah Wobble. 
EDGE: Yes—Snake Charmer. The man 
who produced that record was Francois 
Kavorkian, who did some work for us on 
"Two Hearts Beat As One" and "New 
Year's Day." Then I heard that Jah Wob-
ble was doing a record, and that Frank 
was going to do the production. The 

U-TENSILS 
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rhythm section was Holger Czukay and 
Jaki Liebezeit from Can. I was asked 
in, to add a new flavor on guitar: It hap-
pened that I had a couple of weeks to 
spare—it literally was a couple of 
weeks—so I went over to London, re-
hearsed for about three days, and re-
corded for about the same time. 

Jaki and Holger were a bit like rock 'n' 
roll philosophers. Brian Eno is too, but 
he's more easygoing about it. His argu-
ments can be complex, but when you ac-
tually get down to what he does, it's 
quite straightforward. I think Holger and 
Jaki are more ideas-oriented, like Talk-
ing Heads. They have a conceptual basis 
for what they do, whereas Brian, on the 
other hand, develops axioms for what 
he's just done. Brian makes shifts in a 
more fundamental way—when he makes 
a change, it's a change in everything, and 
he goes along that path for a considerable 
time, until another shift takes place. For 
instance, during Unforgettable Fire he'd 
just come out of his African period, and 
he'd developed a huge interest in gospel 
music and in traditional Irish music—he 
was fascinated by Seamus Ennis, the uil-
lean pipes player. 
MUSICIAN: Did all this whet your appetite 
for independence? There was a rumor a 
while ago that you were going to leave U2. 
EDGE: No! You see, the band is the 
reason why I'm a musician. I find music 
amazing, but I don't see anything as re-
warding as being in a group that functions 
as a group. If U2 ever became a kind of 
convenience for us, then I probably 
would leave, but at the moment the four 
members of the band are working with 
each other all the time, and I don't think 
that will ever get boring. It really boils 
down to whether the relationships are 
robust enough to stand the test of time. 
I'm convinced they are. 
MUSICIAN: Your answer to that question 
reminds me of the reasons why Brian Eno 
agreed to produce the last album. He told 
me that he was impressed by the band's at-
titude to the group as a unit, and by your 
commitment to each other as individuals. 
EDGE: Actually, Brian was one of the 
people we had shortfisted for the first 
album. I remember him being discussed, 
but I don't think we ever tried to get in 
touch with him because we decided that 
he was probably very busy with Talking 
Heads, and that he was unlikely to want 
to come to Dublin, which is where we 
wanted to record. 
And at that point we had developed a 

rapport with Martin Hannett; unfortu-
nately when Ian Curtis died, Martin left 
for the States, and became involved with 
New Order. He felt that was where his 
duty lay, and he didn't want to get into 
anything new. Steve Lillywhite then 

continued on page 76 

LEARN SAXOPHONE THE WAY 
BRANFORD MARSALIS DID. 

AT BERKLEE. 

"Berklee is a 
wonderful place 

for musicians to 
meet, experiment, 

learn, and develop new 
ideas and concepts'.' 

—Branford Marsalis 

Tenor and soprano saxophonist Branford Marsalis has 
worked with Art Blakey, Clark Terry, Wynton Marsalis, 
Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, Tony Williams, Kenny 
Kirkland, Ernie Watts, Clarence Seay, and Sting. 

Berklee has helped produce thousands of profession-
als who now enjoy successful careers in all aspects of 
today's music business. For a current catalog, contact 
the Berklee Admissions Office. Call toll-free: 1-800-
421-0084 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST). In Massachusetts 
call: 617-266-1400. Or write: BERKLEE, Admissions 
Office, Dept. F21, 1140 Boylston Street, Boston, 
MA 02215. 

Berklee 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

Where careers in music begin. 
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ind out what pro players the world over have already discovered— the Ibanez 
MC1MIDI guitar system opens up a world of new sounds to the guitar player. 

Regardless of the style of music you play, this system allows you to control.. through 
MIDI-synths, drum machines, sequencers and signal processors. The ideas that were 
once just in your head can now be realized either live or in the studio. 

String bending, hammer-ons and pull-offs track with ease to give the player total 
control. By combining the sound of electronics with the warm, full sound of the guitar, 
a totally new voice emerges. One that pushes the creative boundaries of the art of 
music...expressive in a way that only a guitar can be. 

Dean Parks 
Yasuhiro Suzuki 

It would be easy to list the merits of the IMG2010 guitar and MC1 MIDI converter/ 
programmer, but we'd rather let the music speak for itself. Listen for the Ibanez MIDI 
guitar system. You'll be hearing the future. 

MIDI IRLIECTPIONIC GUITAR BYSITIEM 

-Ibanez® 
For a full color catalog send $2.00 to: Ibanez, dept. MD 4* P.O. Box 886, Bensalem, PA 19020 
• 3321 Producer Way, Pomona, CA 91748-3916 • P.O. Box 2009, Idaho Falls, ID 83403 • In Canada: 
6969 Trans Canada Highway, Suite 105, St-Laurent, Quebec, Canada H4T1V8. 
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FRESH SCREAM: 
A VISIT WITH 

WELL-TEMPERED 
GUITAR HERO 

ERIC JOHNSON'S BIG TEXAS HONK 

D
allas, Texas is a clement, lyr-
ical spot in the late spring. 
The breeze is up. The wide, 
flat, light green spaces seem 
to bask in the impassive 

glare of a big sky. You can see the trees 
and the forest, too. There's music lurk-
ing in the air. It is Eric Johnson country. 

Right now, Johnson is also on the air. 
Influential local DJ Red Beard is conduct-
ing a reverent in-studio interview on the 
eve of Johnson's club dates in 
town, and can hardly contain his 
affection and pride. After all, 
Johnson has returned a genuine 
Guitar Hero, bearing a new album 
from the brothers Warner and his 
face in every supermarket as the 
cover boy of Guitar Player. 
Johnson will even host a dinner for 
area record retailers, quietly sign-
ing autographs and talking shop. 
Red Beard, the local symbol of 

Lone Star pride with his Billy Gib-
bons-brand fistful of facial hair, is 
still reverent the following even-
ing as he emcees Johnson's gig at 
the swank Redux showcase down 
on gentrified Greenville Street. 
The long set is chock full of sizzling 
pyrotechnics, lustrous tonal col-
lages from Johnson's Strat set-up 
and nicely tailored vocal tunes 
sung in a sort of gentle Eric Clap-
ton-meets-Sting tenor. Johnson 
also respectfully peels off uncanny 
tributes to Jerry Reed's chicken 
pickin' fury, Les Paul's suave 
moves and—all hail the master— 
an encore of "Spanish Castle 
Magic," replete with a patented, 
Hendrix-like machine gun, blah 
blah woof woof stage patter. The 
crowd is beside itself, on its feet 
and spilling over the balcony with 
pride and glee. 
Deep in the heart of Texas, you see, 

they've known about this Eric Johnson 
cat for years. The lanky thirty-one-year-
old boy wonder out of Austin has been 
known to tear up the frets and manhan-
dle a panstylistic panhandle of music 
since 1975. His fusion marauders, the 
Electromagnets, released a regional LP 
and carved out a reputation across the 

South for aggravated chops. Johnson 
took a detour in studio work in 1980, 
after Austin popstar Christopher Cross 
used him on his golden debut album. 
Meanwhile, Johnson's reputation was 
snowballing on the musician circuit; 
players the likes of Steve Morse and 
Larry Carlton helped fuel the great myth 
of the amiable Texan who was breathing 
new life into a tired instrument. 
A highly dexterous flyboy of the frets, 

"You have to test yourself, stumble and blow it." 

a sensitive melodist and a self-effacing 
student of guitar history all rolled up in 
one, Johnson has all the makings of be-
coming a new contender in the guitar hall 
of fame, the well-tempered guitar hero 

BY JOSEF WOODARD 

we've been waiting for. The question his 
Gulf Coast fans asked was not If. but 
when this humble virtuoso would make 
his presence known in the musical major 
leagues, when his just desserts would be 
forthcoming. This spring in Dallas, the 
answer seemed to be now. 

But the genuinely long-awaited re-
lease of Tones may or may not introduce 
Johnson's considerable gifts to the listen-
ing body politic. Half instrumental and 

half devoted to Johnson's progres-
sive pop vocal tunes, the record 
isn't everything to everybody. 
With great expectations come 
misleading preconceptions; 
neither the excessive guitar gym-
nast vehicle or an overtly com-
mercial enterprise, Tones is, in-
stead, a subtle pastiche and an un-
commonly mature debut. Johnson 
comes up swinging, but not in the 
usual one-two fashion. But the 
rather retiring guitarist (he only 
reluctantly agreed to have his pic-
ture on the album cover) has had 
enough time and near-misses to 
fine tune his priorities. 

"If the record does well, I just 
hope to use that in a good, medici-
nal way toward creativity and an 
outlet of music," he explains with 
typical circumspection. "It's im-
portant to maintain the vigilance to 
do that. There seems to be a weak 
spot in the pop industry to create 
golden calves. Just as an observer 
you can see that kind of attitude. I 
think it's great to want to play pop 
music with the same kind of integ-
rity classical musicians have, but 
to do that, you've got to watch out 
for those pits. I have mixed feel-
ings about the whole business." 
He also has mixed feelings 

about doing interviews. In fact, the best 
way to win Johnson's confidence is to 
keep a guitar within arm's reach. He is 
one of those humans who feels somehow 
incomplete in the absence of an axe. On 
the drive back to the Holiday Inn, 
Johnson's long-standing manager, Joe 
Priesnitz, explains his artist's reluc-
tance: "Eric asks, 'Why talk when I could 
be practicing?" 
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So I tell him to bring along his guitar to 
the hotel room. A Martin acoustic at the 
ready, Johnson is a contented individual, 
a man in his element, discoursing freely 
on his artistic jones. 

"Always loving guitar, I approach it 
from an instrumental guitar music 
standpoint. But I love the Beatles too; it 
always turned me on to hear a great 
vocal pop tune. I thought it'd be neat, in 
whatever way I could, to also have that. 
But it happens that I'll write songs and 
say, 'Oh, the lyrics, I almost forgot.' It's 
a backwards way to do it, but I have a 
guitaristic approach to everything. 

"I wouldn't want to humor myself that 
I write Beatles songs. There are few 
people who write incredible pop songs. I 
have to balance on my strong points. 
That's why I concentrate on my guitar." 
He glances longingly at his acoustic. 

Strangely, though, Johnson began his 
brilliant musical career at the ivories. 
The son of an Austin doctor, young Eric 
switched over from the piano to the wiles 
of the six-string in his impressionable 
pre-teen years, when he came within 
earshot of the Beatles, the Ventures and 
the Rolling Stones. "That was it," he 
concedes with a gaping grin. "Sign me 
up. I'm ready. Turn up the amp. That's 
when rock music was flowering into a 
new stage from its original concept. It 
was a real special time. I was only eleven 
or twelve years old, but you'd go see a 
band playing down the street or on TV, 
there'd be two guitars, bass and drums 
and that was an amazing deal. I'd never 
heard that sound before. It was so new. 
After twenty years and millions of bands, 
it's a little bit harder to have that special 
esoteric effect that will make people's 
heads turn." 

Before long, Johnson discovered 
deeper uses for a guitar: the blues. "My 
initial acquaintance with the blues was 
actually through Eric Clapton & the 
Bluesbreakers, then I went back and 
studied the blues he listened to. There 
was so much feeling on, like, Fresh 
Cream—a certain inflection in the way 
they played, that edge, that sassy tone. 
As far as my attitude towards tone, 
that's when I became interested in what 
the guitar could do as a solo voice instru-
ment. 

"Then I started listening to Hendrix 
and Beck and Wes Montgomery. Hear-
ing John McLaughlin was a real turning 
point. McLaughlin appealed to me be-
cause he knows so much about music and 
he voiced it through a Marshall amp, 
played loud and honked, stretched the 
strings. He would embrace all the stuff 
that I grew up on—Fresh Cream, Axis: 
Bold As Love—all this stuff that reached 
beyond just a pop statement and became 
a soaring, spatial thing. He would take all 

his technique and turn it up. So he had 
fire although he was a jazz player. That 
initially got me into technique and learn-
ing more." 
And so, after the power trio rock for-

mat of his first group Mariani dissipated, 
Johnson was ready for his next chapter. 
The fusion movement, with its premium 
on advanced tenets of technical pro-
wess—the faster the better, etc.—had a 
magnetic pull on a young, fleet player. 
The Electromagnets, true to the name, 
were born of the desire to play with elec-
tric and unchecked fury, or, in Johnson's 
parlance, to honk. They had a rabid core 
of fans almost immediately, an unofficial 
network dotting the fast-lane jazz-rock 
chitlin' circuit. 
"We were always on the road, basi-

cally in the southern United States. We 
had this box truck. It was during the gas 
crunch and it said 'Join me at 55 mph' on 
the bumper. Unfortunately, we never 
drove at fifty-five; we were always honk-
in' to our next gig. All four of us would 
just pile into the truck like sardines. 
Routing? No problem. Anywhere. Chi-
cago, Florida and back to Chicago the 

TONAL ARTILLERY 

E
rie Johnson's equipmental ideal is 
that of a skeptical adventurer; he 
dabbles in the goods of the digital 
age, but gravitates towards 
diehard analog technologies. Of 

his failure to join in the digital effects 
parade, he jests: "I've got an effects rack 
that you could blow sagebrush through. 
You could film Gunsmoke in it. All the ef-
fects I have are so prehistoric, I might as 
well carry them around in a Safeway shop-
ping cart—the low-tech look. Of course, 
I'd probably get carried away and start 
wearing hopsack clothes and thongs, quit 
shaving...." 
And play thrift shop guitars? Not likely. 

Once a Les Paul and 335 man, he now 
plays his '58 Strats with stock whammy 
bars almost exclusively. GHS strings— 
.010 to . 046—are his preference. 
Johnson's three-pronged, double A/B 

box, triple-amp system is of the old Reli-
able School. For a clean sound, he runs 
through an Echoplex, a T. C. Electronics 
Stereo Chorus and two Fender Twin re-
verb amps with a Marshall 4 x 12 cabinet. 
His distorted rhythm routing involves an 
Ibanez Tube Screamer, an MXR Digital 
Delay and a Howard Dumble String Singer 
Head with another Marshall cabinet. 

For that maximum crunchola, Johnson 
sends his guitar through a Cry Baby Wah 
Wah, a T.C. Electronic Sustainer, a Fen-
der tube reverb unit, another Echoplex, 
and Paul C's Tube Driver. Depending on 
the volume and acoustical demands, he 
uses either a Marshall 50- or 100-watt 
head or a Dumble Overdrive Special and a 
Marshall 4 x 12 cabinet. 

next night? Fine. No problem. If it was a 
gig, we'd go anywhere. We'd save every 
buck we could. We'd get into a town at 
three in the morning, but we could save 
$14.50 if we slept in the motel driveway 
and waited until 7 a. m. to check in." 
Johnson learned basic hard-knocks 

training from the band, but also nurtured 
his technique and musical outlook during 
the Electromagnets tenure. But, as with 
many fusioneers, there came a time to 
move forward for both artistic and com-
mercial good stead. Along the way, 
Johnson's magnificent obsession with 
tone was also galvanized. "Back when 
Mini-Moogs came out, [Electromagnet 
keyboardist] Steve Barber would get a 
very sensitive, velvety tone out of it. I 
started breeding a taste for that kind of 
thing—a thick tone with all the eq of a 
guitar as one unit, rather than getting a 
lot of bass, this weird high end and this 
glitch here." 

Johnson's maturing tone and taste fi-
nally caught the ear of producer David 
Tickle [Split Enz], who first heard 
Johnson on a now-legendary segment of 
the PBS series Austin City Limits and 
was mightily impressed. So impressed 
he talked Warners into signingJohnson in 
the summer of '85, and became his pro-
ducer. Tickle soon pressed his Fairlight 
into the service of Johnson's expanding 
sense of sonic coloration. 
"We used a bunch of different amps, 

old fuzztones, octavers and weird 
things," Johnson says, "just to have dif-
ferent textures. Although live, there are 
just three basic tones that I use, in the 
studio we branched out. People say, 
'Don't do a lot of stuff if you can't do it 
live.' I never felt that way. You have two 
different voices of opportunity. Live you 
can do a certain thing and the studio can 
be different. I don't think there's any-
thing wrong with doing Sergeant Pepper's 
in the studio and just go wild with over-
dubs, or maybe a song only needs to 
have one guitar. There shouldn't be any 
concrete mottoes that you go by." 

In taking this studio-as-a-tool tack, 
Johnson was less disposed towards 
guitaristic overstatement. Except for a 
few spouting solo excursions, the album 
is the work of a guitarist on his good, re-
strained behavior. "I guess three of the 
songs have the blowing spontaneity of 
'Zap, — Johnson admits. "I kind of wish 
I'd done more of that in retrospect. If I 
could think of criticisms of the record, 
that would come to mind immediately. It 
would be neat to just—no-holds-bar-
red—just honk, just play, turn it up." 

"If you get real fired up and in a crazy 
mood, you're above that," Johnson re-
plies. "Nothing is going to stop you from 
playing. But if you're in a subjective 
mood, it can. I have to watch that, be-
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cause sometimes I'll see the red light go 
on on the machine and I'll start playing 
folk chords immediately," he snickers, 
"and as soon as the light goes off, I'll wail 
into 'Flight Of The Bumblebee' or some-
thing. I don't know why that is. That gets 
back to the idea that we are our own limi-
tation. If we can raise our conscious-
ness, it can automatically affect every-
thing we do." 
On Tones, Johnson also repays many 

of his stylistic debts. His flair for sculpt-
ing solos with keen attention to variance 
of tone nods to Jeff Beck. "I learned so 
much from him," Johnson admits, "be-
cause of his inflections, the character of 
his playing and his tone. He's a real mood 
creator." More central to Johnson's 
palette is Hendrix; the Texan as much as 
admits the imitation (as a pure form of 
flattery) at the end of the instrumental 
"Victory." Its sliding fourths and dreamy 
double-stop nuances have Jimi written all 
over. "That ending was all spontane-
ous," he recalls. "But I might as well 
have taken a Hendrix record and said, 
'Okay, we'll run that tape at the end 
here. — 

Despite Johnson's tonal fixation, he's 
not the excessive gadget freak one might 
expect. The high-tech hustle going on in 
the musical equipment scene has left 
Johnson, to some extent, a bit cold. 
Thus, he mostly resorts to standard, 
pre-chip tools of the trade: Strats, 
Twins, MarshaIls, an Echoplex, a Cry 
Baby, etc. Much of the digital develop-
ments have a cleanliness that's close to 
sterility for Johnson's tastes. He likens 
the situation to the perennial technology 
vs. beauty argument. 

"Let's say you live in a huge skys-
craper without any beautiful human art 
on the wall—everything high tech but 
nothing that reminded you of the hills of 
Scotland or some beautiful stream or 
hugging somebody, something on a more 
human level." 
Johnson has a similar distrust of mere 

guitar technique: "It's important to be a 
good technician and be able to play real 
fast and clean and have a lot of knowl-
edge, especially if those are the building 
blocks of what your message is. But that 
message is of such paramount importance 
that the other part is not necessarily im-
portant. If you transcend the technicality 
of 'Here's the guitar break, the lead 
break lasts this long, now it's going to 
end,' or with any kind of music, then it 
becomes more of a human emotion to 
another person. " 
Johnson has also evolved a more con-

ceptual attitude regarding practicing. It's 
not so much a matter of mastering given 
scales or unwieldy arpeggios, but work-
ing on the internal exercises. "If you get 

continued on page 98 
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HOW TASCAM SAVED ME FROM 

1 ILEA 
ICINESS 
...A TRUE PrORY. 

TASCAM Sam says, "i thought I was going nuts. I 
mean how could I afford a great mixer and the 
patch cords, mics, speakers, headphones and all 
the stuff I'd need to really mix?" 
All mixed up. 
"I was all mixed up until I heard about this terrific 
offer from TASCAM. Buy a TASCAM mixer and 
get up to $600 worth of accessories absolutely 
FREE! Get anything you need, too, from cable to 
tape clearer, monitors to microphones. And still 
walk away with jingle in your jeans." 

How to find salvation. 
"Visit your TASCAM dealer and see the whole 
TASCAM mixer line Pick one out and see how 
many bucks worth of TASCAM accessories you 
get free. Pick out your accessories From the 
TASCAM Accessories Catalog. That's it! Your 
dealer takes care of the rest. 

"Don't delay! Scoot on down to your TASCAM 
dealer today. 'Cause it's a great deal, but it ends 
September 30th" 

An authoritative 14.1 
20-page guide packed with the information you 
need to choose the mixer that's right for you. 
It's FREE for the asking from TASCAM or your 
TASCAM dealer now! 

GET UP TO $600 IN ACCESSORIES FREE 
WHEN YOU BUY A 'OMAN 

At part cipating dealers only. Subject to availability. Offer erads September 30, 1986. 

TASCAM 
TEAC Professional Division 

7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA90640 • (213) 726-0303 
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THE CARS' 
GUITAR 
SPARKPLUG 
ON BEING 
APPROPRIATE 

ELLIOT EASTON, CLOSET TRADITIONALIST 

T
he Cars have been called a lot of 
things, but "traditionalists" isn't 
one of them. Like many of the 
musical modernists who washed 
ashore with the new wave, the 

Cars espoused a sort of anti-
traditionalism—their music didn't refer 
back to rock's past, but looked ahead to 
its future. Or so it seemed on the sur-
face. Which is why it comes as some-
thing of an eye-opener to hear Elliot Eas-
ton talk about the Beatle 
lick he copped for "My 
Best Friend's Girl." 
Remember that crisp, 

countrified guitar figure 
that framed the verses 
and set up the guitar solo 
in the song? "Well," says 
Easton, "I didn't realize 
until after the record was 
made that the lick was 
subconsciously 'I Will' 
from the 'white album.' 
It's not an obvious thing 
to play to those chords, 
and I don't know why I 
did it at the time, but at 
one time or another I 
must have loved that lit-
tle passage. But I never 
figured out how to play it 
or anything like that, 
never said, 'Oh, this part's gonna work 
great here.' I didn't do it consciously. It's 
just testament to how embedded those 
things are in my psyche." 

His psyche and ours, really. Not be-
cause the average rock fan recognized 
the allusion at first hearing, or even the 
hundredth, but because the part worked 
in the same way despite its radically dif-
ferent context. Which, on the one hand, 
explains why the Cars have never been 
called traditionalists, and on the other, 
how Easton has ended up a traditionalist 
in spite of himself. 

"I've always strived not to wear it on 
my sleeve, as it were, and I've never 
been one to sit down and memorize 
people's solos note-for-note," he says. 
"It's more absorbing their feeling and 
spirit, and then forgetting about it com-
pletely and letting it come through you 

naturally, when you wouldn't expect it. 
That's when you come up with things 
that work. But it's definitely there. I 
don't see how you could really come up 
with something that was utterly and to-
tally original, unless it was atonal and dis-
cordant. I mean, if you're going to work 
in 4/4 time and have it still be called rock 
'n' roll, you're going to work within a cer-
tain set of limitations." 
Of course, it helps if you have some 

"I used to worry I was too eclectic, I was spread too thin." 

knowledge of the past to build from. For 
instance, Easton has been doing a fair 
amount of session work while the Cars 
are between albums, and is often 
amused at the way producers will ask for 
a specific guitar sound. "I was using that 
in-between Strat sound long before Dire 
Straits ever came around, but now 
people say, 'Can you do that Mark 
Knopfler tone?' I say, 'Oh, you mean that 
Amos Garrett tone. OK.' 
"And they don't even know who the 

hell Amos Garrett is," he laughs. "But 
I'm sure Mark Knopfler does." [Gar-
rett's best-known solo was on the Maria 
Muldaur hit, "Midnight At The Oasis. 1 
The funniest thing of all is that, at 

thirty-two, Easton is younger than 

BY J.D. CONSIDINE 

Knopfler or those producers. Despite 
his youth, though, his musical attitude 
owes a lot to the music and discipline of 
the 60s. He picked up the guitar at an 
early age, and first became aware of rock 
during what he calls "the 'Bobby' 
period," when B. Rydell and B. Darin 
and B. Vee were all the rage. "It was 
really the nadir of rock 'n' roll," he says. 
"The only thing going on that was excit-
ing for guitar players was stuff like the 

Ventures and the surf in-
strumentals, 'Apache' 
and stuff like that. That 
was the first stuff I was 
good enough to play. 

"Then came the Bea-
tles, and of course, 
forget it. None of our 
lives will ever be the 
same." But while some 
kids heard the British In-
vasion as neat new 
sounds, Easton under-
stood that there were 
roots to the music, and 
"got into digging back. 
Basically, the British 
bands showed us what 
we had all along, and I 
took that cue. To me, it 
was fascinating to hear 
the original version of a 

song I only knew by the Beatles or the 
Stones, to hear that it really wasn't so 
different. And in some cases, quite a bit 
better. 

"Like Otis Rush's version of `I Can't 
Quit You Baby,' which is note-for-note 
exactly what Led Zeppelin did. The ar-
rangement's the same, the solo's the 
same, the fills are the same, the vocal in-
flections are the same—the only differ-
ence is that it's done by a young, white 
English band and amplified to a much 
higher degree. 

"I don't feel it's necessary to be aware 
of all these things to be a good musician," 
he adds. "I just found it more enriching 
to know why you're doing what you're 
doing than just to go blindly about it and 
follow someone else's influences. You're 
taking the opinion of a musician who's 
really just a couple years older than you, TE
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WE EXIST FOR 
GREAT GUITAR SOUND 

ROCKMAN ROCKMODULES TN 

IT'S 1986. We Ofier the Technology to Create Eccepticnally Produced Stereo Guitar Sounc You 
Can Adjust and Footswitch...On Stage, In Any Sa.dio, At Any Volume...Withoul Piles of 
Equipment, Old Amplifiers, or a Degree in Aucii) "i-echnology. 
Tom Scholz Record Production experience of fifteen 
years has enabled us to design the Rockman 
Sustainor'sTM Compressor specifically for Guitar, 
as opposed to the cormal compressors designed for 
radio broadcasts, speeches or test tones. The gain 
reduction curve has a smooth variation from hi gain 
to low gain as opposed to a discrete step. The care 
with which we tune the Attack time, Release Time, Hi 
Frequency Pre-Emphasis, Compression Curve, Hi 
Compression Trigger Override and the Extreme Level 
Clip Limiter reduces such typical guitar signal 
problems as " ragged release" and distortion at 
extreme levels of compression. A special circuit is 
included to prevent '' squash-out". Our compressor 
design is so unique that even if you patch together 
your favorite equalizers and compressors, you will 
still be unable to duplicate what the SustainorTM 
Compressor does! 
The Smart Gate", found only on the Rockman 
Sustainor, automatically removes hi frequency 
noise. This noise gate is smart enough to adjust its 
own cut-off time, without cutting off the end of notes. 
The Rockman SustainorTM Distortion. unlike 
conventional amps, is achieved through a 
multitude of signal processing both before and 
after the Distortion-generating stage. Each time 
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and the parameters of the compressor and limiter. 
Actually the entire signal path is changed with just 
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RockmoduleTM. You can footswitch trom Chorusing 
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"double tracking" mix to a dramatic centered nix, 
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Delay gives you six footswitchable functions 
providing you with a wide variety of sounos on stage 
without touching the front panels. Make adjustments 
with the front panel sliders., now the available sounds 
are countless, and they're ALL great! Both are A/C 
powered and compatible with amplifiers, mixers and 
guitar amps. 
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Rockman SustainorTM 
Rockman Stereo Chorus/Delay 
19" RockmoduleTM Rackmount 
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$19.95 
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taking it as the gospel when all he did was 
pick up a record, flip out over it and plug 
it into a Marshall." 

That's one reason Easton is less-than-
enamored of the "American music" 
movement in rock today. "Y'know, this 
isn't the first generation of youngsters to 
discover American roots in music," he 
says, shaking his head, "and I think it's 
been done as well or better before. I 
don't want to pass judgment on anybody, 
but are any of those guitarists as good as 
Clarence White? Are any of those 
songwriters as good as Gram Parsons? 
People are so starved for some sort of a 
feeling of the American heritage that 
they'll settle for something less than 
great, just because they're glad some-

FUN 
LIGHT TOP, ME lb 1 

one is doing it. 
"I would just as soon see people taking 

that heritage and doing something to it 
that's relevant to the time we live in, 
rather than taking music that was the 
popular music of another era, and having 
it be of cult interest in this era. I think if 
these anachronistic bands were really 
that clever, they would go somewhere 
with it." 

That goes a long way toward explain-
ing how Easton's influences work in his 
own music. For instance, Easton's solo 
album, Change No Change, is full of tasty 
tidbits from the guitarist's youth, but not 
played so you'd notice. "Change," for 
example, is driven by a densely layered 
electronic plulse that is, in many ways, a 

Mark King, Britain's premier funk bass player, uses and 
. recommends the Supervibund 606F Funkmaster Set, 

is specially designed to meet the needs of his 
style of playing 

,4 
"These gauges allow the maximum playability. 

• The_piano winding adds a 
brightness and depth." 

Great Strings for Great Players 

DISTRIBUTORS INCLUDE, 
Alit. Gateway Towers, Suite 6B, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222. (412) 765 3232 

Muslcorp., P.O. Box 31053, Charleston, South Carolina 29407. (803) 763 9083 
Sahleln Music Co. Inc., PO Box 2985. 454 South Airport Boulevard, South San Francisco, 

California 94080 (415) 873 3440 

state-of-the-art industrial groove. But 
the guitar hook Easton plugs into the 
basic beat is the same one Bo Diddley 
used in "Who Do You Love," while the 
vocal and verse structure are mostly 
Mid-60s Dylan. True, part of it involves 
theft, but you can't say he has copied 
anyone. 

"There are touchstones that people 
go back to. People say that the middle of 
'The Hard Way' sounds like the bridge in 
'Badge,' because it's got the Leslie rotat-
ing guitar sound in it, while the verse 
sounds to me like it's probably inspired 
by Beggar's Banquet-era Stones—it's 
got open-G slide guitar, lots of acoustic 
guitar and stuff like that. And then it goes 
into that little 'Dear Prudence' pattern. 

"If someone asked me, 'Were you in-
spired by that music?' or 'Is it possible 
that there's a little of that feeling behind 
it?', I would say, 'Yes.' Those are influ-
ences. Of course they're influences!" 

Ultimately, though, the key to Eas-
ton's approach is his sense of appropri-
ateness. What guitar and amp combina-
tion does he prefer when recording? 
"The perfect one for the song I'm play-
ing," he says. And that's not just a 
snappy comeback, either, for Easton is 
genuinely obsessed with finding exactly 
the right part for the music he plays. 

Consider the Cars. A lot of listeners 
assume that, because all the material is 
written by Ric Ocasek, that Ocasek es-
sentially dictates how each song will 
sound. Which, says Easton, isn't quite 
the case. "There seem to be two basic 
ways that the arrangements come into 
being, and that's really largely dictated 
by the fact that there are two ways that 
the rest of the band members hear Ric's 
songs. And those are: a) with a drum 
box, a guitar and a voice, just a bare 
skeleton; and b) in a more fleshed-out 
demo with keyboard parts and a few 
guitar parts that Ric will consider funda-
mental to the songs, that really are part 
of the song. 

"Tonight She Comes' was rhythm 
guitar, LirinDriun and Ric singing it, and 
it was completely open to interpretation. 
And what basically happens is that... it's 
a band, y'know? Everyone's around 
while we work on our parts. I could be 
working on something, and come into 
the studio with an idea for a guitar part, 
and someone will go, 'Well, I really liked 
that first thing you did, but what if after 
that you went up a little higher?' So I'll 
say, 'Okay, what do you think of this?' 
And we'll knock it around until every-
body's happy. 

"It seems that on those parts, the ini-
tial germ comes from whatever cue or in-
spiration you took off hearing the song. 
You say to yourself, I can hear something 
like this happening. You'll try it, and 



you'll get closer and closer, and it'll refine 
itself, and become a part. And once it's 
on there, you can't remember hearing 
the song without it. 
"Now the other way is when the song 

is more clearly defined on the demo. You 
want to retain some of that. Which, inci-
dentally, is one of the hardest things to 
do, trying to capture something that was 
magical about a demo that might have 
been accidental, or you don't remember 
how you got that sound, and you bust 
your brains in the studio, with all that 
equipment, trying to get something that 
was done with an eight-track. 

SPARE PARTS 

I
won't give you the collector's choice," 
says Easton of his multitudinous gui-
tars, "I'll give you the working man's 
tools." Although he says he'll "always 
play my Telecasters and Strats and 

Gibson ES models and Les PauIs," he's 
been working a lot with a few new guitars. 
One of his favorites is the Guild Nightbird, 
an update of the old Guild Bluesbird that 
he used on several parts in "Tonight She 
Comes." It was designed by George 
Gruhn of Nashville, and, says Easton, "it 
has a carved spruce top, à la an arched-top 
guitar, with a mahogany body that has 
acoustical pockets built into it at strategic 
points. So basically, it's got the sustain and 
bite of a solid body, and the warmth and 
singing tone of an acoustic, a 335 or some-
thing like that." 
He also plays a "mother of bowling ball" 

Guild S-281 Flyer, with EMG pickups and 
a Floyd Rose tremolo, as well as a cus-
tomized Kramer built by Tom Anderson, 
which Easton describes as looking like "an 
old MG, the white ones with wire wheels 
and red leather seats." The pickups are 
Seymour Duncans, the tremolo by Floyd 
Rose, and you can hear it on the solo to 
"Tonight She Comes." His acoustics in-
clude two Gruhn-designed Guilds, special 
left-handed Gibson Hummingbird and J-
200s, and an Ovation Super Shallow Bowl 
with a built-in three-band graphic eq. 

For strings, he uses Kaman Perfor-
mers, except with the Floyd Rose, where 
he applies Guild Pumping Iron strings; the 
weights are generally . 009, . 011, . 016, 
.024, . 032, .042. His picks are either cus-
tom mandolin-style picks emblazoned 
with his initials and lucky number (33), or 
Dunlop M-3s. 

His effects are "basically all delays, 
whether you've got chorus, echo or flang-
ing," and mostly by Boss. He recently 
added a Roland Dimension D stereo 
chorus, and stands by his Pro-Co Rat dis-
tortion unit. His amps are Marshalls, two 
100-watt half stacks split with a har-
monizer set to 99, "so I have a dry signal 
coming out of one amp, and kind of a tubu-
lar, rich doubled sound coming out of the 
other amp." He also has a pair of Fender 
Concert amps, "and the trusty Scholz 
Rockman X-100, which I use a lot." 

"But with the songs that are more de-
fined, more arranged before we even get 
to hear 'em, I'll try and determine what 
is absolutely essential to the song in 
terms of what Ric put there in his demo, 
and either play it, or suggest it, or put it 
through my own refining process." 
A good example of that approach was 

"Touch And Go," Easton says. "Ric 
came in, and the song already had the 5/4 
rhythm pitted against the 4/4 vocal, and 
had the cheng! cheng!" But the Duane 
Eddy-style hook? "I just heard it in my 
head. No more or less, you know?" 

Because he bends his playing to fit the 
song, Easton has never developed any 
sort of signature style, the way Van 
Halen has his two-handed hammer-ons 

and pull-offs, or Adrian Belew his twang 
bar bestiary—which is fine by him. "It 
seems my calling is to just try to do what-
ever thing is necessary to make the song 
come alive," he says, "and that's as 
much of a trademark or signature as dog 
whistles, or whatever else someone 
does on every one of their solos. 

"People who know my playing and 
who have been following the Cars over 
the years will know my playing whether 
it's 'Tonight She Comes' or 'Since You're 
Gone' or 'Best Friend's Girl.' They're all 
so different, but they all sound like me to 
me, and they all came out of the same 
person, so...." 
He shrugs, and grins. "I used to worry 
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WHILE MY GUITAR GENTLY BLEEPS 

AT LAST-
MIDI GUITAR 
CONTROLLERS 
FOR THE MASSES 

GI
uick... what makes the 
electric guitar such a 
great rock 'n' roll instru-
ment? Well, for one, it's 
an awfully visceral affair, 

isn't it? A bunch of metal strings vibrat-
ing against two hunks of wood. It's an in-
strument, moreover, that seems to re-
ward nonconformist playing techniques. 
Sling it behind your neck and play it up-
side down, tune it weird, bring your fret-
ting hand up over the neck (instead of 
under), fret with two hands for extra 
speed, scrape a mike stand across the 
strings, smack the body against a drum 
riser.... The great guitar icons have al-
ways brought their own personal quirks 
to the instrument. And these idiosyn-
crasies have been dutifully amplified via 
handwound, beeswax-dipped pickups— 
themselves masterpieces of quirky in-
ventiveness. 
Now tell me, what has always made 

the guitar such a lousy synth controller? 
Right: the very qualities that make it a 
great rock instrument. To a synthesizer, 
all those wonderfully physical string vib-
rations and wild playing techniques are 
nothing more than a lot of ambiguous 
control signals. And, like a thick Modern 
Lit. student, synthesizers simply can't 
twig ambiguity. There's no denying it: 
the primal, unfettered, Dionysiac qual-
ities we all love in the electric guitar have 
made it an awkward gate-crasher in the 
ordered, Apollonian world of synthesis. 
The ongoing attempt to reconcile the 
two has been a great comic subject for 
countless tech journalists (this one in-
cluded). For a long time, a sort of stale-
mate prevailed and one guitar synth, Ro-
land's, pretty much reigned supreme as 
the only viable one on the market. 
Then along came MIDI. And guitar 

controllers are once again springing up 
like porcini mushrooms on a rural Italian 
hillside. Where earlier guitar synth 

setups were dedicated systems—i.e., a 
guitar controller tied to a synthesizer 
specially designed for it—the new em-
phasis is on developing a good generic 
controller for the same MIDI synths 
keyboardists have been using. Who 
knows? Maybe the present generation of 
guitar controllers will be the ones to end 
the snide laughter and ARP Avatar 
jokes. Interestingly enough, many of 

The all-purpose bridge assembly on this Ibanez includes an assignable mod bar. 

these devices use the same basic design 
elements that the old ones did—things 
like magnetic hex pickups and specially 
wired fretboards—albeit in updated 
form. Once upon a time, these sensing 
devices generated control voltages 
which were used to trigger the target 
synth (as the receiving synthesizer is 
often called in guitar controller circles). 
Now, they're used to generate computer 
data we call MIDI. 

What's the difference? For one, trans-
lating control signals into computer data 
lets you combine several different sens-
ing devices on a single guitar controller. 
This, as we'll see, is extremely useful. 
Also, data in this form is highly manipula-
ble. You can set a different transpose 
value for each string to get a variety of 
different tunings, you can use a vibrato 
arm to control a synth parameter like 
resonance—all by jockeying a few digits 
around. And most of the new controllers 

BY ALAN DI PERNA 

let you store a hoard of these setups to 
memory, along with the patch numbers 
for the external synth sounds that go 
with each setup. As compared with vol-
tage, MIDI is a more precise control 
medium, and a more universal one. And 
oh yeah, I almost forgot. It even makes 
some of these new systems play better 
and track more accurately than the old 
ones did. 

HEX EDUCATION 

F
or those who like the electric 
guitar just fine the way it is thank 
you, and who figure that a synth 
controller had damned well bet-
ter resemble a real guitar as 

much as possible, a system based on a 
hexaphonic, or hex, pickup may be the 
surest path to MIDI enlightenment. You 
can put one right on your favorite axe and 
turn it into a synth controller—provided, 
of course, that your favorite has accurate 
intonation, is reasonably unwarped and 
doesn't have frets that look like used 
denture parts. 
A hex pickup reads the frequency and 

amplitude of actual guitar string vibra-
tions. It's a magnetic sensing device— 
or, more accurately, six separate magne-
tic sensing devices: one for each string. 
(Hex means six, you see. Guitars have 
hex pickups; basses have quad pickups. 
Unless, of course, they're five, six or 
eight-string basses.) 
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So even though the pitch-to-voltage 
approach to guitar synthesis has evolved 
into pitch-to-MIDI, the good old hex 
pickups can still act as the first step in the 
conversion process. In the newer hex-
based systems, the output of the hex 
pickup is sent to a MIDI conversion de-
vice—generally a rack mount box with 
one or two MIDI Out jacks on the back 
and a variety of programming and mem-
ory functions on the front. 

But the idea of deriving MIDI control 
commands from the vibrations of a guitar 
string is not without its drawbacks. The 
problem isn't MIDI either. It's the way 
guitar strings vibrate. Think of what hap-
pens when you stretch a rubber band 
tight and pluck it with your finger. You 
pull it back as far as you can and let go. 
What you get first is a big initial snap: 
then the rubber band settles down into a 
regular pattern of vibration. 
As you're probably well aware, the 

very same thing happens when you pick 
a note on a guitar string. The problem 
the hex system has is this: before it can 
read the pitch accurately, it has to wait 
until that initial snap is over and there's 
at least one cycle of vibration at the 
"true" frequency. But if it has to wait too 
long, there's an audible time delay be-
tween the instant the pick hits the string 
and the instant the sounds start coming 
out of the synth. The lower the note, and 
the thicker the string, the longer it takes 
for that one cycle to occur. (And all of 
this, obviously, is compounded by the 
time it takes various microprocessors to 
convert the signal to MIDI, transmit it 
and make the synth respond to it.) 
Hence you have the much-vaunted 
"sluggishness" of many guitar synth con-
trollers. 

If the hex system is set up to make a 
"snap judgment" and read the frequency 
before the string settles down, a miscue 
can take place and you get a wrong note. 
So here we have that other great bug-
bear guitar synth skeptics are always gr-
ousing about: inaccuracy. Look at it this 
way. A hex system reading a guitar 
string faces the same problem as a be-
leaguered manufacturer trying to read 
the high-tech marketplace. If he puts out 
his product too quickly, it will be full of 
embarrassing clinkers. If he waits to get 
it right, the market will have progressed 
to the point where the poor guy's gadget 
no longer fits in—just like a MIDI guitar 
note that gets spit out half-a-bar too late. 

But one company that has had a long 
history of success with hex-based guitar 
systems is Roland. At this year's sum-
mer N. A. M. M. show, the company en-
tered the MIDI guitar sweepstakes with 
a new MIDI converter called the GM-70. 
It features something called a harmonics 
control, which Roland says speeds up 

The Roland GM-70 gives a new lease on life to this "classic" G-707. 

processing time by trimming the har-
monic content of guitar and bass signals 
to more readable proportions. 
The GM-70 will work with any of Ro-

land's G-Series guitars or any guitar fit-
ted with a Roland Hex pickup. And the 
company has also just introduced a user-
installable hex pickup (the GK-1) and 
quad bass system (the BK-1). These will 
drive the GM-70 or any of Roland's older 
dedicated synthesizers, such as the stal-
wart GR-700 (which the company plans 
to continue marketing). 
When Ibanez designed their control-

ler/electric guitar—the IMG 2010—they 
made their hex pickup part of an overall 
custom bridge assembly, which also in-
corporates all string tuning functions for 
the guitar. This bridge, combined with 
the Allen-key string lock mechanism 
mounted on the guitar's abbreviated 
headstock, is designed to keep strings in 
tune and minimize any ambiguities of in-
tonation. 
The vibrato arm on the IMG 2010 pro-

vides a good indication of the sort of thing 
that can be done now that guitar control-
lers have entered the MIDI era. In form 
and function, the thing behaves like an 
ordinary guitar whammy bar. The differ-
ence is this: there's no physical move-
ment of the bridge or the strings. The 
bending is all done via MIDI data, which 
is sent out to the target synth. The synth 
note gets bent; the strings stay in place 
and in tune. And since we're just man-
ipulating data here, the bar can be prog-
rammed to do any of the things you can 
do with a MIDI wheel, pedal, breath de-
vice or any controLer. The relevant 
parameters for this and many other con-
trol functions are all assigned via the 
2010's companion piece, Ibanez's MC-1 
MIDI Controller. 

But for all you traditionalists (and 
paupers) who would rather just "put a 

hex" on the guitar you've already got, 
there's yet another option: the IVL/ 
Kramer Pitchrider 7000 system. Here, 
you get a user-installable hex pickup and 
a converter that sends out MIDI data. 
Kramer recently introduced a software 
update for the Pitchrider, designed to 
provide smoother and cleaner pitch 
bend, a broader range of sensitivity set-
tings and just plain better performance 
than the system delivered in the past. 
But one drawback remains: unlike the 
other units we're discussing here, the 
Pitchrider doesn't have the ability to 
store transpositions, sensitivity, MIDI 
channel assignments and other such 
parameters in memory. You can do all 
this stuff. You just can't save it for the 
next time you turn the unit on. 
One of the attractive possibilities held 

out by the hex pickup/pitch-to-MID] ap-
proach is the prospect of being able to 
mix and match different systems; the 
ability to use one company's pickup or 
guitar with another's converter unit. 
(Isn't that the whole point of MIDI any-
way?) Precisely what sort of technical 
legerdemain this will involve remains to 
be seen. But both Roland and Ibanez for 
example, use a similar 24-pin connector 
format to get the signal from the guitar 
to the converter unit. Maybe this is the 
beginning of a standard. And elsewhere, 
Kramer design engineer Eric Ambrosino 
has privately developed a buffer system 
that takes relevant data coming off Ro-
land's 24-pin guitar cable and adapts it for 
use with the Pitchrider, which has an 8-
pin input. You see? It can be done. 
So—despite some nasty pitch reading 

problems—the hex pickup seems well 
on its way to becoming a classic. Maybe 
one day, a band of MIDI guitarists will put 
out a single called "Hex And Drugs And 
Rock And Roll." Then again, maybe the 
taste for bad puns will wane in the future. 
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T... T...T... TOTAL LY 
WIRED 

I
f, on the other hand, you don't give a 
damn whether your MIDI pitch 
commands come from a vibrating 
guitar string or from the cosine of 
the sum of all the digits in your 

girlfriend's phone number, there are al-
ternatives. Fingerboards with wired 
frets, for example. Fret wiring is a native 
custom that actually predates hex sys-
tems. It was first discovered in such late-
60s psychedelic-era artifacts as the Con-
dor and Guitorgan (two mainstays of 
those aforementioned comedic guitar 
synthesis histories). 

In theory and practice, nothing could 
be simpler. Stop a given string at a given 
fret and you make an electrical contact 
which can be used to indicate precisely 
the note you're fretting. It's unambigu-
ous and it's faster than the hex system, 
because there's no waiting for the string 
to "settle down" before you start 
measuring pitch. 

Fret wiring lets the guitarist retain the 
pleasurable sensation of real strings be-
neath his sweaty, calloused fingertips 

Would Keith Richards play a Synthaxe? 

while giving his literal-minded synth 
equipment the unambiguous control sig-
nals that it craves. But some players may 
still get the feeling that they're dealing 
with a keyboard masquerading as a fret-
board. You can't play harmonics, for 
example, on a fret wired system. (It's an 
old artistic tradeoff: get rid of the am-
biguity and you lose some of the 
nuances. ) 

As we'll see, though, fret wiring lets 
you do a whole lot of things that a "nor-
mal" guitar could never do. And—as 
we'll also see—the new breed of fret-
wired controllers often include additional 
pick-sensing technology, which permits 
quite a bit of expressiveness. But still, 
it's hard to avoid the notion that the fret 
wired systems out there will appeal most 
to those guitarists who are least in-
terested in the Dionysiac personality the 
instrument has come to assume in rock 
'n' roll mythology 
The Synthaxe provides a perfect case 

in point. No matter how hard I try, I can't 
imagine Keith Richards playing one. The 
Synthaxe, you see, isn't a guitar. It's a 
computer thinly disguised as a guitar. 
And from the look of it, the disguising 
must have been done by a pan-dimen-
sional being from a distant galaxy. 

All of which isn't meant as a slag. The 
Synthaxe's designers never intended it 
to be a guitar. It produces no tone of its 
own, which means that you don't have to 
tune any of the strings. And speaking of 
strings, there's two different sets of 
them—one for fretting notes and a sec-
ond set of short, stubby strings you use 
to pick notes. No, the Synthaxe isn't a 
guitar. Its sole function is to be the ideal 
synthesizer controller, and it performs 
that function very well. (With a price tag 
that reads $11, 480, it had damned well 
better!) 

Calling the Synthaxe a computer in 
fancy dress was no exaggeration. It's got 
two 6809 microprocessors inside. One 
keeps track of events on the wired fret-
board. The other takes that data and in-
tegrates it with data coming in from a 
variety of triggering devices: the 
aforementioned stubby strings plus 
some plastic keys, a whammy bar and a 
separate set of string-bend sensors. 
These devices employ magnetic sen-
sors, known as Hall Effect ICs, which 
convert motion into data. This data com-
bines with the fretboard note data and is 
sent out to a pedal board. There, it's con-
verted to MIDI, which can be output di-
rectly from the pedal board or sent to an 
optional console. This provides addi-
tional programming functions and splits 
the signal into eight MIDI Outs. 
The Synthaxe has been around a 

while, but the company recently im-
proved the picking string sensors, mak-
ing them more responsive than they 
were before (you really had to wang 
them on the old model), and giving the 
user the ability to adjust the sensitivity to 
taste. There have also been several 
software updates, including a "General 
Purpose" option which lets you use the 
Synthaxe with a wider variety of synths 
than before. Formerly, it was only com-
patible with a handful of multitimbral 

synths that could support MIDI Mode 4 
(more on this later). 
For those of you who like the idea of 

fret wiring, but find the Synthaxe just a 
little too "out there" (in design or price), 
there's good news: You don't have to be 
weird to be wired. Up in the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area, Zeta Systems is ready-
ing a fret-wired guitar controller, called 
the GC-660, which is also a normal elec-
tric guitar. (Maybe we should start cal-
ling them "analog guitars.") There will 
also be a bass guitar controller: the BC-
440. The Zeta System, which goes by 
the name "Supertrack," combines fret-
wired pitch detection with a hex pickup 
for sensing picking-hand action. Because 
the hex pickup isn't concerned with pitch 
in this system, there's no waiting for the 
string to settle down, so there's no prob-
lem with time lags. The product won't be 
out for a few months yet, but it sounds 
like a good combination of two popular 
guitar controller technologies. Maybe 
you can have your Dove Bar and eat it 
too. 

BENDING THE RULES 

I
said earlier that fret-wired systems 
like the Synthaxe and Zeta offered 
some recompense for the fact that 
they won't let you use harmonics the 
way you can on a traditional electric 

guitar. Well, a lot of that recompense 
comes in the form of string bending. Re-
member: with this kind of system, you 
create your basic pitch by bringing a 
string into contact with a fret. String 
bends, however, are sensed separately 
via devices like the Hall Effect ICs on the 
Synthaxe. What that means, in effect, is 
that string bending can be divorced from 
its usual pitch-related role and used as an 
autonomous controller—like that multi-
purpose vibrato arm on the Ibanez IMG 
2010. And that means string bends can be 
programmed to act very much like a pair 
of pitch/mod wheels on a keyboard 
synth. Bend the string one way and you 
get a conventional pitch bend; bend it the 
other way and you can change the filter 
resonance on your target synth! Or in-
troduce some LFO modulation. Or 
change to another patch entirely. 

Bi-directional pitch bending will come 
standard on the Zeta controllers. Bend 
the string upwards and the pitch get 
higher; bend the string downward and 
the pitch gets lower. (Makes a lot of 
sense, doesn't it?) And another one of 
those new software updates for the 
Synthaxe will let you use the rate of your 
bend—how quickly or slowly you move 
the string laterally across the fret-
board—to control the way in which the 
target synth responds. 
So it looks as though string bending 
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will become even more of a stylistic call-
ing card for guitar synthesists than it is 
for traditional electric guitarists. Even 
on pitch-to-MIDI systems, the range of 
a string bend can be programmed, just as 
the range of a pitch wheel can. This 
means that the amount of string bend 
you're used to using to get a half step of 
pitch variation can now give you giddy 
leaps of an octave or more. Sound like fun? 

MORE AXES TO 
GRIND 

B
y now, it should be clear that 
there are all kinds of tech-
niques you can use to translate 
the physical movements of a 
guitarist's hands into a stream 

of MIDI control data. Take the Shadow 
System, for example, which has been 
licensed to IMC for installation on 
Jackson and Charvel electric guitars and 
to Kaman Music Distributors for use on 
Ovation and Takamine acoustics. Both 
companies are marketing it under the 
model number GTM-6. Here we have a 
system that uses a series of bridge-
mounted piezoelectric transducers to 
gather pitch and picking data for conver-
sion into MIDI. Along with the usual 
complement of guitar controller fea-
tures, the GTM-6 also boasts a 1,000-
note sequencer. 

Optical pickups for guitar controllers 
represent another area of technology 
that seems to be coming into its own. 
Like our old friend the hex pickup, opti-
cal pickups read pitch and other informa-
tion directly from string vibration. But 
manufacturers who have opted for opti-
cal point out several advantages that 
these pickups have over hex pickups. 
Because there are no magnetic fields to 
gum things up, they say, the chance for 
unwanted crosstalk between strings is 
greatly reduced. 
The K-Muse Photon guitar uses an 

optical system that positions an infrared 
light-emitting-diode and an infrared re-
ceiver around each string. These detec-
tors sense string vibrations and output 
data that is converted to MIDI. Accord-
ing to K-Muse, the system will allow the 
user to decide for himself how many cy-
cles will be used to read string pitch. So, 
in effect, we're back to that trade-off be-
tween fast-and-risky or slow-and-reli-
able. Only now, the player—rather than 
some design engineer somewhere—is in 
control and can find the right balance for 
each individual situation. 

K-Muse will begin marketing their 
system in the form of an add-on infrared 
pickup and a rack-mount conversion 
unit. Later on, they plan to release a bass 
pickup, a dedicated guitar controller of 

their own and something they call the 
Hyperspeed version of the Photon 
guitar. Aware that lower notes and 
thicker strings take longer to track, the 
Photon designers came up with the idea 
of using all high E strings on a controller. 
The strings will all be tuned to the same 
note; the system software will make the 
necessary transpositions. Naturally the 
instrument will not be able to double as a 
normal electric guitar. In all, the 
Hyperspeed version of the Photon guitar 
is a little like Quantum Physics or SPK 
records: it's an interesting idea, but 
perhaps not the kind of thing that 
everyone will enjoy. 

Also on the way is a guitar controller 
from Octave Plateau Electronics: the OP 
MIDI guitar. This will be another of 
those hybrid systems, combining wired-
fret pitch detection with an optical pickup 
for sensing picking-hand action. There 
are separate bend sensors as well, which 
are located in the nut of the instrument. 
So once again, we're looking at a system 
that combines the best aspects of sev-
eral different technological approaches. 
And while we're on the subject of 

existing technologies, is there any 
reason why extra controllers on a guitar 
synth device should be patterned after a) 
electric guitar whammy bars, or b) 
keyboard synth mod wheels? For Oc-
tave Plateau, the answer is a resounding 
"No." So, in addition to a MIDI-assigna-
ble vibrato arm controller, the OP MIDI 
guitar will also have something new: a 
pressure-sensitive plate located in the 
pick-guard position. Like the whammy 
bar, it too can act as a fully-assignable, 
mod-wheel-style MIDI controller. 
As you can see, there's no shortage of 

ideas out there. But right now, many of 
them have yet to get beyond the Beta 
test stage and into the hands of real 
users. Betting on high-tech horse races 
like this is a bracing sport that keyboard-
ists have long been enjoying. Now gui-
tarists can get in on the fun too. Before 
long you'll be going to auditions and hear-
ing intelligent questions like, "Hey, you 
got a Info Red on that guitar?" I'll bet you 
just can't wait. 

MIDI: MODAL 
THEORY FOR 
GUITARISTS 

I
t all comes down to one very simple 
thing: a guitar is not a keyboard. But 
since we're talking about using 
guitars to control what has tradition-
ally been keyboard equipment, let's 

revert to a little kindergarten guessing 
game for a moment and try to imagine 
what kind of keyboard synth a guitar 
would be if it were a keyboard synth. 

Worked it out yet? Actually, the guitar 
behaves a lot like six monophonic synths 
(one for each string), all acting in con-
cert. In other words, each string only 
plays one note at a time. How does that 
differ from one six-voice polyphonic 
machine? Well, consider the following 
scenarios. 
You play an E at the 5th fret on your B 

string. Then, a fraction of a second later, 
you play a G at the 3rd fret on your high 
E string. They ring out together. A beau-
tiful minor third. 
Compare that to this: You play an E on 

your B string at the fifth fret just like be-
fore. But then you hammer on to a G on 
the same string (8th fret). The two notes 
ring out together. A beautiful minor 
third. Huh? How come you got the same 
result when you played two different 
things? Well, you were probably running 
your guitar system in one of MIDI's 
polyphonic modes. When you do that, 
each new note command that the synth 
receives is assigned to a new voice. So 
even though you're used to having each 
individual string behave monphonically 
(i.e., the old note stops and the new one 
begins every time you move to a new 
fret position), now you've got each string 
acting polyphonically. It just ain't natural. 

Fortunately—even though MIDI was 
originally designed with keyboards in 
mind—there is a MIDI mode that allows 
the guitar to act like six independent 
monophonic synth controllers, which is 
what you want. It's called Mode 4: Omni 
Off/Mono. The Mono part of that is self-
explanatory: this is a monophonic mode. 
The Omni Off part means that the re-
ceiving synth will respond to only the 
MIDI channels that the user designates. 
All of the MIDI guitar systems men-
tioned above allow you to take advantage 
of Mode 4 and put each of your strings 
on a different MIDI channel. So you get 
one monophonic synth voice for each of 
your guitar strings. 

But here's the catch: you have to have 
a synthesizer that supports MIDI Mode 
4. Not all of them do. Luckily, though, 
multitimbral/Mode 4 capability is a fairly 
sought-after feature for sequencer appli-
cations (it lets you play a lot of different 
parts on one synth), so there are quite a 
few options out there. Among the most 
popular multitimbral/Mode 4 machines 
are the Casio CZ line, the Oberheim 
Matrix and Xpander, Sequential's Six 
Trak and 2000/2002 samplers and the 
Rhodes Chroma. Several of these are 
keyboardless propositions, so if you're 
building a guitar-only system you can 
save space and extra dollars by not buy-
ing an unwanted keyboard. 
Beyond providing the ability to do 

proper hammer-ons and pull-offs on a 
continued on page 98 
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SH-1 Har4d Held Transmitter 

SI-1(G) Instrument Belt Back Trans-ndter 

Touring pros use VHF wireless 
systems for crisp, clean vocal and 
instrumental sound with no drop-
outs. Now Samson's advanced 
technology makes Stage Series the 
most cost-effective, compact VHF 
wireless system ever. Stage Series 
gives you freedom of movement 
with a range of 250 feet, even in 
negative RI= environments. And with 
10 VHF channels available, every-
one in the band can take advan-
tage of the streamlined visual 
impact of wireless. 
The SR- 1 Receiver delivers Samson's 
no dropout performance with con-
trols as simple as any guitar ampli-
fier. And the light, compact design 
fits in your gig bag or instrument 
case with ease. Choose from four 
concert-proven mic elements with 
the SH-1 mic transmitter, including 

Shure's famous SM 58 or Ibanez 
dynamic elements, plus Shure SM 
85 or SM 87 condensers. 
The ST-1(G) belt pack transmitter 
comes with its own cord and belt 
clip, plus an tED overload light to 
indicate maximum audio input. Its 
VHF signal transmits ah i the punch 
and character of your axe to the 
amp or board. 
With wireless mobility, you can turn 
an ordinary performance into one 
that really reaches out to grab the 
audience. Now Stage Series gives 
you the hi-tech look of a wireless 
stage and the professional sound of 
VHF technology, all at a price any 
serious performer can afford. Find 
out how easy it ; s to step up to pro-
fessional wireless performance at 
your Samson dealer. 

SAMSON' 
WE TOOK THE WORRY OUT OF WIRELESS 

Samson Products Corporation, 124 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 (516) 489-2203 TLX 284696 SAM UR 
In Canada: Omnimedia Corporation Ltd., 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Quebec H'?? ' A3 514-636-9971 



WHAT To LOOK FOR 
WHEN You LISTEN To A 
POWER AMPLIFIER. 

When it comes to evaluat-
ing amplified sound, seeing is 
believing. 

In fact, when engineers 
judge the sound quality of an 
amplifier, they often rely on 
two precision instruments: the 
human ear, and the industry-
standard Transient Intermod-
ulation Distortion Test, 
because when measuring 
sound with T.I.M. what you 
see is what you get. 
And what you see can be 

eye-opening. Amplifiers that 
seem to square off evenly 
spec. for spec., often perform 
very differently under the 
scrutiny of T.I.M. Pushed to 
their limits, many produce 
brittle, edgy or dis-
torted sound espe-
cially during high 
frequency passages 
and sharp transients. 
Many manufacturers 

deal with distortion by 
using massive amounts 
of feedback through a 
single overall feedback 
loop, placing greater 
demands on the ampli-
fier and producing an 
inferior sound. 
When we built our 

new JBL/UREI Amplifi-
ers, we committed 
ourselves to designing 
the industry's purest-

gái 
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Red spikes in the TIM Spectrum reveal the dramatic 
differences in distortion output. 

sounding amps that would 
not only score highest marks 
on the T.I.M. Test, but deliver 
the truest amplified sound 
ever heard. 
Instead of sloppily force-

feeding massive amounts of 

output signal back into input 
stages, and congesting it all 
into one circuit loop, we've 
established operating points 
at each gain stage. This allows 
signal purity to be maintained 
along the entire circuit. And 
permits optimized use of the 
type and amount of feedback 
for each individual gain stage. 

In a simple analogy, the 
new JBL/UREI Amplifiers do 
each signal track right the 
first time, so that you don't 
have to fix it in the mix. 
The result is sound far 
cleaner than typical quasi-
complementary and fully-
complementary output stages 
only And far more pleasing 

to the ear. 
Put IBL/UREI's 

remarkable new 
Amplifiers to the test 
at your local JBL/UREI 
dealer today. We're 
confident you'll think 
it's the finest amplified 
sound you've ever 
heard. Or seen. 
For an informative 

Technical Paper on 
the unique design phi-
losophy behind the 
new JBL/UREI Amplifi-
ers, please write to: 

IBI Protesuonal 

0500 Balboa Boulevard 

Northridge CA 41120 
IffiL 

UREI 
ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS 
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MIDI FOR THE REST OF US 

I
just got a brand new guitar. When 
people ask if I've played with any 
new gear lately and I mention that I 
bought a guitar, the usual assump-
tion is that it must be some new-

fangled MIDI guitar controller that cost 
an arm and a leg and plugs into Emulators 
and DX7s and all that stuff. 

But nothing could be further from the 
truth. The object of my affections is a 
1986 Paul Reed Smith guitar that's about 
as traditional as you can get—wood 
body, passive electronics, standard 
quarter-inch phone jack output, the 
sleekest neck I've ever had the pleasure 
of playing and a vibrato tailpiece that ac-
tually works. It's a wonderful guitar; like 
most guitarists, I want my axe to feel like 
it grew out of my arms one night, and te 
make sounds that tickle my eardrums in 
the most sensual way possible. Anything 
else, like MIDI, is secondary. In fact, 
there's a reason why synth players have 
tried to sound like lead guitarists all 
these years; the timbre of a vibrating 
guitar string is infinitely more interesting 
than the static drone of a VCO, and be - 
sides, the level of expressiveness you 
can reach with a single guitar, amp and 
chord makes a synth's pitch bend and 
mod wheels seem primitive. 

After this tirade, the usual response is 
"So you're not going to get into MIDI. 
huh?" And my response is "But you don't 
need a guitar controller to get into 
MIDI"... which is what this article is all 
about. Specifically, MIDI can streamline 
a special effects system to a degree un-
dreamed of just a few short years ago. 
Do you like the idea of pushing a single 
button and having an arsenal of effects all 
select the right sound and patch for the 
next tune of your set? I thought you 
might, so let's investigate the world of 
MIDI-controlled special effects. 

SPECIAL 
EFFECTS SETUPS 

M
ost guitarists think that 
MIDI is only for the 
affluent or highly adven-
turous; fortunately, that 
ain't so. You can benefit 

from MIDI even if you have zero interest 
in controlling synthesizers from a guitar. 
Sure, you don't want to give up your Tele 
or Strat or Les Paul or whatever—I un-
derstand. Luckily, you don't have to. Be-
fore we get into MIDI and signal proces-
sors, though, let's consider the pre-
MIDI way of doing things so that we can 
see why MIDI represents such an im-
provement on the old way of doing 
things. 

If you think a bit about the multiple ef-
fects systems of yore, you'll recall that 
the first systems strung together a 
bunch of (hopefully) compatible effects, 
each of which had its own little bypass 
switch. Switching one effect in or out 
was no problem, but as soon as you 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

HOW TO GET 
MORE OUT OF A 
CONVENTIONAL 
GUITAR SETUP 

wanted to punch in fuzz, compression 
and flanging all at the same time, trouble 
(unless, of course, you had three feet). 
The next step up in the evolutionary 

chain was pre-packaged multiple effects 
systems, where you could pre-program 
which effects would be in or out when 
you hit some kind of master bypass 
footswitch. While this was somewhat of 
an improvement, most effects systems 
were designed for a particular manufac-
turer's gear and tended to be expensive. 
General-purpose effects switchers were 
usually either custom jobs that cost a 
thousand dollars and up, or commercially 
available one-size-fits-all devices that 
cost a bit less but were typically not as 
well suited to your individual needs. 
Most guitarists didn't even consider 

the option of fooling around with differ-
ent settings for different songs or por-
tions of a song; you couldn't change a 
whole bunch of knobs in between the 
first verse and chorus anyway, so most 
effects ended up as set-and-forget de-
vices to be brought in and out %% hen ap-
propriate. 
The concept of MIDI progran, change 

commands solves all this; to understand 
why, let's consider what makes up a typ-
ical MIDI effect. 

MIDI-CONTROLLED 
SIGNAL 
PROCESSORS 

T
he typical MIDI-controlled sig-
nal processor bears little re-
semblance to the stomp boxes of 
yesteryear: It's a sturdy, rack-
mount unit capable of providing 

many different functions and storing sev-
eral sets of different control settings in 
computer memory. What this means is 
that you can twiddle the knobs until you 
find a sound you like, press "STORE" or 
some similarly-named button, and 
bingo—that wonderful sound is stored 
forever (well, almost) in a memory loca-
tion and assigned a number, such as 
"Program 1." The number of storable 
programs varies from device to device; 
you'll typically find anywhere from eight 
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to 128 different memory "slots" into 
which you can store programs. Some 
signal processors include non-alterable 
"factory" programs in addition to mem-
ory locations where you can store your 
own custom sounds. I prefer signal pro-
cessors where all program slots are av-
ailable for custom sounds; I don't mind 
having factory sounds available, though, 
as long as they can be edited into some-
thing more to my liking. 
What makes a signal processor MIDI-

controlled is if these different programs 
can be called up via MIDI program 
change commands. Most people think of 
MIDI as something that involves notes 
and rhythms, but that overlooks MIDI's 
ability to tie together the elements of an 
electronic music system. The cor-
nerstone of this system control is the 
MIDI program change command. This 
command was originally included in 
MIDI so that changing sounds on a mas-
ter keyboard would automatically change 
sounds on the slave. For example, if you 

wanted strings on the master and piano 
on the slave, followed by a choir patch on 
the master and piano on the slave, 
thanks to program change as you 
switched from strings to choir on the 
master the slave would automatically 
switch from brass to piano. 
The way this relates back to signal 

processors is that as mentioned above, 
modern signal processors store their dif-
ferent programs in a manner similar to 
the way that synthesizers store their 
sound programs... and it didn't take long 
for manufacturers to make MIDI-con-
trolled processors where different pro-
grams were assigned different MIDI 
program change numbers. So, as you 
switched sounds on your synth (say, 
from program 1 to program 2), the signal 
processor would likewise switch from 
program 1 to program 2. Thus, you 
might add echo to a string program, 
chorusing to a choir sound, and so on. 
The maximum number of program 
changes specified by MIDI is 128, so 
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you'll rarely see signal processors with 
more than 128 memory locations. 

BUT HOW DOES A 
GUITAR ISSUE A 
PROGRAM CHANGE 
COMMAND? 

I
t doesn't. Well, not unless it's a 
spiffy guitar controller that may 
have a couple of on-board switches 
for issuing program change com-
mands. But there's no law that says 

program change commands have to 
come from a synthesizer or controller, 
and that's good news for guitarists. 

For starters, Peavey (as well as a few 
other companies, such as Xerbitron) 
makes a MIDI program change foot-
switch with which guitarists can call up 
different programs on MIDI signal pro-
cessors. The big advantage to this is that 
if you're using several MIDI-controlled 
effects, sending one MIDI program 
change will change all of the effect pre-
sets instantly. There have been several 
attempts at multiple-effect systems for 
guitarists, but these have tended to use 
one specific line of equipment and of-
fered limited flexibility. Using MIDI low-
ers costs and, more importantly, the 
common standard lets you mix and 
match equipment from different man-
ufacturers to create the kind of custom 
setup you want. And for those who still 
love their antediluvian Astrofuzz or Vox 
wah-wah, Ibanez even offers an effects 
switching system that can switch various 
traditional effects in and out of a series 
effects chain under MIDI control. 
An even more intriguing possibility is 

that an offstage engineer or sound mixer 
can change programs for you, or pro-
gram a certain sequence of effects 
changes into a computer. And if you're 
playing in a synth-based band (as I do), 
you may even be able to embed program 
change commands into a sequencer or 
drum machine track (sequencers can 
often record program change commands 
as well as note and timing data). This 
means you wouldn't even have to change 
patches with a footswitch; the sequencer 
would change patches automatically. 

AVAILABLE EFFECTS 

B
ut, you say, a MIDI-controller 
digital delay line can cost hun-
dreds of dollars... which you 
might think of as overkill if all 
you want is a chorus effect. But 

is it really? Many MIDI-controlled digital 
reverbs can also create digital delay, 
flanging and chorusing effects. The 
Yamaha SPX-90, in fact, generates all 
those sounds as well as tremolo, auto-
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panning, compression, equalization and 
much more—all of which can be edited 
and selected under MIDI control, for a 
price tag of $745 list. Just think how 
many stomp boxes you would have to 
buy to obtain similar capabilities, and 
how much more inconvenient it would be 
to deal with the stomp boxes' AC adap-
ters, batteries, patch cords, etc. Some-
thing like the SPX-90 is incredibly cost-
effective, but consider what happens 
with two SPX-90s: You could hook them 
up in series (see Fig. 1), control them 
with a MIDI program change footswitch, 
and go to town! Set the first one for com-
pression and the second for delay; or 
flange a tremoloed sound; or vibrato a 
panned sound, all with the touch of a but-
ton. 

This does mean more work for you, 
though. First, you have to create the 
sounds you want. This is fun, of course, 
but it can be time-consuming. Next, you 
have to store these effects in the desired 
locations so that calling up a specific pro-
gram produces the desired overall 
sound. In some ways, this detracts from 
the spontaneity of live playing as you 
must plan out the sounds you want in ad-
vance. Frankly, though, it wasn't all that 
easy to be spontaneous with older ef-
fects systems anyway since there were 
so many knobs to tweak. 

Roland's SRV-2000, while billed as a 
digital reverb (and a pretty nice one at 
that), also does digital delay effects; and 
the ART DR-1—one of the smoothest 
sounding reverbs to my ears—also pro-
duces delay, chorusing and flanging ef-
fects. With devices such as these, the 
SPX-90, Korg DVP-1 (another "multiple 
purpose" device that provides vocoding/ 
chorusing effects), and Lexicon PCM-70 
(a top-of-the-line digital signal proces-
sor—more on this later), it's very easy 
to put together a highly sophisticated 
signal processing setup with two or (at 
the most) three rack mount units. Re-
ducing equipment to a minimum in-
creases reliability, tidies up your onstage 
setup and means less stuff to carry. 
ART will soon be introducing (if they 

haven't already) a MIDI-controlled para-
metric eq, and currently Akai and sev-
eral others offer MIDI-controlled audio 
mixers, where different mixes can be 
selected via program change commands. 
This opens up amazing possibilities for 
the few adventurous guitarists who are 
into parallel effects setups. Consider the 
setup in Fig. 2; with MIDI program 
change commands, not only can you 
choose different sounds on the various 
MIDI-controlled processors, you can 
also change their relative levels and con-
tributions to the overall sound. 
Want more? J. L. Cooper and IDP 

continued on page 76 

At last, a wireless 
guitar system actually 
designed for guitars! 

Up until now, so-called wireless 
guitar systems have been nothing more than 
warmed-over wireless microphone systems. 

The new Telex FMR-50G has taken years to develop, but it's been worth the tong 
wait. From the very beginning it was designed as a VHF FM wireless system to 
be used with electric guitar pick-ups. The audio characteristics of the transmitter 
and receiver have been caretully tailored to produce a "transparent" system. One 
with virtually no RF System coloration to spoil your music. It's as f there was an 
invisibie cord stretched between your guitar and the amp. You can't hear a dif-
ference betweer this and the wired system you're using now! 

Cut the cord 
and go 
wireless 
today! 
Isn't it time you 
experienced the creative 
freedom that comes with a 
hue w7reless guitar? For more 
information on this ard other 
Telex wire.ess systems, see 
your favorite electronic music 
stove or pro sound dealer. 
For information or a dealer 
near you, call or write today. 
Telex Communications, Inc , 
9600 Aldrich Avenue So., 
Minneapolis, MN 
(612) 887.5550 TELEX® 



Introducinta a touch-sensitive system 
that's not out of reach. It has 64 RAM memories 
You haven't gotten ths far in your which are loaded at the factory with 
career by making compromises. a powerful assortment of PD 
That's the whole idea behind Casio's sounds, or can hold the same num-
new line of professional products— ber of sounds of your own creation. 
uncompromising performance. (You can still recall any of the factory 
It's also why we created a whole presets at the touch of a Dutton— 
new division to help you get the even if you have written over them.) 
most out of it. Our optioral RA-6 cartridge 

And there's a lot to get. Our ($89.95) can immediately access 
CZ-1 ($1,399) is a full-size, 61-key another 64 sounds, for a total of 192 
synthesizer with programmable touch sounds in all! 
sensitivity. Initial touch, or velocity, in addition, the CZ-1 has a 
can be programmed to control new Operation Memory, which holds 
pitch, timbre and volume; while after 64 key-splits, tone mixes and other 
touch can be adjusted to control combinations for instant recall in the 
modulation depth and volume, heat of performing. The key-splits 

and tone mixes themselves now have 
added features to give you more 
flexibility, such as separate stereo 
outputs, independent detuning and 
octave shifts. 

Of course the CZ-1's MIDI 
is advanced to the max—an 8-note 
polyphonic, mufti-timbrai system, 
which allows you to assign the 8 
voices in any combination over the 
16 channels of MIDI for all your 
sequencing needs. 

And so you can easily keep 
track of all your sounds, the CZ - 1 lets 
you name them yourself and shows 
you which ones you're using on its 
bright, back-lit alpha-numeric display. 

Strapping on our AZ-1 ($549) 
41-key, full-size MIDI keyboard con-



troller is an easy way of adding mobil-
ity to your abilities. Its battery powered, 
touch-sensitive and will support all 
128 program changes, even over 
two MIDI channels. The AZ-1 can be 
used to control any function of any 
MIDI instrument on the market by the 
use of ten controllers, five of which 
are user-definable. This allows you to 
customize its performance to match 
your set-up, no matter how your 
gear changes. 

Adding drums to your system 
is as easy as plugging in our RZ-1 
($649) sampling drum machine. It 
comes with 12 PCM presets, each 
with its own line output and volume 
slider, for ease of mixing. 

When you want tc add your 
own sounds, you can record up to 
four different samples at a 20 kHz 
sampling rate, with a .8 sec total 
sampling time. And to make your 
search for just the right sample eas-
ier it comes with an audio tape of 
91 drum and percussion sounds. 

The RZ-1 has a 100 pattern/ 
20 song memory and is one of the 
only drum machines on the market 
whose memory can accept dynam-
ics from a MIDI keyboard or drum 
pad. Other features include real or 
step-time recording, auto-correction 
up to 1/96 of a beat, and tape or 
MIDI storage of your pattern or 
sample data. 

Whatever system you're using, 
our TB-1 ($89.95) MIDI switching 
thru box, will keep it neatly wired with 
two inputs and 8 switchable thru ports. 

Even if price were no object, 
our new professional line would be 
a tough act to improve on. As it 
happens, though, it's the first touch-
sensitive system that's not out oi 
reach. 

If performing is your life, you 
owe it to yourself and your audience 
to check cut our performance. It's 
definitely roteworthy. 

CASIO 
Where miracles never cease 

Casio, Inc. Professional Musical Products Division: 15 Gardner Road, Fairfiefd, N.J. 07006 New Jersey (201) 882-1493, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411. 
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THE NINE LIVES OF RON WOOD 

H
e's about the nicest guy in 
show biz and he loves being 
a Rolling Stone so much that 
you've got to share his en-
thusiasm. Of all the kids who 

ever dreamed of joining the Greatest 
Rock 'n' Roll Band in the World, he's the 
only one who made it. 

After eleven years as a Stone, though, 
Ron Wood's image has been flattened a 
little. He is often seen as Robin to Keith 
Richards' Batman (Speedy to his 
Green Arrow? Kid Flash?), the 
perennial younger sidekick. But 
Woody's career was illustrious 
long before 1975. His older broth-
er Art was a singer in the thick of 
the London R&B explosion of the 
early 60s, the scene that revolved 
around Alexis Korner, Long John 
Baldry and the fledgling Stones. 
Charlie Watts and Jon Lord were 
members of the Artwoods. Be-
cause he was Art's little brother, 
Ron had entrée into the circle of 
young turks who were about five 
years older. From 1962-66 Ron 
had British success with a group 
called the Birds—an ensemble 
whose fans booed those California 
Byrds when McGuinn and the 
boys landed in the U.K. in '65. 
When the Birds fell to earth, 

Woody talked himself into a job as 

second guitarist in the new Jeff e Beck group, switching to bass 

when Beck decided he needed no 
second guitar. Woody had his first 
taste of international success with 
Beck, but by 1969 the bloom was 
fading from that rose. Never one 
to waste energy on sentimental 
goodbyes, Wood took a look 
around and saw that singer/guitar-
ist Steve Marriott was at odds 
with his group, the Small Faces. 
Woody zipped right over and took his 
place. With Ronnie Lane on bass, vocals 
and songwriting, Kenney Jones on 
drums and Ian McLagan on keyboards. 
Small Faces was a talented band—but 
neither Wood nor Lane could sing like 
Marriott. Woody thought it would he' 
great to bring along Rod Stewart. 

Stewart was all for it, but the Small 
Faces weren't. So Rod made a solo rec-
ord deal, with Woody along to co-write 
the songs and play guitar. Then, just as 
the ink on Rod's contract was drying, the 
Faces relented at the insistence of Ken-
ney Jones and let Rod into their ranks. 
They even changed the name to Faces to 
draw a line between the Marriott band 
and the Stewart / Wood group. 
Thus began a golden—if schiz-

"Ilt's not the people that matter, it's the sound." 

ophrenic—era. Stewart and Wood would 
alternate making albums for Mercury as 
Rod Stewart, and albums for Warners as 
Faces. The loose game plan was for Rod 
to do ballads on his own records and 

BY BILL FLANAGAN 

LANDING 
FEET-FIRST 
WITH BECK, 
FACES AND 
THE STONES 

rockers with Faces, but it never seemed 
to split very evenly. But however con-
fused the arrangement was, the collab-
oration between Wood, Stewart and 
Ronnie Lane provided the context for 
the strongest work any of those three 
would ever do. The Faces cooked up 
great top forty singles like "Stay With 
Me," as well as heartbreakers like 
"Cindy Incidently" and "Richmond." The 
Stewart/Wood team churned out in-

spired tunes to drive limos into 
swimming pools—"Los Paraguay-
os," "Every Picture Tells A 
Story," "True Blue." 

Things got rocky only when 
some of Stewart's solo tracks be-
came monster hits. "Maggie 
May," "I'm Losing You" (a Faces 
track on a Stewart LP) and "Man-
dolin Wind" made Stewart a bigger 
name than his band. There were 
always rumors that Rod would 
leave the band, and when Ronnie 
Lane—sick of the whole situa-
tion—quit instead, the Faces 
were finished. Still, Rod and 
Woody forged on—until Mick Jag-
ger asked Wood to use the vaca-
tion between two 1975 Faces 
tours to go on the road with the 
Rolling Stones. Even though all 
sides maintained that Woody was 
not quitting the Faces, the writing 
was on the wall. After one more 
Faces trip, Stewart announced he 
was leaving, and Ron Wood was 
free to pursue his destiny. 

While playing with the Stones, 
Woody recorded four solo albums 
(and one collaboration with Lane) 
that perhaps suffered from a little 
too much joie de vivre, but which 
all had great moments. He's also 
managed to co-write a number of 
Stones tracks, an accomplishment 

that eluded Bill Wyman, Brian Jones and 
Mick Taylor. If the recent Dirty Work is 
any indication, that trend is on the in-
crease. There's also a Faces reunion to 
benefit M. S. in the works, with Lane's 
bass chair reportedly to be filled by Dur-
an Duran's John Taylor. 
The living room in Wood's Manhattan 
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MODEL KB3 
24" Triple Tier 

Keyboard Stand 

GET INVISIBLE® 
AND BE SEEN. 

Streamline your stage 
presence with our NEW 
Triple Tier Stand! Enjoy 
stiff, vibration-free sup-
port from Invisible's 
patented lightweight 
steel tension system. 

The stand sets up in seconds 
and is compatible with Invisible's 
complete line of accessories. 
Send for a free catalog and see 
for yourself! 

IRV [SLLLE: 
Invisible Modular Stand Sys ems 
P.O. Box 341, Accord, MA 02018-0341 
617-871-4787 

townhouse is just what you'd expect 
from a Rolling Stone. Everywhere are 
guitars, elegant furniture, whiskey bot-
tles, and statues and sketches of 
Hootchie Kootchie girls. The carpet 
is littered with Wood's pastel drawings, 
some carefully rendered, some surreal, 
all evidence of a real talent for design. 
Woody bounds across the room, scoops 
up a sketch of a dinosaur and adds to it a 
big staring eye. "Whew," he snorts, 
"I've been wanting to do that all day." 

MUSICIAN: Although Beck was king of the 
Jejj Beck Group, you and Rod Stewart 
wrote most of the original material. 
WOOD: Oh yeah! Jeff liked to have that 
input. He knew who he liked and who his 
influences were but he couldn't utilize— 
steal from—them to make another song. 
You know what I mean? 
MUSICIAN: He couldn't write. 
WOOD: Yeah. Whereas Rod and I would 
say, "Oh well, take the bit where the 
Temptations do this and Booker T. does 
that... the Meters, Gladys Knight, James 
Brown. Rod always idolized Sam Cooke. 
MUSICIAN: Were you happy playing bass? 
WOOD: Yeah! I was real comfortable as a 
bass player. I started off playing guitar 
with Jeff. We had Dave Ambrose on 
bass. I had reached saturation point on 
the guitar. I welcomed the idea when Jeff 
said to me, "Woody, do you think— 
like—you know—would you go over to 
bass?" In those days it was an insult. 
People would say, "What do you mean, 
play bass?" It was like, "You can't lower 
yourself!" Well, I said I can because it's 
not 'lowering myself' at all. 
MUSICIAN: Were you and Stewart and 
Mickey Waller on salary? 
WOOD: Oh yeah. He who could hustle 
best got the best deal. Rod was very 
shrewd. Mickey Waller was shrewd but 
weak so I overtook him. He had a clever 
brain but didn't know how to use it. 
MUSICIAN: You started playing with Ron-
nie Lane, Kenney Jones and Ian McLa-
gan—three-quarters of Small Faces— 
while you were still in the Beck Group? 
WOOD: Yeah, 'cause Beck threw me out 
once. Me and Mickey Waller. They got 
rid of the rhythm section. I think man-
agement—Mickey Most—said, "Try 
out a new lot, Jeff. You're the star." 
Mickey Waller rang me up on my birth-
day and said, "Woody, do you know 
we're fired?" I said, "Oh, that's all right. 
What's new?" They went out on an 
American tour and after one or two gigs 
they rang up: "Please come over, 
Woody!" I went back on my own terms. 
It was great. 

I've always relied on fate. I've fol-
lowed my nose through all my groups. 
After the Birds, when the Yardbirds split 
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up, I rangJeff, who I knew from the road, 
and he said, "Hey! Come over!" I knew 
that was my next step. And when that 
was wearing thin I thought, "The only 
other group that I'd really love to join is 
Small Faces." So when Steve Marriott 
left I rang Ronnie Lane up. We had a little 
rehearsal where we were all so nervous 
we played facing opposite directions. 
Rod used to sit upstairs while the four 

of us rehearsed. Until Kenney Jones 
brought him downstairs. 

continued on page 106 

GIMME SOME NECKS 

A
sk Ron Wood to list his guitars 
and he'll laugh, "I can't do them 
all! This one I really like." He 
reaches for a white Gretsch Fal-
con. "It's good when you're 

playing in a small controlled area. It's 
about a '53. My favorite is my '55 Strat. 
It's been proven over and over again. It 
feels good and it's easy to handle." As he 
continues talking Woody plays "The Bal-
lad Of Jed Clampett." "My Zemaitis 
acoustic 12-string with the heart-shaped 
hole is real good. He also made me a 6-
string and a wonderful fretless acoustic 
bass. I've got an original FenderJazz bass 
with the thin neck. It's beautiful. I stole it 
from a music store on Shaftsbury Avenue 
in London when I was rehearsing with the 
Beck Group. Years later when I had the 
money I went back in there and said, `I'm 
the guy who stole that bass!' 

"I have a lovely old Gibson J-200 from 
'56 or '58. It's blond, just like the one Elvis 
played in the movie where he sang let 
Me Be Your Teddy Bear.' I also have a 
1952 catalog Gibson. People used to send 
in twenty-nine bucks to get one. It's the 
L-00 model. My boy Jesse James in Eng-
land has my favorite guitar, a J185, a small 
blond guitar, the prototype for the Everly. 

"I've got some lovely old Telecasters. 
Never been much for Les Pauls. But that 
ESP copy behind you is very good. They 
make incredible simulations of the real 
thing. They have a bit of taste while 
they're copying. The man who heads the 
company [Steve Kaufman] is really into 
funky 50s guitars, old Strats and things, 
so he took all the best things from those. I 
have a lovely ESP bass upstairs, too." 
The astute reader may realize Woody 
does ESP product endorsements. 

"In amps I like MESA Boogies, the 
ones with the woven front piece and 
graphic eq (Simulclass). And I'm still using 
the same Gretsch drum kit." 
What about the stories that the Stones 

record their screaming rockers at low vol-
ume? All true, says Wood. "Occasionally 
we really go soft. But it takes a lot of hand-
ling. It's like holding back a team of 
horses. We use small amps to their fullest. 
Keith and I use small Boogies. Bill uses 
the one with the double stack." 

FEEDBACK 
PROTECTION. 
WITHOUT 
SACRIFICING 
RESPONSE. 

NOW WITH 2-YEAR 
LIMITED WARRANTY 

Our remarkable MD 431 lets 
performers work with amplification 

as loud as they wish—up to 
6 dB over other microphones—without 

feedback. And without sacrificing 
the clarity of full, rich response. 
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IN SEARCH OF 
A BROADER 
PALETTE, A 
JAZZMAN TURNS 
TO SYNTHESIS 

THE UNGUITARIST: JOHN ABERCROMBIE 

N
o one will ever accuse 
guitarist John Abercrom-
bie of being easily satis-
fied. Abercrombie's musi-
cal quest is more paradox 

than riddle. As an instrumentalist, he is 
fervent about not being "guitar ori-
ented"; yet he has usually spurned other 
solo instruments in his own groups. In 
search of sounds and opportunities that 
would move him beyond the voicings and 
timbres associated with his instru-
ment, he has turned to guitar syn-
thesizers—and the result is a reaf-
firmation of his love for acoustic 
and electric guitars. In an era 
where others puzzle over the 
stylistic confines suggested by all 
who have come before, John 
Abercrombie is wondering what to 
do with all the freedom. 

Ah, technology! 
"There are a whole lot of aes-

thetic questions to ask about syn-
thesizers," says Abercrombie. 
"Like what do you really want 
them to do for you? I still deal with 
the meat of the music, working 
with the single-note line. I've 
found the problem with synthesiz-
ers is getting lost in the world of 
sound and not creating music." 

Yet while he avows that synthe-
sizers "will never replace the 
acoustic-oriented instruments," 
Abercrombie has been able to rein 
in some of the possibilities created 
by his recently acquired arsenal of 
Roland Guitar Synthesizers long 
enough to lay down results on his 
most recent ECM album, Current 
Events. 
On that LP, the instrument is 

used on three compositions: "Hip-
pityville," " Clint" and "Killing 
Time." The trio date, which fea-
tures Abercrombie's steady band with 
bassist Marc Johnson and drummer 
Peter Erskine, demonstrates that the 
synths haven't changed the group's—or 
the guitarist's—basic direction. 
Formed in 1985, the trio is very much 

a working band, despite the members' 
commitments to their own groups. 
Johnson, who was the bassist in pianist 

Bill Evans' final working band, currently 
leads the group Bass Desires, featuring 
John Scofield, Bill Frisell and Erskine, 
while the drummer also works with 
saxophonist Michael Brecker and vibra-
phonist Mike Mainieri in Steps Ahead. 
The Abercrombie trio still managed to 
log three months on the road last year, 
with even more time slated for this year. 
In the fall, saxophonist Brecker will join 
the group for a European tour and re-

"Synthesis made me slow up and listen to myself." 

cording session. 
The addition of Brecker is a bit out of 

character for Abercrombie's groups. 
Throughout his career as a leader, the 
guitarist has shied away from using other 
single note solo instrumentalists. Breck-

BY FRED GOODMAN 

er appeared on last year's "Night," and 
pianist Richie Beirach performed on 
another three of Abercrombie's ten 
ECM dates, but mostly his albums have 
focused on his guitar in a variety of set-
tings including solo, duet and trio. 

"I decided I wanted to be the focal 
point of my work," Abercrombie ex-
plains. "In my early days I worked quite 
a bit with others, and when I was in Jack 
DeJohnette's band, there was always a 

horn player. Forming my own 
band was a chance to be a leader 
and not just part of an ensemble. I 
think that's something that's in 
every musician. Everyone I know 
has a strong sense of what they 
want to play and strong egos in the 
good sense of the word. Even 
though I can still be a team player, 
taking control of my own groups 
has made me a stronger player." 

Abercrombie's abilities as a 
"team player" were honed in a 
wide array of settings. In the late 
60s, he worked primarily in soul/ 
jazz combos with organist Johnny 
Hammond Smith and saxophonist 
Houston Person. "That was my 
first love," he says. "I heard 
George Benson for the first time 
when he was with Jack McDuff, 
and I thought 'My God, I'll never 
be able to play like that." 

With the advent of fusion, John 
became a member of the group 
Dreams with the Breckers, Billy 
Cobham and trombonist Barry Ro-
gers. "A lot of it was that those 
were the gigs that were availa-
ble," he says. "And the guitarists 
had to deal with the revelation of 
Hendrix. If you listen to jazz gui-
tarists from Charlie Christian on, 
you don't hear a lot of different 
sounds. Then rock 'n' roll and fu-

sion came on the scene and it was a very 
different awareness of sound." 

But Abercrombie also sees a down-
side to the fusion movement, and has 
less than fond memories of the music he 
made then. "Fusion had a tendency to 
make me overplay," he says, "to the 
point where I began to wonder who I was 
and what I was playing." M
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creative potential. That's why so many 
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For nearly 25 years, Takamine has been 
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mid-range, and balanced bass. 

Takamine guitars play easy and sound 

brilliant. And the palathetic crystal 
pickup system with a three-band 
equalÈzer will make sure your music is 
heard the way you want. 

Takamine—for a professional sound. 
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ing technology and our 5-studio educational facility 
is the world's largest and most equipped. > No previous 
experience required > Extensive hands-on ex-

perience in 24 track recording > Digital recording, MIDI 
and automated mixing> On campus housing le 6 week 
program is conveniently offered 7 times year round. 

Enrollment is limited, for free brochure call or write today 
THE RECORDING WORKSHOP, 455-A Massieville Road, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 

800-848-9900 614-663-2544 
Ohio State Board of School and College Registration 80-07-0696T 

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY 

MUSICAL OR SOUND EQUIPMENT 

CALL FOR SAM ASH 

TOLL FREE: Ask Toll Free Operator 
for Sam Ash 

OR 1-718-347-7757 

Sam Ash has everything all musicians need, 
from playing to recording at consistently low 

prices. For over 61 years, if you want it you'll 
find it at Sam Ash. 

SAM ASH MUSIC CORP. 
124 Fulton Avenue Hempstead, N.Y. 11550 

The turning point was meeting drum-
mer DeJohnette. "I went with his band 
instead of Billy Cobham's, and that 
brought me back to jazz-related music," 
he says. Playing with DeJohnette—and 
later Ralph Towner—also planted the 
seeds of the guitarist's long association 
with ECM. Aside from his string of 
leader dates, he has continued to work 
with DeJohnette's bands, and recorded 
with numerous label artists including 
trumpeter Enrico Raya and percus-
sionist Collin Walcott. Which led to the 
next phase in his playing. "Folk and 
ethnic musics became important to me," 
says Abercrombie. "I acquired a couple 
of other instruments like electric mando-
lin—really a soprano guitar—and got 
into using pedals to make it expressive 
and colorful and imitative of reeds." 

"You name the box and I've probably 
had it," he says. "I've always been at-
tracted by sounds, trying to express my-
self with different timbres." Any guitar-
ist with an attitude like that was an easy 
mark for guitar synthesizers. Cue the 
Roland system, first introduced to Aber-
crombie by Pat Metheny. He managed to 
resist temptation until he got a GR-700. 

"First it was more for experimenting 
in the house," he recalls. "It's an easy 
system to use. I stayed locked in my 
music room, and once I got the hang of it 
I began programming it by ear. I've re-
programmed forty of the sixty-four 
voices and I use maybe fifteen of them. 
There's no way you're going to re-
member what each one does, even if you 

continued on page 113 

CROMBIE'S CRUMBIES 

J
ohn Abercrombie uses Ibanez "pret-
ty exclusively. My main electric is an 
Ibanez Artist solid body. I also have an 
old Les Paul Deluxe that I'm very fond 
of, but I don't play it as much. For 

acoustic, I use Ovations with a shallow 
bowl and a Guild F50—plus a couple of 
small electric mandolins made by Fender 
and Kevin Schwab." 

His guitar synth setup is a Roland GR-
700 and GR-303, but lately he's added an 
Ibanez controller. He MIDI's to a Casio 
CZ-101. His toys and devices include a 
Lexicon PCM60 digital reverb, an Ibanez 
delay and a 6-channel model SN26 Rane 
mixer, but "the synthesizers have 
supplanted a lot of the effects." 

His strings are D'Addarios, with . 010 on 
top. His choice of amps vacillates between 
a Roland Cube 60, a Walter Woods Power 
Amp with different ElectroVoice 12- and 
15-inch bottoms, and a Dean Markley. He 
usually doesn't take his own amps out on 
the road; instead, he requests Rolands 
and Polytones. "I'm not too crazy about 
Fenders." 
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THE POWER 
BEHIND THE 
PLANTATION 
IS FINALLY 
GETTING HIS DUE 

MIKE CAMPBELL, PETTY'S SECRET WEAPON 

F
or years Michael Campbell has 
been recognized as a fine guitar 
player, the foundation of Tom 
Petty's Heartbreakers. But 
lately the soft-spoken Floridian 

has been winning wider attention. He de-
serves it. Because while flashier soloists 
pose for posters with their Strats be-
tween their legs, Campbell has kept his 
head down and piled up a catalog of great 
playing and songwriting that will be re-
membered when today's heavy 
metal fuseblowers are forgotten. 

"Mike's terrific," Tom Petty de-
clares. "He's really terrific. But I 
don't think he really gets his due. I 
guess he's getting it now, but he's 
been terrific for years! He's not just 
a guitar player. When a lot of them 
write songs it's just guitar stuff. 
Michael has a broader vision." 

Campbell's broad vision has 
given the Heartbreakers hits like 
"Refugee," "You Got Lucky," "A 
Woman In Love," "Here Comes 
My Girl"—the backbone of their 
repertoire. On these songs—as 
well as farmed-out hits like "Ways 
To Be Wicked" and "Stop Draggin' 
My Heart Around"—Campbell 
came up with the chords, the 
rhythm, most of what constitutes 
the track, and then gave tapes to 
Petty. Petty found vocal melodies 
and wrote words for Campbell's 
riffs. Last year Don Henley bor-
rowed the Heartbreakers' great-
est natural resource and came up 
with "Boys Of Summer." And re-
cently Campbell's collaborative 
talents have been enlisted by 
Brian Setzer ("Aztec") and Stevie 
Nicks ("Imperial Hotel"). 
Not bad for a self-deprecating 

guy who could, if he never com-
posed another note, still find work 
from now till doomsday as an exception-
ally tasteful, exceptionally melodic, ex-
ceptionally clever lead guitarist. 
Asked if he'll ever make a solo album, 

Campbell smiles slightly and says in a 
soft Southern accent, "I doubt it. Not un-
less I learn to sing." 
On Southern Accents, the Heartbreak-

ers' most recent studio album, Petty 

listed Campbell as co-producer. The 
guitar player is self-effacing about that 
promotion, too. "It just got to the point 
where I was there a lot, and a lot of the 
decisions became mutual decisions," 
Campbell shrugs. "It was Tom's decision 
to call it a co-production. It made me real 
happy. It's nice to get credit." 

"Mike's always walking around with 
twenty things on cassette in his pocket," 
Petty says. I wouldn't be surprised if he 

"We just edit it down until we get it." 

co-writes most of the next LP. Since he 
built his studio he's really been prolific." 

"I'll start with an idea at home," 
Campbell explains. "Just music, I'm not 
too good with words. Sometimes I'll 

BY BILL FLANAGAN 

have in mind that one part is the verse 
and another part the chorus. Then I'll 
give it to Tom and he'll say, 'No, no! This 
verse part would make a much better 
chorus!' Finding Out' was like that. 
Sometimes he'll just throw out a section. 
In 'Refugee' he sang the chorus over 
what had been part of the verse. We just 
edit it down till we get it. Sometimes the 
song will come back completely different 
from how I thought it would be. Some-

times there'll be a melody 
suggested by a guitar or keyboard 
part. Other times he'll sing some-
thing completely different." 
New songwriting possibilities 

have opened for Campbell as he's 
expanded from four-track to a full 
home studio "Boys Of Summer" 
grew out of experimenting with a 
new toy. "I had just gotten a drum 
machine," he recalls. "I was learn-
ing how to use it, stringing beats 
together. Then I overdubbed 
keyboards and guitar. It just fell to-
gether. Drum machines are useful 
on certain songs and on other 
songs are a big waste of time. On 
that song it just seemed to fit. 

"It was just a four-track demo I 
did at my house. It didn't fit the 
Heartbreakers album we were 
working on at the time. I got a call 
from my friend Jimmy 'ovine say-
ing Don Henley was looking for 
some music. Don liked the track a 
lot and wrote some words. He 
called me up two days after he 
heard it and said, 'I've got a great 
song, let's record it.' So we pieced 
it together in the studio." 
The Setzer collaboration was no 

more sweated over: "Brian's a 
great guitar player. He was here 
finishing his record and I had a 
track I wrote a few years ago. He 

liked the chord changes and wrote the 
words. It came out pretty good." 

Campbell admits he's taken some 
teasing from his band-mates about giving 
away "Boys Of Summer," a continuing 
Heartbreaker tradition that includes the 
rejected "Stop Draggin' My Heart 
Around" and "Ways To Be Wicked." 

"There's always songs to go around," E
B
E
T
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O
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THE PORSCHE 944 
The standard of excellence in motor-car technology. 

Also a really cool way to get to the gig. 

TWO 
SECOND PRIZES 
A package including the Whirlwind 
Commander, Selector, Director 

and Tester 

The Whirlwind Sweepstakes 

THE WHIRLWIND LEADER 
The standard of excellence in instrument cable technology. 

Enough said. 

GRAND PRIZE 
A 1987 Porsche 944 for you, and one for 

your authorized Whirlwind dealer. 

Entry forms in specially marked Leader packages. 
No Purchase Necessary. 

whirlwind 
Official Rules and Regulations 

1. Fill out the entry form found on specially marked packages of Whirlwind Leader cords. Formsmust LW entirely and 
properly completed or will not be accepted. ( If you are under 18 years of age, the signature of a parent or legal 

guardian i; required to permit entrance into this program.( 

2. Clip the portion of the Leader packaging that features the Whirlwind logo, the words "10 yezr guarantee" and the 

sticker from specially marked Leader cords. 

3. Mail the armed portion of the Leader package with the entry torm to Wh'rtwind/Porsche, PO Box 1075, Rochester, 

NY 14603. 

4. If you do not wish to purchase a Whirlwind Leader cord, but wish to enter the program, send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to Whirlwind Entry Form, PO Box 1075, Rochester, NY 146C3. One entry fonr will be sent free per 

request. 

5. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed' separately. No mechanical y produced entries will be 
accepted. All entries must be received by December 15th, 1986, d awing to be held January 13th, 1987. 

6. The winning entries will be selected from all entries received that were properly completed. M a random drawing to 

be held on January 18th, 1987 at the Writer NAUSS show in Annaheim, CA. 

FIFTY 
THIRD PRIZES 
18'6" Whirlwind Leader Cords 

PO Box 1075, Rochester, NY 14603 
(716) 663-8820 

Tom grand prizes will be awarded. The first grand prize will be awarded to an end-user entrant; An end-user entrant 
is an entrant who is not employed by or affiliated with the dealership indicated on the winning entry form. The 
second grand prize will be awarded to the dealership indicated on the winning entry form. Winners will be notified by 

mail within 10 days of drawing. o 

7. The prizes are non-transferable, and no substitutions are allowed. Whirlwind Music Dist. Inc shall select the options, 
if any, that will be included on the grand prizes. Taxes, license, transportation from the dealership, registration. 

insurance and all associated costs are the sole responsibility of the individual winners. Whirlwind reserves the right 
to use the prize winner's name and likeness in any promotional activities relating to this program without turther 
compensation to the winner. Winner may be asked to execute an affidavit of eligibi:ity and release. No responsibility 

is assumed for lost, mis-directed or late mail. 

8. Program is open only to residents of the United States. Employees and their I amilic-s of Whirlwind Music Dist. Inc., or 
its subsidiaries may not enter. This offer is void where prohibited or restricted by law. All federal, state and local laws 

and regulations apply. 

9. For the winners' names, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Whirlwind Winner, PO Box 1075, Rochester, 

NY 14603. 



Campbell figures. "It would be nice to 
have all the hits on our records, but at 
least they came out. They could have 
ended up on the shelf. We record about 
ten extra songs for every album." 

Certainly the Campbell/Petty team 
has given the Heartbreakers a fair 
number of hits of their own. "'You Got 
Lucky' was written before I had a drum 
machine," the guitarist explains. " I had 
drums at my house. I can't really play—I 
can start a beat but it falls apart im-
mediately. So I recorded a tape and then 
cut together the two seconds that were 
good. That song started off from a drum 
loop, went through the usual channels of 
a four-track demo, and then Tom came 

If you travel 
with delicate 
equipment, 
you know how 
it's treated on 
the road. It's 
banged, bounced, 
pounded, jolted, 
thrown. No one 
seems to know what 
"handle with care" really 
means. 

Well, with a protective case 
from Anvil,"' you can stop 
cringing at every bump. 

That's because Anvil knows cases 
From their custom-made high 
impact exteriors to shock 
absorbent, vibration-
resistant, hand-sculptured 

It it doesn't have an ANVIL 

alblMaI 

up with the words. We didn't want to 
change that arrangement. It was Tom's 
idea to do a Clint Eastwood movie wang 
bar guitar solo on that." 
And Campbell knows how to massage 

a wang bar. He grabs, chokes and tickles 
his whammy ("It's something to break up 
the monotony") with all the gusto of a 
true son of the 60s. In fact, there are few 
traditional guitar contraptions Campbell 
can't turn to fresh advantage: He played 
a wild slide solo on "Make It Better 
(Forget About Me)" and revived the 
once-proud wah-wah pedal for the climax 
of "Don't Come Around Here No More. " 

"It wasn't my idea to do that," 
Campbell demurs. "For the last couple of 

a 

CASES  

MM. 

interiors. 
Every hinge, 
handle and 

corner. Inside 
and out. No de-

tail's too small when 
it comes to protect-

ing your investment. 

That's why, after more 
than twenty years, Anvil ° 
remains the standard for 

an industry in which "good 
enough" isn't. An industry 
where a small mistake can 

cost a small fortune. 

So, if your delicate equipment is 
getting roughed-up, look into 

our cases. Because when 
the going gets tough, the 

tough get Anvil. 

you don't have a case. 

ANVIL CASES, INC., 4128 TEMPLE CITY BLVD., ROSEMEAD, CA 91770 (818) 575-8614 
Call Anvil* Toll-Free: Inside CA (800) 242-4466, Outside CA, (800) 423-4279 

albums Jimmy Iovine's been saying, 'You 
gotta use a wah-wah! Nobody's done 
that in years and years!' We'd just go, 
'Nah.' But either he or Tom decided to 
stick it on the end of that song, because 
by that point we'd broken all the rules of 
song structure anyway. Might as well 
put a wah-wah on the end of it!" 
Asked about his choice of instruments 

the guitarist sighs, "There's too many 
guitars. I think I've narrowed it down to 
about four that I like. My favorite is a 
1948 Broadcaster. That's the one I can 
always count on. I've got a couple of Les 
Pauls and Teles, but the Broadcaster's 
the only one I couldn't replace. We've 
got a lot of Vox amps. The one I used on 
the last tour was a Vox AC30. In the 
studio we use all different kinds, from 
Marshalls to little Champs to just plug-
ging straight into the console. Whatever 
it takes. You have to find the right sound 
for the song." 

If the right sound can't be gotten from 
any guitar, Campbell's been known to 
switch to dobro or even, on "Mary's 
New Car," piano. He's quick to dismiss 
that, too: "Benmont was out of town." 

Campbell's latest guitar partner—and 
the reason for much of the attention now 
being lavished on him—is Bob Dylan. 
Prior to the Heartbreakers becoming 
Dylan's touring band, Campbell re-
corded with Dylan, and appeared with 
him in the great man's video "Emotion-
ally Yours." On Dylan's new LP, 
Knocked Out Loaded, Campbell contrib-
utes lightning acoustic and cutting 
bottleneck fills to "Got My Mind Made 
Up," and uses chunky Stones chording 
to tug "Maybe Someday" out of the gos-
pel style Dylan starts it in and toward a 
rock 'n' roll climax. 

"He's playing a lot," Campbell says of 
Dylan. "It works out real good. We're 
good at listening. We just sort of follow 
where he goes. He's got a real good 
sense of rhythm and chord structure. 
His guitar is very much out front. We 
sort of go in between where there's 
room. It's heads-up ball—you've got to 
watch the fingers and really listen, 'cause 
you don't know what's coming next. 
That's what's neat about it. 

"It's not the usual routine of com-
mand. It's a learning experience. We're 
going to college. We're watching the 
master and hoping to pick up a few 
ideas." 

But for all the delight he takes in play-
ing guitar with his childhood inspiration, 
one senses that Campbell would just as 
soon keep his face out of the spotlight. 
On the Heartbreakers' 1985 "Pack Up 
The Plantation" tour they made broad 
(for them) gestures to the far balconies, 
adding horns, backing singers and an 

continued on page 113 
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Finally —A miniature mic 
that w•5n't miniaturize sound. 

It's not hard to make a very small condenser 
microphone. But it is hard to build one that dupli-
cates the low noise, frequency response and SPL 
capability of larger condenser mics. This is just 
what the Shure SM98 does. It's the first truly pro-
fessional miniature condenser instrument mic. 
The SM98 incorporates not one, but several 

design innovations. By integrating the cartridge 
capsule with the outer case, the SM98 provides a 
nearly ideal polar pattern for better isolation and 
smoother frequency response for more natural 
sound. 
The SM98 also features a specially designed five-

stage pre-amp that gives you all the signal you need 
for pure, uncolored sound reproduction. You'll be 
delighted with the extra "headrocm" 

Then there are some nice extras, like a detachable 
cable at the mic end to simplify teardown. 

We knew it wouldn't be easy to make a great 
miniature condenser mic But barriers are made to 
be broken, aren't they? 

For more information on the SM98, write or call 
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, 
IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2553. 



SHOWDOWN IN CHI-TOWN 
I 
1 A MIDI GUITAR 
ARGUMENT IN 
ONE ACT 

T
he countdown is over. It's 
showtime on the N. A. M. M. 
floor, where the great MIDI 
guitar marathon is well under-
way. We're at the K-Muse 

booth, watching a demonstration of the 
much ballyhooed Photon MIDI guitar 
(actually a basic black pickup mounted to 
a Guild Strat copy). In between peeling 
off piano and synth phrases, a young gui-
tarist is explaining the Photon's optical 
tracking system: 
"The infrared light is scanning across 

the string at 10,000 times a second, 
which is obviously a lot faster than what 
the string is vibrating at. That means it 
can pick up the vibration within one 
wavecycle, which nobody else can do. 
That's the first vibration from picking, 
too, not from the time it settles down. 
That means the high E-string tracks in 3 
milliseconds and the low E in 12." 

Wrapping up, the demonstrator exe-
cutes some hammer-ons and pull-offs, 
invites some after-demo questions, and 
then closes with a final plug for "the 
MIDI guitar that will play as fast as the 
speed of light!" As the small crowd drifts 
away, a short, black-bearded man asks in 
an unmistakably New York accent, "Can 
you explain what converting at the speed 
of light means?" 

"Well, each pickup has its own separ-
ate emitter and receiver," says the dem-
onstrator helpfully, "so the light is going 
across each string. Also...." 
The bearded questioner, however, 

seems to know all this, and is not im-
pressed: "But does it convert at the 
speed of light?" 
The demonstrator is starting to get 

the feeling something unusual is afoot: 
"Well, it reads at 10,000 cycles a second! 
That's pretty fast...." 

"That's not the speed of light." 
"No. It doesn't exactly read at the 

speed of light...." 
"Well your ads claim it does." 
The demonstrator is clearly getting 

out of his depth, and calls across the 
booth to K-Muse head honcho, Kevin 
Kent. In fact, he is being grilled by Car-
mine Bonanno, president of Octave 

Plateau and manufacturer of an equally 
high-tech fret-switching MIDI guitar 
system. This afternoon in Chicago, Car-
mine Bonanno is pissed off and doesn't 
care who else knows it. 

Kent, a stocky, effusive, bear-like 
Californian, is quick to meet the chal-
lenge. Stepping into the aisle, he is 
friendly but firm: "Hi Carmine. I hear 
you have some questions." 

"Yeah, it bugged me at the last show, 
and again when I saw the ads. Your claim 
that it converts at the speed of light...." 

Kent stands fast: "We convert the 
string vibration at the speed of light. 

There's no question about that!" 
The pugnacious Bonanno keeps com-

ing: "You don't convert the vibration at 
the speed of light. He just said 10,000 cy-
cles per second. " 

"That's the rate of the infrared." 
"Is that the speed of light?" Kent is 

checkmated. Both he and Bonanno know 
that the speed of light is 186,000 per 
second, not 10,000 cycles a second, and 
a bruised silence ensues. 

"What are you getting at, Carmine?" 
"You're telling the consumer that your 

system is faster than a pitch-to-voltage 
system, and it's not." 

"It is. It's faster than any other pitch-
to-voltage system. It takes only one 
wave cycle to convert.... " 
Bonanno senses willful obtuseness: 

"But it's still a pitch to voltage system! It 
takes the vibration of a string sends a 
MIDI note after the vibration is over, as 

BY JOCK BAIRD 

opposed to a fret-scan system which 
doesn't have to wait until the wavecycle 
is complete— I'm not saying that one is 
better than the other, don't get me 
wrong. All I'm saying is if you're doing X, 
you should say you're doing X." 
Kent pauses, then suddenly asks, 

"Say, is your system at the show?" 
Bonanno shakes his head. Kent throws 
up his hands. "End of line." 

"Okay, that's the reason I'm pissed 
off," says Bonanno sarcastically, "be-
cause my system's not at the show. " 

"I don't know what to say Carmine. I 
was pissed off at the last show. Someone 
ripped off my fuckin' ROM card." 

"That's debatable," Bonanno retorts. 
Whoa, get down, guys. It has been 

muttered in some MI quarters that 
Kent's stolen-ROM-card story at 
Anaheim was invented to disguise the 
fact that the Photon was unready, but not 
to Kent's face. He remains unruffled, 
though, and stands by his version of 
events. Then he tries a more philosophi-
cal approach: "Carmine, do you think the 
Pepsi generation is really a generation? 
The 'speed of light' is an advertising slo-
gan, like the Pepsi generation is an ad-
vertising slogan." 
"The ads that I saw didn't imply that. 

And all the press that I saw didn't imply 
that either. The press that I saw implied 
that you've got some miraculous new 
thing that works at 186,000 miles a sec-
ond, when in fact it's a pitch-to-voltage 
system. You're implying in your adver-
tising that it's not, and that in some way 
it's better, and it's not. The only thing 
you're doing differently is that you've got 
an optical pickup, which has been around 
for over fifteen years. I'm not saying it 
doesn't work, but I don't think what 
you're doing is fair. 

"See the MIDI guitar market right 
now is very confused," Bonanno con-
tinues. "You've got these guys who don't 
even know what a knob on a synthesizer 
is and they're scared to death of MIDI 
guitars. So if you start advertising things 
that aren't true, you're gonna get 'em 
even more confused and in general 
you're gonna hurt everybody. What you 
should do is state the facts, and the facts 
are that you've got a pitch-to-voltage 
system that may be better than someone 
else's. But you're advertising doesn't 
claim that— it claims that you're doing 
something esoteric at the speed of light, 
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UNIQUELY QUALIFIE 
Create your DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATION 

with ATARI 

To transform musical inspiration into realization you 
need powerful technology. Technology that is 
accessable and affordable. Technology that's Atari. 

Always on the technical edge 
Atari has championed sigital music technology 
ever since MIDI debuted. With the introduction of 
the amazing 52051 and 1040ST computers, 
stage, studio and non-professional musicians have 
access to the world's only 16/32 bit computer with 
MIDI built-in. The ST with its 68000 CPU running at 
8 mhz is faster than any of it competitors. The ST 
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able to store thousands more MIDI events. And 
price-wise -- to put it bluntly, the 520S1 and 
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budget the ATARI 130XE with Hybrid Arts 
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which is a lie! It's false advertising that 
capitalizes on people that are insecure in 
the first place." 
"Maybe you should read some of the 

Roland copy," offers Kent, "or some of 
the Yamaha copy about the DX7, or any 
of the other successful products that 
have existed in our market. 'The last 
synthesizer you'll ever need to buy. — 
"To me that is an advertising ploy. 

This is a technical falsity." 
"We are converting the string with 

light, and it's a wonderful marketing 
niche. I'm sorry that you're jealous of 
that marketing niche. It separates us 
from all the rest of the crowd. Hey, 
you're an engineering person and I'm a 
marketing person. You know where I got 
the speed of light concept from? From a 
car ad I saw in Paris." 

"Did they claim that the car drives 

THE SCHOLZ 
ROCKMODULES 

E
ven though most of the glamor guitar 
gear at N. A. M. M. was deal, MIDI-
lied and micro-packed, this summer's 

most influential item may be something 
cooked up by that last great Champion of 
Analog, Tom Scholz. Purists will note the 
Scholz Roclunodules are not really 
"new," having been around in one pro-
totype or another for a year, but now you 
can actually buy 'em. This dynamic duo 
consists of the Sustainor, which is an all-
purpose distortion laboratory, and the 
Stereo Chorus/Delay, which is just what 
it sounds like. 

Okay, time to pare this pair down: the 
latter unit's only striking attribute is a 
fantastic stereo simulation in both chorus 
and delay. Otherwise it's real charm is 
price—two studio-quality effects for 
$270. But with just 200 milliseconds of 
delay, the Stereo Chorus/Delay will not 
make the pro player give up his full-ser-
vice DDL. The Sustainor, on the other 
hand, is going to knock that pro player off 
his stool. 

Integration is the key concept. The 
Sustainor is really a compressor/equaliz-
er/fuzz/noise gate/limiter, which Scholz 
has bussed and tweaked into four gen-
eral setups (electronically duplicating 
sounds he did for the second side of the 
MIA third Boston LP). Familiar to any 
Rockman owner, the modes are Distor-
tion, Edge, Clean (somewhat mid-
rangey) and Clean 2. But rather than just 
the four take-em-or-leave-em presets 
which limited the Rockman, the Sus-
tainor allows extensive fine-tuning. For 
example, there's a separate 4-position 
sustain/compressor control at the input 
stage, an eq trim for the two rough 
modes, and (nice touch) a phase notch 

faster than the speed of light?" Bonanno 
inquires pointedly. 

"They said it feels like the speed of light." 
"That's different. You said it tracks at 

the speed of light." 
"Let me tell you something about 

truth in advertising," says Kent. "Did 
you read the back of the IVL spec sheet? 
It says one-and-a-half waveform analy-
sis. If you put it up on an oscilloscope like 
I did, you know what it really is? Six 
wavecycles—that's the fastest it tracks. 
When someone reads my spec sheet and 
it says you can select one or two or three 
wavecycles depending on how hard 
you're hitting the guitar, and puts it up on 
the scope, they'll say, `SHIT, how did 
they do that? With the IVL it's `SHIT, 
how could they write that? —* 

"I don't want to get into a pissing con-
test," says Bonanno, now calming down. 

section that reproduces the phase can-
cellation effects of miked speaker 
cabinets—you can even pick two fre-
quencies to notch. 
Another completely original feature is 

something called Auto Clean, which is a 
modifier circuit for Edge mode that 
keeps your volume constant but re-
moves some bite when you turn down 
the volume knob on your guitar (well, it 
goes down in volume a little...). Two 
other modifier circuits available are Gain 
Boost for extra high-string octane, and 
Semi Clean, a subtle bite added to the 
Clean mode. And how about a hand for 
the automatic noise gate section, which 
allows you to control how long the note 
will decay before the gate kicks in? 

There's complete channel-switching 
capability—the distortion/filter section is 
divided into two channels, each with its 
own output slider, and interchangeable 
with a conventional foot switch. There's 
also a separate footswitch for just vol-
ume changes, with a separate slider for 
the softer level. And a third pedal circuit 
lets you bypass the whole unit if need be 
(Scholz sells a $125 3-pedal footswitch 
unit as an accessory.) 
Can I say anything bad about the 

Rockman Sustainor? Sure, the controls 
are pretty tiny, so you have to put your 
face right up to it to change things 
around. The unit favors the distorted 
side of things—the volume drop as you 
get into the two Clean modes is pretty 
steep, for instance. And it has so many 
subtle variations, the ability to save pro-
grams (especially MIDI-accessible ones) 
would help a lot. But that would have 
probably doubled its $350 price tag, and 
Tom Scholz is no fool. A bit slow in re-
leasing albums, maybe, but no fool. 

Ignore the Sustainor at your own risk. 

These two men are directing the for-
tunes of the two most potent MIDI 
guitar systems, and Kent's last state-
ment has unearthed some common 
ground between them. Kent then asks 
why Octave Plateau chose not to exhibit. 
"The reason is, it doesn't make any 

sense," Bonanno replies. "We're back-
ordered too many pieces as it is. And we 
finally realized that if we released it at the 
point that it was, all you'd have to do is 
open the thing up and see exactly what 
we did, and we can't do that. So we took 
all the circuitry and we're putting it on 
LSI chips, which takes three to six 
months. If we showed it again, we'd get 
more people pissed off and say, 'This 
thing's never gonna come out.' But hey, 
don't get me wrong—I didn't mean to 
bust your balls here...." 

"Hey, I love this kind of stuff," Kent 
smiles, flushed with competitive spirit. 

N.A.M.M. MIDI GUITAR NOTES: 

Rookies of the year were Andras Szalay 
and Joe Marinié, two East Europeans 
responsible for the Shadow MIDI guitar 
(the former invented it). Cocky, irrever-
ent, full of disdain for all competitors, the 
pair had managed by showtime to get 
three separate corporate logos on the 
same unit (Charvel, Ovation, Taka-
mine) and were still selling it as a pickup 
and brain add-on under their own 
Shadow name. The acoustic versions, by 
the way, were extremely playable. Two 
strong cards in the Shadow system: a 
pedal which holds a note or chord while 
you play over it, and a natty little 1, 000-
note sequencer. 

Ibanez did what no other company 
would: put out four MIDI guitars and let 
anybody play 'em as long as they wanted. 
Since its sensitivity is controlled by a 
simple pot, the Ibanez guitar was the 
easiest to adjust to—many systems re-
quire Allen wrench sensititvity adjust-
ments, allowing their defenders to blame 
glitches on the setup and not the guitar. 
Ibanez also used a sensational New Or-
leans one-man-band named Randy He-
bert to drive home the system's versatil-
ity. Hebert had customized his own 
silver-dollar-sized chord-holding button, 
mounted below the pickguard. 

Zeta Systems may only be a small 
Berkeley-based company specializing in 
electronic violins, but their hybrid fret-
switched/plucked string MIDI guitar is a 
total wild card. Zeta designed the MIDI-
controlled 8-channel mixer that Akai is 
now selling, and this guitar or bass sys-

*IVL designed its system to vary the number of 
wavecycles it takes to read pitch so that all notes take 
the same time, 12 milliseconds. Thus, a high note 
could take six or more wavecycles, while the low E 
takes one and a half. - Ed. 
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tern would also be a major manufac-
turer's wet dream. Since no one's made 
them an offer, though, they plan to bring 
it out on their own by the late fall, using a 
small cadre of dealers. This is a happen-
ing little company, folks. 
One demonstrator, in an attempt to 

show how fast his MIDI guitar played, 
demonstrated a sequenced, very rapid 
McCoy Tyner-type piano piece. When 
questioned, he readily admitted record-
ing the parts at reduced tempo and then 
speeding it up. It was a fine piece of 
music, but it established absolutely noth-
ing about the real-time playing speed of 
his MIDI guitar—the damn sequencer 
did all the fast tracking. Don't be fooled 
by this one when shopping, kids. 

Did I get to play Photon guitar? I did. 
Is it fast? Pretty fast—there's still some 
delay in the low notes. And by the time I 
got to it, the A-string gave no output, a 
victim of too many civilian tryouts. This 
may indicate the Photon is more delicate 
than conventional systems, susceptible 
to the light emitters and receivers get-
ting out of alignment. This situation con-
tinued for two days, so it may also be 
tricky to realign. Still, they did let almost 
everyone who asked play it—extra 
points for accessibility. 
Next month, more hot product from 

N. A. M. M., including an electronic per-
cussion blowout, sampling insanity, ex-
citing software programs, and better 
ideas in recording. And no arguments. g 

EDGE from page 36 
came in, recorded a single with us, and 
that turned out very well, so he pro-
duced Boy—very successfully. We 
weren't going to do October with Steve, 
but we did eventually, because of 
scheduling problems. That turned out 
well, too. When War came along, we had 
a couple of people in mind, but again they 
couldn't fit into our schedule, and Steve 
kindly agreed to do it at the last minute. 
In short, Unforgettable Fire was the first 
time we really felt that Brian might be 
able to take on the album, and that he 
would definitely be the right choice. 
MUSICIAN: To what extent is he involved 
in the forthcoming album? 
EDGE: Daniel Lanois will be the overall 
producer, and Brian will be the execu-
tive, "flying" producer. Danny is a very 
solid character, probably better suited 
temperamentally to a long stint in the 
studio. He did a great job on Peter Gab-
riel's record, so we've no real worries 
about Brian not being there all the time. 
I hope we'll get the best of them both. 
MUSICIAN: Will there be any significant 
changes? Does the band's recent interest 
in Bob Dylan songs like "Maggie's Farm" 

and "Knocking On Heaven's Door" indi-
cate a shift in direction? 
EDGE: We did "Knocking On Heaven's 
Door" at the end of the show during the 
last tour, taking a member of the audi-
ence onstage, showing him how the song 
is played, getting him to play it, and then 
leaving the stage while he played it. It 
was a symbolic action, and that song, I 
think, is a typical three-chord trick that 
shows just how simple and rich a basic 
song can be. It coincides with a growing 
interest in rootsy music, but it's not sig-
nificant in itself. 
MUSICIAN: What about Bono's collabora-
tion with the Stones on the Sun City LP? 
EDGE: That's an amazing song. It's one 
of my favorite pieces of Bono's singing— 
he sounds just like a Delta bluesman! 
MUSICIAN: Will U2 keep on going until it 
disintegrates, or might you decide to call it 
a day while you're still on top? 
EDGE: Let me think.. .1 imagine the lat-
ter. But there's so much energy in the 
group at the moment that I can't see it 
coming to an end for some time to come. 
The new record will be very different 
from the last, and although all the U2 
hallmarks will be in there, I'm sure that it 
will expand the boundaries of what 
people expect from us. g 

MIDI EFX from page 57 
make lighting systems that respond to 
MIDI program change commands, so 
when you punch in that fuzz/chorus com-
bination for your stinging lead, you can 
also turn on the red spotlight pointed at 
you. The list could go on, and at the next 
N. A. M. M. show, it probably will. MIDI-
controlled fog machines, anyone? 

ADVANCED 
TECHNIQUES 

y
ou can pursue the subject of 
MIDI-controlled signal pro-
cessing as far as your bank ac-
count will take you. For exam-
ple, so far when we've talked 

about program change commands, 
we've assumed a one-to-one relationship 
between the program you select and the 
program called up on the signal proces-
sor—call up program 1, and your DDL 
goes to program 1; call up program 56 
and (assuming your DDL holds 56 pro-
grams), the DDL goes to program 56. 
However, suppose there's one sound 
that is your "bread-and-butter"—you 
use it on almost every song. This means 
that you would have to load this one 
sound in many different memory loca-
tions of the effect, so that upon calling up 
the various program change commands, 

this favorite sound would appear. Unfor-
tunately, this uses up precious memory 
space on a redundant task. However, 
there are devices that let you "map" a 
signal processor's program to more than 
one MIDI program change command. 
J. L. Cooper's MIDI Link is one such de-
vice, as is the Amess "Mapper" (al-
though the latter provides many other 
functions as well). So, you could map, 
say, program 1 on your effects device to 
be called up by any one of a number of 
program change commands (for exam-
ple, sending out program change com-
mand 1 would of course call up program 
1, but so could program change com-
mands 12, 34, 17, 86 or whatever). For 
signal processors with limited memory 
capacity, being able to map program 
changes is a welcome addition. Many 
signal processors, such as the Yamaha 
REV-7, have a mapping function built-in 
so that you can specify a program 
number and what program change will 
call up that program—and they don't 
have to be the same number. 
We should also note that some devices 

respond to more than MIDI program 
change commands. Lexicon's PCM-70 
and ART's DR-1 both allow you to access 
specific parameters over MIDI. For 
example, when driven by a synthesizer 
keyboard, you might want to program a 
reverb sound so that playing louder in-
creases reverb time, or changes the re-
verb/dry mix, or alters the reverb pre-
delay. While this capability is not all that 
useful if you have a limited MIDI setup, 
if you eventually move on to a MIDI 
guitar controller, then you'll be able to 
make full use of these devices. One neat 
effect is to have echo time respond to 
dynamics, so that as you gently strum 
chords you have a languid echo effect, 
which turns to a tight slapback as you 
pluck a mean lead. 

SO WHAT ARE 
YOU WAITING FOR? 

f you're in the market for a new sig-
nal processor, make sure it's MIDI-
controllable. Get a MIDI program 
change footswitch, or build your 
own (as detailed in the June 1986 

issue of Electronic Musician magazine) if 
you're on a tight budget, and go! You'll 
find that MIDI will in fact make your life 
simpler. I can't tell you how wonderful it 
is to walk onstage and merely press one 
button to make a transition from one 
group of effects to another. The end re-
sult is that you can concentrate on your 
playing instead of button-pushing—and 
that's what MIDI-controlled signal pro-
cessing is all about. 71 
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The Kurzweil 15G 
Expander 

Introducing the 
Kurzweil 150, a 
great performance 
instrument that 

lets you bring the Kurzweil Piano and 21 other Kurzweil-
quality sounds on the road or in the studio. It's a rack-
mountable, multi-timbral sound source, designed to 
work with any MIDI controller. 
The Sounds 
The Kurzweil 150 employs Contoured Sound Modeling' 

to offer sounds such as the Concert Grand Piano, Electric 
Piano, Harpsichord, Jazz and Rock Organs, Electric and 
Acoustic Basses, Nylon and Steel-String Guitars. The 22 
resident sounds are arranged into 60 preset programs, all 
available at the touch of a button with 16-voice polyphony. 
And with more ROM expansion sockets, there's room 
to grow! 
Programmability 
The extensive programmability of the Kurzweil 150 

allows you virtually limitless customization of each of the 
preset sounds. You can also program effects, controllers 
and global parameters. For example, you can split your 
keyboard into three regions, with up to seven layers of 
sound in each. And you can timbre shift; tune, trans-
pose or balance each sound layer. 
Programmable effects include vibrato, pitch bend, 

chorus and 8-band graphic equalization—applied to each 
program. Even Polyphonic Pressure Sensitivity. You can 
assign virtually any parameter to any slider, button or 
wheel. And you can choose global parameter changes, 
such as note-by-note microtonal pitch adjustments within 
an octave. And once your parameters are set, store them 
permanently in the Kurzwei1150's non-volatile memory. 
The possibilities are limitless! 

MIDI 
Of course the Kurzweil 150 offers full MIDI imple-

mentation. With OMNI, POLY and MULTI modes, the 
Kurzweil 150 will be a leading component in your MIDI 
setup ... And for only $2,999, 
The Kurzweil MIDIBOARD' 
The Kurzweil MIDIBOARD is a powerful master 

MIDI keyboard controller with unique features, making it 
the best controller for any MIDI device. 

It's also a great companion for the Kurzweil 150. The 
MIDEBOARD's unique Polyphonic Pressure Sensitivity 
may be used to control the pitch, vibrato depth and chorus 
detune of the Kurzweil 150, allowing a level of expression 
previously not available in keyboard instruments. 
The MIDIBOARD's 88-key weighted wooden key-

board has the feel and velocity sensitivity of a concert 
grand piano. Dedicated sliders adjust the keyboard's 
touch, attack, release, pressure and retrigger sensitivity, 
enabling you to fine-tune the MIDIBOARD's feel to your 
own playing style. 
The MIDIBOARD lets you set up and control up to 

eight MIDI instruments with the touch of a button. And 
you can easily change any of the 42 operating parameters 
which describe how the MIDIBOARD controls any given 
instrument. YOU assign what controls what—so each of 
the MIDIBOARD's controls is where you want it, when 
you want it. And once your parameters are set, you can 
save up to 99 of your setups in the MIDIBOARD's non-
volatile memory. 
On the road or in the studio, the MIDIBOARD is the 

only MIDI controller you'll need. 
Get The Best. Get Them Together. 

Visit your local Kurzweil dealer and play the Kurzweil 
150 and MIDIBOARD. They're a winning combination. 

KURZWEIL-
The Best Gets Better. 
Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc. 
411 Waverley Oaks Rd. 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 893-5900 

Specifications subject m change without notice !(URZWEIL (logo). Contoured Sound Modeling, MIDIROARD and timbre Shift are trademark, of Kuri.weil Music Systems, Inc. • Manufacturer's Nuggested retail price. 



PETE TO SHEND 

BETWEEN ROCK 
AND A HARD PLACE 

There are musicians who want only to be popular, and there 

are musicians who want only to be artists. But these two groups are tiny 

compared to the vast number of musicians who want both. 

That's human nature, you say, and central to the pop impulse— 

who among us doesn't want money and respect? But the rock musician 

often has an especially tough time with the tug of war 

between craving artistic credibility and wanting to sell out 

arenas. In rock ' n' roll, the most honored of highbrow cult heroes may 

be found at home scrutinizing the Billboard "Hot 100" and 

studying ways to update their image for MTV. In rock ' n' 

roll the teen idol who just went double platinum may 

campaign for the respectability of (forgive the vanity) a Musician 

feature. There are very very few rock artists who, given a shot, will turn 

away from either goal. Yes, Paul McCartney seems to have had 

so much artistic success with the Beatles that he really 

doesn't care about it any more. And yes, Van Morrison seems to have had 
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enough of pop stardom at an early age and now cares only about 
his art. That's two. Two out of about a thousand. 
No one has walked the line between playing for the 

bleachers and playing for himself like Pete Townshend. The 
Who were a teenage band dealing with teenage frustrations 
that quickly grew up into a generational icon. Adolescent 
Townshend smashed his guitar and his teenage fans cheered. 
Young adult Townshend dabbled in drugs and Eastern religion 
and his college-age fans grooved along. But as he approached 
his thirties Townshend became publicly torn between wanting 
to create songs about the difficulties of adulthood—marriage, 
being a parent, shaky health, fear of growing old and the silence 
of God—and the demands of a youthful rock audience for loud, 
raunchy celebration. 

For a while he tried to be both Clark Kent and Superman, 
making introspective solo albums and anthemic Who LPs. But 
with the solo albums revealing his secret identity, the Who 
began to sound a bit hollow, and Townshend finally went back 
to being just Pete. 

Last year Musician ran a story comparing Townshend (now 
an editor at the London publishing house Faber and Faber) to 
T. S. Eliot. Some Who fans thought that a pretentious conceit, 
but Townshend had no trouble with the idea. Recently we 
spoke to Pete again, the conversations finally coming to focus 
on how the pop artist balances between his obligation to the big 
crowd and his duty to himself. 

MUSICIAN: The other night l heard "You Better You Bet, " and 
a line struck me in a new way. I always took the "who's next" in 
"I've drunk myself blind to the sound of old T Rex and who's 
next" to be a reference to the Who album. Suddenly it occurred to 
me that you could mean you were listening to a dead singer— 
Marc Bolan—and wondering who's next... to die. 
TOWNSHEND: That was how it was meant. And it was a play on 
words as Who's Next itself was a play on words. The tempta-
tion to word-play titles with a band called the Who was sadly 
difficult to resist. It just went on and on. I'm still surprised that 
Roger didn't use a Who pun for his last album, because there 
are many still unused. Who's Missing is a great title, and there 
are a lot more. 
MUSICIAN: The Who and the Jimi Hendrix Experience both had 
their real American debut at the Monterey Pop Festival. What do 
you recall about that night? 
TOWNSHEND: I've tried to work out what was really going on, 
because I recently read a Jimi Hendrix biography where it 
talked about how Hendrix felt about who should go on first. It 
was quite a surprise to me that he noticed! 'Cause I saw him as 
almost superhuman. I couldn't imagine that he would even 
have cared. The main thing was that I wasn't going to follow 
him! We went on before Jimi Hendrix. 
MUSICIAN: Let's talk about the notion of vengeance in your 
songs. 
TOWNSHEND: I think there's a lot of vengeance involved in the 
insecurities which writers have. I used the word vengeance in 
"Behind Blue Eyes," and the vengeance, in a sense, is saying, 
"Listen, why don't you understand me without me saying all 
this stuff, why don't you love me without me performing, why 
don't you commit to me without me making any commitment?" 
It's a "Why don't you love me as I really am without me dem-
onstrating who I really am?" It doesn't matter if you are loved 
if you've already said that you want to be loved. You've already 
made it plain that you're looking for approval, so when you get 
it, it's tainted, and that makes you very, very angry and you 
want to hurt the people who have responded. That's a very 
confused situation because, in fact, you should be very pleased 
that people have listened to your writing and care about you as 
a human being and have bought tickets to your show. But you 

end up wreaking vengeance on the only people that you can 
reach or that are willing to stand still while you thrash them, 
and that's your own audience. 
And I think that applies not just to writers. It probably 

applies to very intense, collusive family relationships, too. I 
think vengeance is very different than anger. I think people 
who can actually let their anger go are probably much healthier. 
I think the healthiest period of the Who was probably the equip-
ment smashing period, even though a lot of people now look 
back at it and say "What a pointless waste of energy, what a 
foolish thing to have done!" But in a way it got rid of some of 
the anger, the vengeance, and allowed us to concentrate on 
what really mattered, which at the time was probably strictly 
entertainment. 
MUSICIAN: What the audience loves in an artist is never going to 
be exactly what the person is. It's an exaggeration of one aspect of 
your personality, it's a projection of your personality, but it's not 
exactly who you are. That must be a little disconcerting. 
TOWNSHEND: I don't know, there's always a sort of illusionist 
thing attached to theater of any sort, performing of any sort. 
You know that you're contriving, but you also know that you 
can't really control those contrivances. In my case a lot of the 
contrivances have been, "How do I most effectively tell the 
truth, in order that my audience sees who I really am, so I 
know that they really love me as I am, and not just because 
they think I'm a guitar hero, or because we wore Union Jack 
jackets or for some weird reason I don't understand?" And yet, 
the harder that I've tried to get what I think is the truth across, 
the more I realize that people have often taken my truth and 
read it in their own way. Well, that's perfectly okay, but what 
that does is cause a second reaction in the writer. He then 
thinks, "Ah, next time, I'll deal a double hand—I'll try to make 
them angry because what I really want is their affection!" 
Sometimes that works. In the end, when it doesn't work in 
quite the way that you wanted, you can end up with a very, very 
complicated, unravelable situation. 

The healthiest period of the Who 
was probably the equipment•smash• 

ing period. It got rid of the 
anger, and allowed us to concentrate 

on what mattered— probably 
strictly entertainment." 

MUSICIAN: A line that I thought was, in a very nice way, self-de-
flating, was in "Slit Skirts" when you said "Let me tell you some 
more about myself" 
TOWNSHEND: A critic wrote something about that song which 
I felt was very hurtful. In fact he misunderstood the song. He 
said how wrong it was for somebody like me who had had ev-
erything, and thrown it away to go on a stage and expect people 
to listen to him singing about himself. And yet it's a song which 
a lot of people my age have come up to me in bars and said, "I 
was really touched by that song. It's the way I feel. There's 
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By the dawn's early light: The Who at Woodstock, 969 Townshend in the spotlight, Roger Daltrey on the fringe. 

something about my relationship with my wife." Because basi-
cally it's a song about growing old, and as such it's about some-
thing that people really don't want to talk about. And I think the 
master of that kind of writing was T. S. Eliot, with "The Love 
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock." 
MUSICIAN: Yeah, "Shall I part my hair behind?" is pretty close to 
"I ean't ever wear no ripped shirt." 
TOWNSHEND: He's a great poet obviously, but he manages to 
do it in a way which does keep us on his side somehow, and I 
think what I was doing with that line was just saying, "Okay, 
listen, I know that you're not gonna be on my side by now, I've 
lost you, and I'm just letting you know that I'm prepared to 
keep going even if there's nobody listening." 

I don't think that's necessarily compassionate. It doesn't 
help, for example, when somebody's had a car crash to sit and 
worry about how they're feeling. It's best to just go coolly call 
the ambulance. Sometimes when people have bought an 
album, or go to a show, what they really want is to forget their 
worries and be entertained, to be uplifted perhaps. They do 
feel it as a betrayal when the artist makes that process condi-
tional: In other words, "I will entertain you if you willi identify 
with this, or listen to this." And I've always done that. It's al-
ways been the deal, and I've managed to get away with it for so 
long that I continue to do it. I think it's just that some of the 
things I write about in middle age (and will probably continue to 
write about in late middle age) are not quite so palatable as 
some of the slightly more raunchy, more distasteful problems 
of being adolescent. 
A lot of [British critic] Julie Burchill's anger about the older 

guard in rock music is not that they've grown old, but the fact 
that in growing old they've become ugly. Old age very rarely 
makes anybody beautiful. There are exceptions, but it's rare. 

And the substitute for that beauty is often dignity, and dignity, 
and maturity, and wisdom, and all these words we use in associ-
ation with old age are really to do with the kind of grace which 
people have to move aside and remove the possibility that any 
of their ugliness might show. I think in a way what she's de-
manding is "Listen, I want my entertainment, I want my MTV, 
but I want it to be young, I want it to be beautiful, I want it to be 
co/m/0" I think there you have somebody that is obviously 
very, very afraid of ugliness. 

There's a point at which, when you're writing, you just have 
to admit to the fact that, sometimes you really don't care if no-
body listens. I mean it makes the process even more peculiar 
and more masturbatory and more strange, buz I think that 
when I wrote "Slit Skirts" I really didn't care if nobody ever 
heard it. I wrote it in such sadness and such resignation to a 
fate which I had never even thought I would have to face, which 
was a life growing old away from my wife and family. And I 
thereby was able to put quite a high value on what I could have 
had: a life where we grow old together and we squabble and we 
fight and we collude. That's better than a life living in two differ-
ent apartments on opposite sides of the planet, thinking about 
the past, which is what I was doing at the time. "Slit skirts, slit 
skirts, she isn't wearing no..." I was actually trying to cele-
brate that "We are a couple of old farts, fair enough, but at least 
we're together." And when I wrote it, of course, we weren't 
together. So I really was able to see that it was important. 
My mother and father have had a very, very rocky marriage, 

and my mother was on the phone the other day talking about 
how my father's been very ill, and how what a strain it's been. 
And in the end I found myself saying, "Listen, you know, it's 
just so great that you've stuck together. And what makes it 
even greater is that you obviously really don't belong together. 
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That's helped me to value sticking with people who you don't 
necessarily fit with. It's like the fucking apartheid problem— 
it's easy enough to put people together if they live in separate 
encampments. What makes life exciting, and vigorous is when 
you can make things that shouldn't work work. 
A kind of thread running through my work currently is this 

idea—not so much that you can rock 'n' roll in a wheelchair, but 
that you can still work miracles of discovery and make things 
that appear to be impossible work, simply by reducing your ex-
pectations and putting a value on what you already have. 

There's something like that running through Springsteen's 
current work. I've been thinking a lot about his writing. He's 
trying to grapple with an impossible problem and demonstrate 
that it is possible to work it out. 
MUSICIAN: He's doing it by not drawing a line between the happy 
and the sad. He used to put sad lyrics to slow, gloomy music— 
and lighthearted lyrics to upbeat tunes. Now he's found a way to 
mix the different energies together; you get a sense of triumph be-
cause you're dancing without closing your eyes to what's impor-
tant. 
TOWNSHEND: It's a much more open and a much more danger-
ous approach, which I think his audience has recognized and 
rallied to. It's a greater risk, he could fall from a much greater 
height because he's not keeping his private thoughts private. 
He's dropped the conditions, that idea I was talking about ear-
lier that if you listen to one of these doomy songs I'll play you 
something to dance to. I think the more conditions that you can 
drop the better. I don't think it always leads to bigger audi-
ences. I think Joni Mitchell has really hit a tough spot. As her 
work becomes more and more on her own terms you realize 

Townshend still running in place, Daltrey weightlifting. 

that Joni Mitchell is a bit of a Pollyanna, a romantic, and she's 
less afraid of allowing that to surface. She's not disguising her 
naïveté and simplicity and need for affection in artifice. 
MUSICIAN: She used to address the listener as if he were a first 
date she was trying to charm. Now she seems willing to come 
across as someone you've known for years who is not hesitant to 
tell you exactly what she needs. That's a tougher thing to put 
across to an audience. 
TOWNSHEND: I think every writer tends to oscillate tremen-
dously between those two states. I felt after Chinese Eyes I had 
leaned very heavily on the audience, and I now had to give 
something. But I found it very difficult to just start to give un-
conditionally. Basically because I'd forgotten how to do it; it's 
not something you can just switch on and off. The terrible thing 

is you can get into habit patterns, and for some reason a great 
segment of the public is quite happy with that. 
MUSICIAN: A great segment of the record companies, too. 
TOWNSHEND: Stevie Nicks is an example of that. She doesn't 
mind staying the same. It's the most undemanding thing for the 
listeners (they've seen the movie before, they know how to 
respond, it's like The Rocky H orror Picture Show) but it's unbe-
lievably demanding for the writer; however you feel about 
Stevie Nicks there's no question that she is one of the most 
tortured songwriters ever. She gets into a mental state for 
about two or three months for a record. All she does is write! I 
mean, that's all she does! 
MUSICIAN: Maybe the degree to which a songwriter has to torture 
himself is a function of intellect. Maybe a very bright musician 
simply doesn't have to suffer as much to come up with the goods. 
TOWNSHEND: T.S. Eliot certainly managed to go through all 
the processes of creative self-stimulation without doing what 
Mishima [the greatJapanese writer who committed han kin] did. 
Whether or not that has to do with intellect I...I suppose it has 
ultimately. It certainly leads to less oscillation, less of that re-
petitive cycling. What started to worry me in the declining Who 
years was how difficult it was to deal with the audience's need 
for us to cycle. The band's response to the audience was so 
wrapped up in the audience's needs that there was no way we 
could do our job without to some extent cycling. So we had to 
start off from base one, and in three minutes, or even in two 
hours, you can't get very far from that spot. It's not just a ques-
tion of intellect on the part of the writer; I think it's also a ques-
tion of the capacity to give. I don't want to pass judgment on 
Stevie Nicks, but I think she's successful because when it 
comes to the crunch she certainly works at it. And I think if you 
can demonstrate that you have worked, the audience will re-
spond. It's the idea of, "Well, you haven't quite delivered, but 
you tried." That certainly worked for a long time for the Who. 
When we weren't cutting it creatively and certainly not intel-
lectually, we would go out and "give blood," and people said, 
Well, at least you're still on the case. We appreciate that." 
MUSICIAN: Let's go back to Chinese Eyes, to that other extreme. 
Tell me about the writing of "Somebody Saved Me." 
TOWNSHEND: I wrote it after I had made a complete fool of my-
self. All of a sudden, out of the blue, without actually realizing 
it, I fell in love with somebody that I'd never met. Really falling 
in love, to the extent that I was feeling tremendous physical 
pain at the separation from this person. It happened in America 
and suddenly, when I got back to London, I realized I'd been 
very, very lucky that I hadn't been able to reach this person. It 
reminded me of something that happened to me when I was at 
art school, when I fell in love with a girl. This was a couple of 
girlfriends before I met my wife. I realized that this girl who I'd 
really put on a pedestal was interested in me. I had told her an 
enormous amount of lies, created a lot of fantasy. I'd said that 
the group was very successful. This was long before the group 
was successful, when we were playing in pubs and stuff. And 
I'd said that we played jazz because she was a jazz fan, and re-
ally we were a copying rock 'n' roll band, doing a few R&B 
songs on the side. I said that I had several band jackets. It was 
really quite pathetic. Anyway, one day it became quite clear 
that she was very, very interested in me. The penny dropped 
one afternoon when we were sitting in some park. And I was 
faced with the truth, that this girl was interested in me, and I 
didn't really know how to take it. Obviously I couldn't at that 
point tell her the truth. I don't know whether it would have 
made any difference, she probably knew anyway. Anyway, I 
lucked out of it, and she went off with somebody else. In fact I 
think this story is in the song somewhere. 
MUSICIAN: The "geezer from the Ealing scene." 
TOWNSHEND: That's right. She went off with another guy and C
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a couple of weeks later she dropped him and went back with 
her boyfriend, who was a jazz player. And I remember thinking 
how lucky I was I hadn't gotten into a sort of adolescent, brief 
affair, on the rebound, with this girl. Because if she'd dropped 
me the way she dropped him, I would have killed myself. 
There's absolutely no question about it, I would not have been 
able to stand it. Because a couple of incidents later in my life 
showed me that I wasn't strong in that way, my ego was so 
fragile. And this was somebody that I really cared about. I 
mean, I used to get suicidal about broken relationships with 
people that I didn't even like. I always kind of thought, well, 
"This is God's grace." He fixed it up so I told this girl so many 
lies that I couldn't get close to her, a kind of ironic justice. That 
kind of thing continued to happen to me for a long time. I often 
used to survive things simply by virtue of the fact that I badly 
mishandled them. 
MUSICIAN: That is God's grace! A lot of your songs could be 
summed up with the line, "No easy way to be free." You've written 
a lot about faith and spiritual matters, but you've never held up 
religion as an easy answer. 
TOWNSHEND: Yeah, it's quite interesting. One of my kids was 
just talking about some clairvoyant predicting the world was 
going to end on Thursday. And I was saying how often mem-
bers of the Baha'i faith and Jehovah's Witnesses are humiliated 
by their belief in prophecy. One of the most humiliating things 
about being a follower of Meher Baba was that he predicted 
that before he died he would break his silence (he didn't speak 
for a long time) in a way that the whole world would recognize. 
That became very important to his followers as a symbol. And 
they became very confused when he quite clearly didn't break 
his silence in the way they imagined he would. The thing that I 
continue to find very difficult is that if I do reach what I feel is an 
understanding of a spiritual enigma, if I settle on something to 
my satisfaction, the result is that people often look at me and 
say, "You're very confused, aren't you?" And that might be at a 
point when I felt that I'd reached a real understanding! So I 
think it probably is quite easy to be free. It's demonstrating it 
that's difficult. 
MUSICIAN: Do you still follow Meher Baba's religion? 
TOWNSHEND: I'm not really sure it matters, because I don't 
think it changes the philosophy. I think at the end of the day all 
religions are based on finding a reason why people should act in 
a caring and compassionate and humanitarian way. But most of 
all that they should act. 
MUSICIAN: When Empty Glass came out I heard a gay disc joc-
key play "And I Moved" and "Rough Boys" and say "This is 
wonderful, Pete's come out of the closet." 
TOWNSHEND: A lot of gays and a lot of bisexuals wrote to me 
congratulating me on this so-called coming out. I think in both 
cases the images are very angry, aren't they? In "Rough Boys" 
the line, "Come over here, I want to bite and kiss you" is about, 
"I can scare you! I can frighten you! I can hurt all you macho 
individuals simply by coming up and pretending to be gay!" And 
that's what I really meant in that song, I think. "And I Moved" 
was simply written for a woman. 
MUSICIAN: For Bette Midler, wasn't it? 
TOWNSHEND: That's right, and I decided to keep it, but I de-
cided that it would be crazy if I tried to change the gender. But 
it felt good to sing it. It did actually feel good to say, "He laid me 
back like an empty dress." Because I think that it wasn't entirely 
sexual. It was just the idea of "Yes, this man I will trust, this 
man has power over me, I will surrender to this man." To a 
great extent a lot of "And I Moved" is the idea of surrender. 

I did feel quite comfortable with that, and I think maybe I was 
dealing with the fact that what is at the root of a lot of male dif-
ficulties with any gay desires that they may or may not have, is 
that it implies a giving up and a trust in another man. And in 

some ways that is a denial of their own macho image of them-
selves, and of men in general. I must admit, I was quite pleased 
when gay guys wrote to me and said, "It really helped me to 
know that somebody like you had these feelings." I felt, what 
the fuck, I'm not gonna write back and say that's not what I 
meant. Because it could have been what I meant, I don't know. 
MUSICIAN: Well, even beyond the sexual and spiritual, there's a 
psychological basis for that kind of feeling: when we're little chil-
dren we all love to be held by our father—he's the symbol of 
strength and security. Then at the age of eleven or so, you're told 
you have to be a man now. 
TOWNSHEND: I just wrote a song recently which I think could 
be even touchier, a song I wrote for my father. He had this op-
eration for cancer and I went round to see him just before 
Christmas. He'd been having chemotherapy, and was very, 
very depressed. My father in the last fifteen years suddenly 
decided he was going to go the Italian way; after years and 
years of being very English in his mannerisms, he suddenly 
said, "We are going to be an Italian family—when my sons 
come into the house, they must kiss their father, and that's it." 
We immediately accepted it, so now my brothers and I kiss one 
another, we don't think anything about it. And I've always 
thought, "This is a nice story to tell, aren't we cool, our father 
doesn't mind kissing." But it's a macho thing in a way. 

Suddenly, he was lying in bed and I had to kiss him goodbye. 
And the thing was, at the time, he wasn't my father anymore; 
he was this person who needed me to be strong. It wasn't a 
father/son relationship anymore. If anything the roles some-
times reversed, where I was the caring one and he was the 
helpless one. But this particular time, it just felt like we were 
completely equal. So suddenly it was a man kissing a man. It 
wasn't a slobbery wet sexual kiss, but it was definitely a kiss. 
And I went back and I sat down at the piano and I wrote this 
song called, "We Kissed For The First Time." And it really did 
feel like that. It felt like the first time I'd ever really kissed a 
man. If you didn't know the story behind it, you could come up 
with all kinds of ideas about it. And there's quite possibly a lot 
of Freudian bullshit sexuality behind it as well, but the point is 
that it was an amazingly pure moment, and unbelievably impor-
tant to me. That moment still really resonates for me and I 
think it completely changed the way that I feel about my father. 
I'm finding it very difficult to finish the song 'cause I can't get it 
high enough. I can't get it close to what it was I really felt. 
MUSICIAN: As the fathers get older, the roles of who's taking care 
and who's dependent do tend to reverse, but I think you're lucky 
to have noticed the moment at which you were equal. It's a rare 
moment, 'cause one's going up the escalator and one's going down. 
TOWNSHEND: Yeah, you're probably right, it probably is just a 
moment. I never thought of it that way. I'll use that. 
MUSICIAN: Why did you take the job editing at Faber and Faber? 
Why start another career? I assume you don't need the money. 
TOWNSHEND: Well, I don't really get any money to speak of. I 
don't really regard it as another career—maybe I should— 
partly because it feels like something I've been doing for such 
a long time anyway. It focuses a lot of my need to work with 
other creative people as a patron, as an enthusiast. Also I've 
never been very good at record production; I don't find it very 
easy. Recording for me has always been very solitary. When I 
record with other people I always want to get it over with as 
quickly as possible. I've been very spoiled, I suppose. If I didn't 
like the way my own recording was going I would just walk out, 
go home. When I work with other recording artists I can't just 
walk out if it's not going well. It's their record. They're paying 
the recording costs. I have to stick with it. 

Publishing allows me to work with other creative people, 
and yet it's not an area where I have all these familiar habits 

continued on page 113 
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BAD 
TRIPS 

THE END OF 
THE JIVI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE 

3Y NOEL REDDING AND CAROL APPLEBY 

Armed with a British bassist and drummer, Jimi Hendrix returned to his native 
United States in 1967 as a conquering hero. The Jimi Hendrix Experience's first 
album reached the top five, introducing both a dazzlingly creative guitarist and an 
uproarious live act. Over the next year and a half the band's subsequent recordings 
and appearances proved it was no novelty. 

Success, though, has its own dangers. Hendrix, bassist Noel Redding and drum-
mer Mitch Mitchell were simply unprepared for the savage business world their 
popularity forced them to enter. "The whole ' hippie revolution' had taken place with 
its freedom and disregard for money and its established machinery," Redding says 
with hindsight. "Funny that groups like the Experience, who were symbols of the 
movement, were in reality just fronts for large corporations and small people who 
were using us and the audience in the madness of generating profits." 
The Experience was originally managed by Michael Jeffery and ex-Anima!s 

bassist Chas Chandler. Chandler supposedly quit in mid- 1968, leaving Jeffery—a 

shadowy figure to the group—in control. "Jimi and Mike had a very strange relation-
ship," Redding says. "Jimi was always trying to get rid of Mike. But Mike always 
retained control. Somehow. Perhaps this was one thing that made Jimi so de-
pressed. Once he tred to slash his wrists. This was kept very quiet." 

Hendrix was further plagued by a breach-of-contract suit. In late 1965 he signed 
a three-year recording agreement with Ed Chalpin. Now Chalpin had proceedings 
going against Hendrix, Jeffery and Reprise Records (Hendrix's label, a division of 

Warners). Hendrix's record royalties were in escrow while the suit was in progress. 
Relationships within the band were none too great either. Constant touring and a C
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restrictive set list induced a kind of cabin fever. Hendrix and Red-
ding both started" outside" groups (Band of Gypsys and Fat Mat-
tress, respectively)—in Redding's case, as much to see some 
money as for a creative outlet. 

Redding's recollections of his years with Hendrix are histori-
cally important. But his main motivation for writing is to provide 
a cautionary tale for aspiring musicians. "When you start to 
think about it, he says, "you begin to realize that law—that won-
derful blessing of the downtrodden—sucks! Try bucking a large 
corporation and you soon realize why they keep whole depart-
ments of lawyers permanently on call. If you play music, you 
must realize this." 

Nineteen-sixty-eight came and went, and I was still home-
less and without earnings. My only hope seemed to be 
with my own trio, Fat Mattress. The press, ever eager 

to make news, started carrying stories of a split in the Jimi 
Hendrix Experience. Apparently it was too much for them to 
think that Jimi could have his Band of Gypsys, I could have Fat 
Mattress and there would still be an Experience. 

But instead of becoming a new plateau for the Experience, 
1969 became the last legs. We rarely spent time together un-
less we were working—and then we were often short-tem-
pered with each other. The competition extended to our per-
sonal lives, where we would use girls to hit each other over the 
head. I knew Jimi hated it if I pulled a girl after he did, or instead 
of him. He would sometimes retaliate, for example by spiking 
her with acid. 
We had no "normal" life. Perhaps this destroyed us more 

than anything; our personal voids ate us up. Days between gigs 
drove me crazy. I couldn't confront life. I needed others, like 
Jimi did, to make me feel good. 

Even our accomplishments were driving us crazy. The 
crowds had become horrific. At earlier gigs, at least we could 
get out of the hall between shows and relax. No more. Dress-
ing rooms were now like top-security prisons, with us inside. 
It was simply too dangerous to go out; we'd be ripped to 
shreds. It was time for an image change. I decided to have my 
hair straightened. I was sick of people thinking that I'd copied 
Jimi's curly hair when Jimi was the one having perms. 
On January 3 we appeared on Lulu's British television 

show—a classic. Lulu was married to Maurice Gibb of the 
BeeGees. Sometimes I would go over and have a smoke with 
him. He would dash around opening all the windows to air the 
place before she arrived. Her show was just as straight. So it 
was only natural that we would try to combat that atmosphere. 
In our dressing-room haste to get out the hash, the lump got 
away and slipped down the drainpipe. Panic! We couldn't do the 
show straight. I rushed all over looking for a maintenance man 
and some tools. I told him I'd lost a ring. Only he was too help-
ful, offering to dismantle the drain for us; it took a lot of talking 
to convince him we'd be all right. 

Lulu was supposed to sing "Hey Joe" with Jimi, or end the 
show with her own song. But midway through "Hey Joe," Jimi 
stopped. Perhaps he felt sentimental about Cream disbanding, 
because he broke into "Sunshine Of Your Love" with a quick 
dedication to Cream. (I thought he just wasn't looking forward 
to a duet with Lulu.) Mitch and I were into it. Only Stanley 
Dorfman, the producer, didn't take it well as the minutes ticked 
by on this live show. We played past the point for Lulu to join in; 
we played through the time for talking and saying goodbye at 
the end of the show. Dorfman pointed to his watch, tore his 
hair and silently screamed at us. There was nothing he could 
do short of running up and pulling the plugs, and/or hitting us. 
We played the show out. Afterwards, Dorfman wouldn't talk to 
us. 

Emotionally, I was feeling unstable. Before, I would just 
drop a bit of acid and feel better, but when I tried this now I just 
got bad trips. I kept insisting on having business meetings 
while smashed on booze and Mandrax. I felt I was having a 
breakdown and couldn't do anything about it. 
We were off for a two-week European tour. On the whole, I 

can't understand how anyone who saw us on this tour could 
have liked the group. There was a lot of filming for Swedish 
television; compared to similar films in 1967, it was a different 
group. Jimi was sullen and removed, rarely bothering to sing. 
The sparkle was gone, gone, gone. We were very tired and 
very bored, and it showed. Repeating the same songs made us 
sloppy. It was over; we looked at the crowd with dead eyes. 
No wonder Chas Chandler wasn't interested when in Gothen-
burg, Sweden, Jimi asked him to become our manager. But 
Chas knew Mike Jeffery owned Jimi. 

Jeffery and lawyer Stephens Weiss were planning the 
biggest Experience tour ever, to start in April—simultane-
ously with the release of Jimi's First Wave Of The New Rising 
Sun, whatever that was supposed to be. Perhaps this was the 
beginning of what was called Wave in 1970, but ended up as 
Rainbow Bridge. Back in London, we were now scheduled for 
the studio (Olympic) again. As I nearly expected, the result 
was nothing: "No beat" the first day, and no show the second. 
I went to the pub for three hours and came back, and it was still 
ages before Jimi arrived. Then an argument. I was so sick of 
coming to the studio and not even being able to get a seat. The 
next day Mitch was late. And still nothing done. 

I suppose it was partly psychological: We didn't want to get 
it together. The pressure from the public to create something 
even more brilliant each time was crushing. On the last day, I 
just watched it happen for a while and then went back to my 
flat. Jimi was goofing off every day, running up very costly 
studio bills. By contrast, in two days Fat Mattress had re-
corded twelve tracks. When I heard a tape of the completed 
Fat Mattress LP, I was very happy with a feeling of accomplish-
ment. Chas offered to take us on. 
On February 18 we played London's Royal Albert Hall—an 

important night. We even rehearsed! Jimi was relaxed. Instead 
of his usual jumping he played in a variety of poses. We played 
all the hits, a track from Axis and closed with "Purple Haze." 
Jimi tossed his guitar in the air at the end. In a funny way it was 
listless. Mitch was subdued too. Was it a reaction to all the 
chaos before the show, or the coke? We played for one and a 
quarter hours, but it was still only okay even if we did have one 
of our few onstage jams, playing "Voodoo Chile" with Traffic 
(the opening act). A week later we returned to Albert Hall and 
were better by far. Also appearing was Fat Mattress—the first 
gig and I was tense. But it was great! 

I was just as nervous at Fat Mattress' U.S. debut, opening 
for the Experience on a spring tour. What a relief when we 
went down well; I probably would have shot myself otherwise. 
The music was so different from the Experience—no wild 
stage act or heavy lead guitar. We wanted to be a team. 

Meanwhile, the Experience couldn't even rehearse any-
more. It was bad beyond belief. Perhaps we were taking too 
much THC, and angel dust (PCP) was just coming on the 
scene. I once got so smashed that I had to lie face down on the 
floor so I wouldn't lose hold. The relationships between Jimi, 
Mitch and myself were deteriorating daily, and guilt feelings set 
in. We were all too spaced, too unsettled, even to talk to each 
other anymore. Jimi was responsible for most of the time 
wasted on unproductive efforts. After a particularly unproduc-
tive studio session and shouting match, he sent us a note of 
apology for messing around. We were trying to expand and 
were all getting self-destructive. Jimi especially was rebelling 
against the attitude of fans and management: They'd paid for 
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his good life and now expected him to stay the same forever. I 
was sure he felt heartsick at the turn of things. 

Corning into Toronto for a May 3 show, Jimi got busted at 
customs for possession of heroin. The grapevine warned 
us to make sure we were clean going into Canada. And 

there it was lying right on top ofJimi's packed clothes for all to 
see: smack and hash. Surely Jimi wasn't so blasé—or stupid— 
as to think that they wouldn't search him. I knew he didn't keep 
track of what he had, and he was always accepting "gifts." Jimi 
said that was what happened on this occasion. But you don't 
put dope in your flight bag on top if you know you're going to be 
searched. Which brings us to the question of a possible plant. 
Was the Toronto bust a blatant attempt by Jeffery to keep Jimi 
dependent on him? We couldn't contact Jeffery at all. Finally 
Jimi was released on $10,000 bail. After all, we had a show to 
do that night. The gig surprisingly went well, but the bust obvi-
ously upset Jimi for weeks. 

In June we were staying at the Beverly Rodeo Hotel in Los 
Angeles. Jimi was in the penthouse suite with a private 
elevator in an attempt to keep him away from disturbing influ-
ences as much as possible. I'd been on to Jimi for years now 
about trying to narrow down his crowd; it was the only way to 
keep his head clear. Sometimes I would refuse to go out and 
jam and Jimi would call me a stick-in-the-mud. I couldn't stand 
the strain of being out, surrounded by strangers. But even with 

a private suite it was impossible for him. 
1 could tell he was under terrible strain just by looking at his 

face. He was just this side of screaming, but he didn't have the 
nerve to tell off the dozen or so hangers-on who were clutter-
ing up the only living space he had and charging fortunes to his 
room bill. Mitch and I would occasionally have to go into his 
room and clear it for him before he went completely crazy. In a 
way, Jirni's ego fed off of it; but in the end the necessity and 
constant pressure to be Jimi Hendrix took much more out of 
him. Everyone took, took, took fromJimi. The only things they 
gave were drugs. Even Buddy Miles and Velvet Turner would 
arrive at accountant Michael Hecht's office with a scrappy note 
with Jimi's signature saying, "Give me $5,000." 

Jimi spent so much besides what he gave away. Once in Los 
Angeles he gave two girls $3, 000 and told them to go shopping 
just to get rid of them. Of course, his family was high on the 
list. He bought guitars all the time. He'd buy a car and then go 
out and smash it up. And with all that was being paid out in set-
tlements, lawyers and managers—and all that wasn't being 
paid in—well, it was no wonder funds from Mitch's and my ac-
counts were used to keep Jimi in cash. And then there was the 
costly studio time and our lessened output. If Jimi had only 
joined forces more with Mitch and me to meet the Experi-
ence's obligations, life would have been much easier for him. 
He could have had more time to devote to his new ventures 
and experiments. We could have kept the Experience going as 
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it was earning well and it would have financed anything anyone 
tried to do. 

jimi obviously felt trapped. We all had a great feeling of im-
patience (some of that may have been leapers) to get on 
with it. But by now we could hardly say those things to 

each other. Our selves came between us as members of a 
group. The sessions certainly showed it. I would say to Jimi, 
"We must get it together." He would say, "Don't worry It'll be 
okay. We'll get rid of Jeffery." Everything to Jinni seemed to 
center around getting rid of Jeffery. His absence would some-
how set us free. Jimi would say, "I still want to play with you 
guys, too; and we'll still do our own things." But strangely, 
after each discussion with Jimi, Jeffery would phone me the 
next day and get heavy with me. I can only assume Jimi had 
said something to him. Or Jeffery's spies had overheard us. 

Jeffery had really been gearing up for ourJune 20 appearance 
at the Newport Jazz Festival in San Fernando Valley. It was the 
biggest financial return for the least effort. All he had to do was 
get us onstage for one short set and it was $100, 000 in his hand. 
There were miles and miles of people in the audience; the 

VERY0 E TOOK, TOOK 
FROV JIV1. THE 0 \ LY THINGS 

THEY GAVE WERE DRUGS. 
backstage area was like a circus, with rows of caravans for the 
sideshow/groups. A nonstop parade of people passed the wire-
mesh walls looking at us in the cage. A helicopter dropped us 
off backstage; it was the only way in. 

But the interior of our caravan was another world altogether. 
There were no hippie/peace/love vibes there. It was packed 
with about eight black heavies surrounding Jimi. He was pet-
rified. I don't know what they were on to him about but he 
looked so relieved when he saw me come in. I took charge in-
stantly and told them all to get out of our fucking dressing room 
immediately. What a thing to do to someone before a show—if 

they wanted him to do a good show. I really hated all these guys 
who were trying to get at Jimi and turn him into something he 
wasn't. The black militants would have loved to have him back 
their favorite schemes with cash. They didn't give a fuck about 
him. They cared only that someone else besides them was 
sucking his blood. 

Jimi wasn't political. He had an open mind. He'd ask ques-
tions, but only so he could understand and then progress 
beyond those walls. Black power movements wanted to use 
his name to push their popularity. Band of Gypsys was the 
closest Jimi got to submitting to the pressure to work with all 
"soul brothers." Buddy Miles was trying to be a star, too, and 
Jimi liked it when he was the only star in the group. Nothing 
racial, just conflicting personality types. Jimi was pulled so 
many ways it's a wonder he stayed together as long as he did. 

With the caravan cleared, we got stoned (on the grass I'd 
scored), drunk and had a snort of coke. Then we had to wait 
two and a half hours to go on. That was the worst part of the 
festivals: You always went on long after you were scheduled. 
And of course you had been planning your high all day to cor-
respond to your scheduled onstage time. When we did go on, 
Jinni just couldn't get it together. I don't know whether the 
pressure was internal or external; I suspect the latter. He 
played with his back to the audience for twenty minutes and 
walked off. Maybe it was just his way of saying to Jeffery to 
the heavies and perhaps even to the fans, "Look! I'm terrible. 
You don't want me. Leave me alone. " There's nothing like one-
third of your group walking offstage suddenly in mid-set. Mitch 
and I could only creep off too. I went back to the hotel im-
mediately and passed out straight away. 
The next day wasn't much better. Mitch, road manager John 

Downing and I sat around getting stoned. They wanted us to 
show up again, but I couldn't. I felt sick of the whole thing. Jimi 
decided to go along with Buddy Miles on Sunday; he did a good 
jam with Eric Burdon and the fans were happy. But it was a bit 
late, in my mind. 
The last concert scheduled for this tour was June 29, at the 

Denver Pop Festival. This was an outside two-day affair, with 
the stage in the middle of a field. The first day we were spec-
tators, seeing Joe Cocker and Creedence Clearwater Revival 
before crashing early ( 1:30 a.m.). Everything was fine until 
somebody came up to me and said, "Are you still with the band? 
I heard Hendrix replaced you." Supposedly, some eager press 
person reported that I had left because I hadn't been consulted 
about the "expansion" of the band. This did my head in. I was 
uneasy enough already about our future, but this rumor just 
blew me away. For some reason I took it as fact that Jimi had 
done an interview saying I'd been replaced; and I was incredi-
bly hurt. I suddenly just wanted to get away. To be alone. To 
recover. We'd already agreed to do a revival tour in 1970. That 
was okay as it was months away and in between there was 
time. 

If the rumors weren't enough the concert nearly killed us 
anyway. These big shows were just too grueling. We went 
down fantastically that day—too well. The crowd went abso-
lutely berserk! All of a sudden 30,000 people got the urge to 
get onstage with us. The police panicked when the fans started 
to move en masse toward the stage. We didn't feel too good 
about it either, but kept playing. The police had tear gas and 
they used it. They forgot, though, to check the wind direction 
and it blew our way. It started to get us and there was no way 
off the stage, which was circled by a solid mass of surging 
bodies. If we had jumped into the crowd we would have been 
mauled. Our personal road manager Jerry Stickells rescued us 
by backing a huge panel van up to the stage. We dashed inside, 
half strangled from the gas, and he locked us in. The crowd im-
mediately swarmed over the van; the roof began to buckle JI
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under the weight of the bodies. 
Inside we were silent, lost in our own thoughts—fighting in 

our private ways the windowless van, the roof closing on us, 
the locked door, the worst claustrophobic nightmare born out 
of good feelings and music. As calmly as I could, I concentrated 
on rolling a joint; thank heavens I had my stash. I smoked it 
while studying my knees (which were in front of my face) as if 
they were the most fascinating things in the world and nothing 
else mattered. Jerry somehow made it back to the driver's 
seat. He couldn't wait for the way to clear, he just had to get 
going and hope people moved. It was a good half-mile back to 
the hotel. There were still people hanging on to the top and 
sides of the van when we arrived, and we had to run for our 
lives to get through the hotel door. I still get a horrible feeling 
in the pit of my stomach when I think about it. That was the last 
show the Jimi Hendrix Experience ever played. 

Jimi was still a big money earner, but how much longer could/ 
would he live off his past image? The biggest question was 
would he be able to go on at all? He was pretty smashed, not 
writing much and something was eating him up inside. Was it 
the knowledge of the greed around him? His own lack of a pri-
vate life? He was not a person making music but an image ex-
pected to churn out the same hits year after year to larger and 
more impersonal crowds. He had reached a turning point: 
either fade away, expand or try a completely different scene. 
On New Year's Eve 1969/70, the Band of Gypsys played at 

the Fillmore East in New York. This group featured Billy Cox 
on bass and Buddy Miles on drums; Jimi had opted to play with 
old friends. He admitted in interviews that he was going 
through changes and very, very tired. The band never got off 
the ground. The shows were recorded for the Band Of Gypsys 
LP, which went to Ed Chalpin as part of a settlement of his 
breach-of-contract suit. Butemi was still Jeffery's. Periodically 
Jimi would still try to break away and ask someone else, like 
Chas, to take him on. But it never happened. During one of 
these periods Jimi was kidnapped, put in a sack and driven off. 
Funnily enough, Jeffery rescued him. Was the event staged to 
frighten Jimi? To let him know what could happen if...? 

Acid is a strange drug. You have to be feeling happy and 
healthy to have a successful trip. As we got more and 
more run down, the "bummers" became more frequent. 

Jimi got caught out badly when the Band of Gypsys played at a 
peace rally at New York's Madison Square Garden on January 
28. Mitch and I were there; we were going to jump up onstage 
and do a couple of numbers later in the set. Jeffery was there, 
too, and just before Jimi went on I saw him give Jimi a tab of 
acid. Perhaps he thought it would pep him up and liven up the 
show. But Jimi freaked instead, saying to a girl in the audience, 
"Are you having your period? I can see it through your yellow 
knickers." I suppose the shock of having said that brought him 
around. He added, "We're not getting it together," and walked 
offstage in the middle of the second song. 

Poor Jimi was obviously having some serious problems. He 
gave very strange interviews at the time, saying things like "I 
figure that Madison Square Garden is like the end of a fairy tale, 
and that's great—the best ending I could possibly come up 
with." More and more he was inclined towards heroin, as was 
Mitch. 

In Europe, Polydor Records had given Fat Mattress an ad-
vance. The rest of the group went berserk. Instead of stashing 
money away for the rainy day, they spent. The worst thing you 
can do is let yourself become a "star." Four gigs into a U.S. 
promotional tour, the Mattress became unstuffed. Without 
saying a word, the other members split back to England after 
we had a disagreement. They had invited a sax player to jam 
onstage with us during a gig in New Jersey. I said okay, but not 

until we finish our act; then they brought him on early in the 
set. For an unknown and still unsuccessful group to chance it 
with a stranger was like playing Russian roulette. I suspect 
they totally resented my attempt to control the group. The 
rest of the tour was cancelled and I flew back to England. A 
press release stated I had suffered a nervous breakdown— 
probably much closer to the truth than I imagined. For New 
Year's, Fat Mattress informed me that I was out of the group. 
The only thing I had left was the big plan of a reunion tour for 

the Experience. It was a lifeline to me even if Jeffery was in-
volved. But Jimi couldn't make up his mind. Jeffery probably 
got on his back, because suddenly the on-off project was on 
again. By the end of January we'd met, talked it out, been inter-
viewed by Rolling Stone and signed a document authorizingJef-
fery to contract three major tours: a minimum of one U.S. tour 
to gross between $750,000 and $1, 000, 000; one major tour of 
western Europe and the U.K.; and a tour of Japan. Net profits 
to be divided 50/25/25. 

I suppose Jimi decided to tour to raise funds. Jeffery had 
been saying, "How about a studio of your own to record in, 
Jimi?" In 1969 a lease was taken on a building on 8th Street in 
New York. It was a good idea; Jimi used to spend so many 
hours in the studio that it should pay for itself in no time. He 
went into a fifty-fifty partnership with Jeffery, a man he didn't 
trust. Suddenly money poured into this venture; $369,126 dis-
appeared and hardly anything was done. Jimi realized he'd have 
to tour and take a loan from Warner Bros. Records. 
On February 11, 1970, Jimi and Warners made a deal. Jeffery, 

as administrator of the funds, received $300,000 against future 
Experience and other royalties to complete building Electric 
Lady Studios. They figured they could recoup the loan with the 
proceeds of what was now Wave and soon to be Rainbow 
Bridge, produced by Jeffery under the name Antah Kar Ana, 
Inc. (later Karana Productions, the sole collector of world-
wide Polydor royalties). Jimi had to guarantee the loan to Elec-
tric Lady, Inc. by promising to write enough original material of 
a quality the same as the Experience to cover it. 

I was informed that tour rehearsals would start in New York 
in late March. I flew over on the nineteenth and was met by 
Bob Levine from the office. He kept saying, "I know this drum-
mer. You should have a play with him." Days went by. I phoned 
Jimi regularly but his woman friend Devon Wilson always 
answered and said he wasn't in. Finally, I phoned Mitch's flat; 
his chick answered, "They're rehearsing. Don't you know?" 
Nobody had had the decency to tell me they were rehearsing 
with Billy Cox. Then it clicked into place why Bob had been 
pushing this drummer. Now he started to say, "Don't let it 
bother you. Why don't you nip into the studio and do a quick 
LP, try out some of your new songs? I know a place where I 
can get cheap time... And then Mike and I will get you a deal 
with Polydor." 

Jimi stopped by one night, sort of to say he was sorry. He 
had the grace to look embarrassed. He also offered to play 
guitar, and gave me a snort of coke. It was highly laced with 
smack, and made me violently ill. Jimi played, but it was no 
good. (I think I may have erased it.) The tapes for the unre-
leased LP, Nervous Breakdown, went through a lot of hands 
and ended up at Electric Lady Studios whose current owner 
refuses to release them to me unless I pay thousands in stor-
age fees. 

I ran into Jimi again at the official opening party of Electric 
Lady Studios. Jimi now had what every songwriter/musician 
dreams about. He could record there and present half the cost 
to Warners—up to $10,000—to be recouped from future royal-
ties, if any. 

It was the last time I ever saw Jimi. We didn't say much in 
the hubbub of what was essentially a press party: "How are 
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ya!" "We're just going to Europe; I'll probably see you there." 
I didn't stay long. Press parties didn't excite me anymore. 

Jimi should have saved his energy for his Isle of Wight gig the 
next day, August 30. Instead he stayed up all night, flew over, 
and didn't even go on till two a. m. English time. I didn't go, but 
my mum was there. She was shocked at how tired and run-
down Jimi looked. She had such a soft spot for him, and he for 
her. He made sure she was taken care of and brought her up 
onstage for the show. For most of the concertJimi turned away 
from the audience and pumped his guitar at Cox, trying to drive 
the bass and generate excitement. Billy had become so 
paranoid that he wouldn't eat for fear his food was poisoned. 
Maybe he had just picked up on all the vibes directed at Jimi. 

Jimi's European tour with Mitch and Billy went very badly. 
You have to see the film made in Stockholm to believe it. I'd 
never seen Jimi drunk onstage like that before. It was horrible 
and sad. (We always drank a lot in Sweden because it was hard 
to get drugs.) Next was a festival on Felunarn, a German is-
land. It was like Jimi didn't care. A riot started because the set 
was so bad. 
The rest of the tour was abandoned and Jimi decided to take 

a break in London. He saw Chas and asked him once more to 
produce him, perhaps even manage him. Jimi had been com-
plaining a lot to Buddy Miles about his management. He knew 
money had been "lost" that he would never even know about. 
Towards the end, Jimi didn't trust anyone. He phoned his 
lawyer, Henry Steingarten, to say he wanted to leave Jeffery 
no matter what it cost. People were at him from all sides. 

Back in London, he jammed with War—staying in the back-
ground but enjoying a relaxed play. It was well received. He 
was pleased to be appreciated. He thought it was all over for 
him in Europe. 
He spent time with Monika Danneman. Jimi had lots of 

girlfriends, some steadier than others. He hated to be alone— 
an extrovert's symptom of depression. When he was alone 
he'd get weird. Mitch and I sometimes visited his hotel room 
to find him just sitting with all the blinds drawn and the lights 
off. We called him "the bat." 
On the night of September 17, Jimi asked Monika to drive 

him to "some people's apartment" in Marble Arch. He told her 
not to come in because they weren't friends and he didn't like 
them. It was business. She picked him up an hour later. Back at 
her hotel room, Jimi sat down and wrote a poem, later titled 
"The Story Of Life." They ate, they took sleeping pills, they 
went to bed. 

Monika woke three hours later and went out for cigarettes. 
When she returned she felt something was wrong. She rang 
Eric Burdon and he said to ring for an ambulance. Eventually 

she did. Not much later, on September 18, 1970, Jimi Hendrix 
was dead. 

Iwas in New York when a friend called: "A friend of yours is dead." "Who's that?" "Hendrix." I hung up. I was speech-
less. Numb. I believed it and I didn't believe it. He was too 

young to be dead—only twenty-seven. I went out determined 
to get drunk. 

There are millions of questions surroundingJimi's death. He 
was still alive when the ambulance picked him up from 
Monika's room. She said she had seen vomit on his mouth 
when she returned with her cigarettes. Jimi had taken sleep 
ers—a German brand called Vesparax with a nortoal dose of 
half a tablet. Professor Robert Donald Teare, the pathologist 
connected with St. George's Hospital, Westminster, also found 
Durophet d and one amphetamine 20mg. (known as a "black 
bomber"). His liver contained Seconal and "a substance with 
properties consistent with those of brallobarbitone. The quan-
tity calculated as Quinalbarbitone was 3.9 mgs%. A search for 
toxic drugs failed to reveal the presence of Hydioxyethyl hy-
droxyzine, however a compound was isolated which might well 
be a metabolite.... A quantity of amphetamine was detected in 
the urine. A search for basic drugs from a hydrolysed sample 
revealed the same compound that was isolated from the liver 
but its identity could not be established. No other bases, in-
cluding morphine, could be detected, with the exception of 
nicotine." 
The ambulance crew for some leason thought it would be a 

good idea to sit him up on the way to the hospital. During the 
trip, he vomited and choked. There was no attempt to use re-
suscitation equipment. The post-mortem showed 400 ml. of 
free fluid in the left chest with the left lung partially collapsed. 
Both lungs were congested. He was still alive when he reached 
the hospital. There is much speculation over the missing 
twenty to forty minutes after he reached the hospital. To my 
knowledge there are no files available, and neither the ambu-
lance nor hospital personnel were available for questioning. I 
also believe that the pathologist was moved. 

Theories: 1) Another part-time girlfriend, Devon, was in 
London and could have been the person Jimi saw after Monika 
dropped him off. Devon was a junkie and may have supplied 
Jimi with drugs that night. She later died under mysterious cir-
cumstances by falling off a building or out of a window. 
2) Monika's casual attitude may have allowed Jimi to die. She saw 
him with the tablets but didn't stop him from taking them. She 
also waited to phone an ambulance until after speaking twice to 
Eric Burdon about what to do. She said she was afraid Jimi 
would be upset. 3) Was someone paid to kill Jinn? Were the 
ambulance men really ambulance men? Or did SOiiiC011C want 
to scare him? Was it a plot like the kidnapping? 4) Suicide? 
5) An accident? Each theory treads on a lot of toes. 
Monika says Jimi visited Devon the night before. Upon his 

return she says they stayed up talking. This is logical judging 
from the amount of speed in his system. About six a. m., she 
says, he complained that there was something wrong and won-
dered whether Devon had slipped him an OD. 

She goes on to say thatJimi popped his mouth full of sleeping 
pills and urged her not to commit suicide. He then talked until 
he fell asleep. When she woke up, he was out cold. She couldn't 
wake him but she wasn't worried. Finally, she decided to call 
Burdon for advice. He told her to get an ambulan.:e. In all fair-
ness, Monika is not a heavy drug taker. Since his death her life 
has centered around Jimi. 
What about: 6) Murder? At times, I am myself inclined to 

believe this. Jinn was in a mess. I don't think anyone will ever 
know everything he was involved in. Cox was not the only one 
to fc,_ I threatening vibes whcn Jimi v.-as around. ILL: musician B
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Sam Rivers, in an interview with Dutch journalist Frits Lager-
werff, once discussed the possibility that Jimi was murdered 
by organized crime because he was determined to set up a 
musicians' union to organize concerts, produce and distribute 
their own records. I can't see Jimi organizing this himself, but 
he could have been used as a focal point to rally people to the 
cause. 

Monika said she left Jimi sleeping for only ten minutes. How-
ever, a lot can happen in ten minutes. Jimi may have been under 
surveillance. Just how angry was Jeffery after Jimi phoned 
Steingarten to say he wanted out at all costs? Was this the cost? 
How many people benefited from his death? As far as Mitch 
and I were concerned, Jimi was our only honest link with the 
rat's nest that was the Experience. His demise cut our last con-
nection with our earnings and strengthened the lawyers' grip 
by making fewer questions answerable. Then there might have 
been a personal vendetta: a pregnant woman, a rejected lover 
or business associate. 
The coroner's verdict took more than a week and was never 

made public. Warner's had Jimi insured for a million. So did Jef-
fery. Generally, insurance companies won't pay if it's a suicide. 
The coroner gave an open verdict—the easiest way out with-
out really checking. The whole thing was surrounded in sec-
recy. 

Suicide doesn't compute. Jimi was talking of new beginnings, 
of taking a year off to study music properly. He wanted to get 
into writing again, and expand into films. He was definitely in-
terested in exploring different types of music, especially jazz. 
Eric Burdon felt it was suicide, and Jimi had spoken of suicide 
to Monika. He could have been tired and fed up enough to want 
to give up. But it seemed like he was planning for the future. 
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Before going to Hawaii to do Rainbow Bridge he phoned his 
father to say he had put some money away and would tell him 
about it when he returned from Europe. Jimi had also begun to 
look at drugs more objectively. But the cumulative effects of 
bad health and complete fatigue could definitely have led to an 
accident. I doubt anyone will ever know for sure—unless there 
is a murderer. 

Jimi's family had control over the funeral, but very little else. 
Jimi went home to Seattle, even though he once told me he 
wanted to be buried in England, where he first "made it." The 
funeral was a nightmare for me. I had met Jimi's father a few 
times and found him to be a nice person, gentle and sincere— 
too nice to be confronted with this scene. It was bad enough 
having your son dead without an accompanying circus. Jimi had 
been away for such a long time. Suddenly he was a star, sud-
denly he was dead, and all these vultures were hanging around. 
Jimi's dad became a "star." The coffin lid was open, but I 
couldn't look. Mitch and I were crying and holding hands for 
strength. 

I looked around and was horrified: black vs. white vying for 
attention. Everyone had been his "best friend." A lot of people 
came to the funeral because it was the place to be seen. There 
were about twenty-five limousines. And the preacher went on 
and on. People ran around acting in charge who had never been 
connected with him. I despised them for being there. 

Probably the only part Jimi would have enjoyed was that we 
rented a hall and got a few instruments together for a jam. Jimi 
always said he wanted a party when he died. We gave him a 
good send-off: Buddy Miles, Johnny Wmter, Mitch and myself 
were the nucleus of a session that lasted hours. 
He died as he lived. K 
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MIDI Guitar trom page 57 
synth guitar, Mode 4 has many other 
uses. Helping cover mistakes for exam-
ples. In normal guitar playing, if you 
reach for a chord shape and miss one 
note in your chord, you can generally 
slide that errant finger into the right pos-
ition before anyone's the wiser. But if 
you're driving a synth that's not in MIDI 
Mode 4, you'll have that bum note ring-
ing out all over the place. As many of you 
already know, the duration of a synthe-
sizer note is governed by an amplitude 
envelope which lets the user set Attack, 
Decay, Sustain and Release times. In 
most cases on a guitar synth controller, 
the physical sustain of the string corres-
ponds to the Sustain part of that envel-
ope. But even if you cut a note off abrupt-
ly, you've still got to deal with the Re-
lease time of the note—which can be 
pretty long, depending on how the envel-
ope has been programmed. Unless 
you're operating in Mode 4; then the at-
tack of any new note played on a string 
will cancel the previous envelope. 

But so far we've just been talking 
about making your guitar "act normal." 
Beyond that, the ability to assign each 
string to a separate MIDI channel means 
you can get a completely different synth 
sound on each string. Actually, though, 
that's a little like the prospect of eating 
your entire 5th birthday cake all by your-
self in one sitting. It sounds great. But if 
you actually do get to do it, you find out 
it's a bit too much after all. You generally 
use two or three strings to play most 
melody lines. And unless you're playing 
something by Anton Webern, you really 
don't want to be jumping to new voices 
in the middle of a melody line. All you'll 
probably want to do is divide your six 
strings into a "bass section" and a "chord 
section," or three sections at the most. 

MAKING MIDI 
GUITARWORTHY 

U
p till now, we've been dis-
cussing ways in which guitar-
ists will have to come to 
terms with MIDI if they're 
going to get the most out of 

this synth controller stuff. But MIDI it-
self will have to add a few tt icks to its re-
pertoire in order to really make the 
world safe for guitar synthesis. As we 
said before, MIDI was initially developed 
with keyboards in mind, and the guitar 
does do things that a keyboard could 
never do even if it wanted to—like bend-
ing one note of a chord. 
And people are already beginning to 

spruce MIDI up with a few special guitar 

implementations. Octave Plateau has 
proposed a new global controller im-
plementation. According to Octave's 
Bruce Frazer, it has already been ap-
proved by the MMA (MIDI Manufactur-
ers Assn.) and KMC (Japanese MIDI 
Committee), the powers that be. 
The global controller implementation 

addresses the fact that, on a guitar, you 
want string bends to affect only the 
string you're bending; but when you do a 
bend on the vibrato arm (or a similar con-
troller), you want all strings to be af-
fected (or, as they say in MIDIese, you 
want to affect all strings globally). The 
implementation itself is very simple. In 
essence it says this: Any command that's 
sent on a channel number which is one 
digit lower than the basic channel 
number is a global command. 

While we're talking about MIDI con-
trollers, we should also mention the 
phenomenon of remapping. In MIDI, all 
the different types of controller devices 
you can get on a keyboard synth have 
been assigned a number. Mod wheel is 
#1, Foot pedal is #4, etc. Understanda-
bly enough, though, the keyboard tech-
nicians who designed MIDI didn't specify 
any numbers for vibrato arms, string 
bends, etc. So guitar controllers just use 
existing numbers. Here's the problem, 
then. If your guitar system sends out 
vibrato arm data as controller #4, but 
your synth only receives controller #1, 
you can forget about wanging the 
bat.. unless your system lets you remap 
controllers. Then you can just assign a 
new controller number to the vibrato 
arm. Quite a few of the systems we've 
mentioned let you remap controllers. It's 
a handy thing to look for. 
One thing is certain. The equipment 

for doing MIDI guitar synthesis is out 
there— in no small quantity. And there's 
every indication that more is on the way. 
What remains to be seen is what guitar-
ists will do with all the stuff. What kind of 
impact (if any) will it make on modern 
music? It's doubtful whether the MMA 
and JMC will ever get together on a stan-
dard code format for, "I'm being doused 
with lighter fluid. Now I'm being set on 
fire." But MIDI does seem to be getting 
better at responding to that demented 
brand of inspired equipment mishandling 
we call modern guitar playing. 7à, 

JOHNSON from page 42 
a good dialogue going with that input/out-
put effect, the more you open up to that, 
the more it flows naturally. Miles Davis 
has proved that if you really create 
enough with an open channel, you can ac-
tually write complex songs spontane-
ously. 

"Right now, if I were together, I could 

pick up that guitar and play a song. I try 
to practice that and, at the same time, 
project technical things that I can play, to 
maintain the agility of the technique, but 
also to sustain that close rapport with 
your instrument. Sometimes, I can play 
my best after I've just spent twelve 
hours playing a simple part. It's not so 
much that I've been wailing over some 
wild scale that I've got this intimacy, 
which is actually just an intimacy with 
myself—opening the channel. 
"We all have an insecurity about art," 

Johnson continues, "because we're con-
cerned about furthering ourselves, so 
we're constantly checking and balancing. 
Are we sufficient or not? You've reached 
a certain milestone and then you set your 
horizon down the road, so you're a little 
insecure about what it's going to take to 
get there. So you might test yourself 
with these licks. You have to have faith 
in yourself and swallow your pride when 
you make a mess of all your licks and 
stumble and blow it, and somebody in the 
audience goes, 'Oh, he can't play. ' That's 
part of the process, I guess." 

After midnight, Johnson is getting 
talked out. Sitting on the edge of the bed, 
he again takes up his trusty Martin and 
wends through several chapters in the 
annals of his diverse guitar vocabulary. 
He is putting the finishing touches on a 
grinsome finger-picking instrumental 
called "Texas," which he'll debut the 
next night for music hounds and yuppie 
yahoos down on Greenville Street. Next 
stop, some bittersweet jazz inversions 
and broken chords sketching a melody. 

Looking up from his guitar as if just re-
turning from another dimension, 
Johnson asks, "Do you listen to Wes 
Montgomery much? He's got some 
great chords, and he'd always play with 
his thumb. If I hear one note of Wes 
Montgomery, that's it—he's the king." 
Johnson thumbs an augmented flat ninth 
broken chord with a muted delicacy, 
chuckling decisively. "I guess I'm hung 
up on tone. 

"I'm still a real beginner at trying to 
get together the ethereal building 
blocks. It's funny, because the ethereal 
building blocks are so much more real 
than the concrete ones. It's just our per-
spective that makes us think 'Oh, that's 
just the air we pass through,' but it's so 
real, so magic and so important. You can 
practice forever, but that doesn't mean 
that you're eligible for it. It takes prac-
tice, but even more importantly, it takes 
a certain balance mentally and maybe 
spiritually. It takes a certain frame of 
mind, working on your own inner tech-
nique as well as your outer musical tech-
nique. And that's so with-the-wind: one 
day great, the next day not. It's like try-
ing to balance on a tightrope." 
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"I Put 
Crossovers 
And Limiters 
In Zero Rack 
Space. 
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Mike Payne 
South Coast Sound 
Live Sound Engineer 

Three professionals whose 
careers depend on getting 
excellent sound — and though 
each has a different set of 
criteria. all agree on the 
benefits of QSC's Octal 
Accessories. QSC has pioneered the development of 
high power, low-profile amplifiers of unquestionable 
fidelity and reliability. And with the new Octal 
Accessories we've also pioneered versatility. QSC's 
unique Octal socket [which is standard on all Series One 
and Series Three amps) accommodates a whole line of 
passive and active Octal Input Modules — 
from input transformers to electronic 
crossovers and power limiters— audio 
accessories that enhance and customize 
the performance of each QSC amplifier, 
quickly and easily, and at a cost far less 
than buying rack-mounted devices. 
And when requirements change, a 
different QSC Octal module can 
meet that need. In this way QSC 
is making obsolescence a thing of 

Patrick Quilter 
Vice President/Engineering. 
QSC Audio. 

"I Got A Cleaner 
Sound With More 
Punch And Tighter 
Bass: 
Danny Watsor. 
Promise Productions 
Producer/Keyboardist 

"We Can 
Customize The 
Sound System For 
Each Job." 
Miles Kapper 
Sight-On-Scene Staging 
AV Staging Specialist 

the past. QSC Octal Products 
are space-savers too: each 
module attaches at the rear 
panel, out of the way without 
adding rack space. All Octal 
Accessories perform to the 

same high standards that distinguish QSC amplifiers, 
combining meticulous design considerations with 
real-world durability. Octal Modules include: XH-I and 
XL-1 Crossovers. PL-I Compressor/Limiter, UF-1 
Universal Active Filter, T-1 Input Transformer, A-1 Octal 
Attenuator, and AT-1 Octal Attenuator with Input 
Transformer. So no matter where your sound matters — 
on stage, in the studio or in a custom designed 

installation, QSC provides your sound 
system with an invaluable lasting benefit: 
versatility. For more information contact: 
QSC Audio Products. 1926 Placentia 
Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
[714) 645 2540. 

Barry Andrews 
President. 
QSC Audio. 

Quality 
Service 
Commitment 



Neil Young. Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere After The Gold Rush. 

Harvest. Time Fades Away. On the Beach. Journey through The 

Past. Tonight's The Night. /ma Decade Arm jean Stars ' N 

Comes A Time. Rust Never Sleeps. Live Rust. Hawks & Doves. 

Re-Act- Or. Fveryborly's Ruíkk TGlir Old Weo 

Neil Young Has A New Rock & Roll Record. 

Landing On Water. 

Watch for Neil on tour with Crazy Horse 

September 15 through November 15. 

- ''••• • ProduLed By Neil Young and lianny nuricmnar 
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A JAZZ SUPREME 
THE WELCOME RETURN 
OF IMPULSE! RECORDS 

VARIOUS ARTIST'S 
Impulse! Jazz Reissues 

(Impulse!) 

W
hen you think about the 60s, 
what comes to mind? Radical 
politics perhaps, free sex 
and cheaper drugs possibly, 

music as a reigning cultural force for 
sure. But the world turns; that bonehead 
governor who advised a "bloodbath" 
against student demonstrators is now 
President, drugs kill and so, for some, 
does sex. Then, of course, there's 
Wham! Nostalgia, anyone? 

Retrolove has its limitations, but let's 
face it, there's a lot to be said for the 60s, 
particularly the music. It's no accident so 
many rock stars of that era remain virtud 
icons—or haven't you been checking our 
cover lately? What casual fans forget is 
that jazz enjoyed a flowering every bk as 
profound. Master improvisers like AI-
bàt Ayler and John Coltrane probed the 
sonic frontiers of that territory originally 
staked out by bop pioneers two decades 
earlier; arrangers and ensemble leaders 
like Gil Evans, Oliver Nelson and 
Charles Mingus began to fashion the kind 
of textural innovations which remain 
among the music's richest sources of dis-
covery two decades hence. For more 
mainstream tastes, be it the impression-
istic piano musings of Ahmad Jamal, the 
virile, boppish cubism of Sonny Rollins or 
Art Blakey, or the classic brush strokes 
of masters fike Dtdie Ellington and Count 
Basie, it was also a period of unusual 
fecundity. 

For proof, travel no further tha Im-
pulse!, the jazz flagship of the 60s, 
whose catalog is about to be rei sued 
through MCA records. Initial rel ases 
include exceptional albums by the 
musicians mentioned above, exc ting 
Ayler (he's coming later), plus fin ses-
sions by Benny Carter and QuincyJ nes, 
and debut LPs by pianist Henry B tier, 
whose influences include McCoy yner 
and trumpeter Mike Metheny, hose 
accompanists include one guitar-sr ging 
brother. 
An all-star assemblage, most would 

agree. Yet the dominant figure, at least 
within the context of Impulse! an the 
60s, is clearly John Coltrane. And hile 
it's hard to imagine two projects s di-
verse as his set of smoky standard with 
the underrated crooner Johnny ad-
man, and the galvanic, free-wh eling 
suite A Love Supreme, each is a co cep-
Mal masterpiece marked by unu ually 
mature evocations of romanticis and 



spiritual devotion. It seems incredible in 
retrospect that A Love Supreme, like so 
much of Coltrane's later work inspired 
by his creator, could have been mis-
construed as the sound of anger, even 
hate; Coltrane's tenor, as recognizable 
as any saxophone you'll hear, is steeped 
in nobility. 'Tis true later Coltrane proj-
ects veered toward the glossolalian (e.g. 
Live At The Village Vanguard Again) but 
never, I think, without summoning the 
requisite emotional commitment and 
timbrai majesty. In any case, A Love Su-
preme, whose second movement has 
since become a modem jazz standard, 
remains a reliable, even comforting 
guide to one's musical outer limits. 
The eponymous John Coltrane And 

Johnny Hartman LP, long prized by 
knowing collectors, can be pretty much 
recommended to anyone. Hartman's 
baritone has a rich, horn-like quality 
comparable to Coltrane's own, and he in-
vests standards familiar ("You Are Too 
Beautiful") and obscure with nuances of 
feeling to jar the complacency of a cad. 
Their duet on "Lush Life" is close to the 
definitive version of that rueful ballad. 
To briefly summarize other highlights: 

Art Blakey's A Jazz Message pits the 
ebullient drummer with peers (Tyner, 
Sonny Stitt, Art Davis) instead of prog-
eny, a "relaxed and swinging" date that's 
actually quite deep while effortlessly lis-
tenable. Gil Evans' Out Of The Cool fol-
lows his more famous collaborations with 
Miles Davis with arrangements every bit 
as inventive; from the billowy orchestral 
clouds of "Where Flamingos Fly" to the 
muted trombones announcing "La 
Nevada"s theme, his imprint here is as 
identifiable as a bank check's. Duke El-
lington Meets Coleman Hawkins is one 
title that can serve as a review, and to 
paraphrase Will Rogers viz. C ount Basie 
And The Kansas City 7, I never met a 
Basie record I didn't like. 

Purists will carp that these Impulse! 
discs ought to have retained the gor-
geous gatefolds of the original album 
covers, and I agree, but then purists will 
buy the CDs anyway. They already own 
these records. In a better world, so 
would we all. - Mark Rowland 

VAN MORRISON 
No Guru, No Method, No Teacher 

(PolyGram) 

C
ourage might seem a strange 
quality to demand of rock 'n' 
roll, but rock 'n' roll would have 
long ago deteriorated into 

bathos and show biz without the courage 
of its greatest talents. As Bruce Spring-

steen once said, you can never be a hero 
if you aren't willing to risk looking like a 
fool. Van Morrison's music was the 
blueprint for much of what is popular on 
the radio today. But while Van fans like 
Bob Seger and John Mellencamp keep 
revisiting Moondance and "Wild Night," 
Morrison plows new territory. The price 
he pays is that he no longer has the com-
mercial appeal of his imitators. The joy is 
that he makes vital music without re-
peating past glories. 

This new album is Morrison's best in a 
few years, a more unified effort than 
either 1984's Sense Of Wonder or 1982's 
Inarticulate Speech Of The Heart. It does 
have more than a couple of self-referen-
tial moments ("Town Called Paradise" is 
musically a reworked "Astral Weeks") 
which provide a way in for the fan, who 
can then follow him down new paths. 
There is so much music in the man, 

and his voice is so powerful, that he can 
dispense with rhyme and melodic meter 
without losing his sense of song. Here he 
described his conflict between longing 
for heaven and an earthly nature: "How 
can we not be attached? After all, we're 
only human. The only way there is to 
never come back. And I wouldn't want 
that, would you?" His gift isn't just to 
form the idea, but to make it sing. 

Morrison's dry sense of humor is also 
in evidence. He writes an ode to ancient 
nobility and titles it "Here Comes The 
Knight." On "Thanks For The Informa-
tion" he interrupts a hard assessment of 
the current state of popular culture to in-
tone, "I like mine over easy / You can 
have yours sunny side up." The singer 
can mix the serious with the comic and 
the spiritual with the sensuous with an 
ease that makes most songwriters seem 
stiff. Here's Van whispering to a woman, 
begging her to join him "In the Garden" 
for a moment of bliss: "Just you and 
I... and nature...and the Father, the Son 
and the Holy Ghost." Well, you hear that 
and you laugh at how outrageous it is at 
the same time that you are moved by the 
purity of his vision. Most of all you are 
stunned by his originality and his balls. 
Hemingway said that there are no fail-

ures of talent, only failures of character. 

Van Morrison never fails. 
- Bill Flanagan 

R.E.M. 
Lifes Rich Pageant 

(IRS) 

I
n film criticism the auteur theory 
posits the director as a movie's 
creative force. Record companies 
must believe producers to be simi-

larly Svengalian. After R. E. M. 's previ-
ous album failed to break the group out 
of Cult Prison, Lijes Rich Pageant finds 
them allied with Don Gehrnan, long asso-
ciated with John Cougar Mellencamp. 
That may explain why Bill Berry's drums 
now sport an arena-sized echo. What-
ever Gehman's input, however, Lijes 
Rich Pageant also finds R. E. M. as stub-
bornly idiosyncratic as ever. ("Curses! 
Foiled again!" an IRS Records executive 
leers, skulking into the sunset.) 

Indeed, after some novel touches last 
time around—including an overall pas-
toral feel— this effort comes as almost a 
retrenchment. Occasional organ and 
piano fill in the textures, but otherwise 
this is an aggressively guitar-dominated 
album. If he's not keeping time with puls-
ing rhythm playing or contributing a 
feedback smear, Peter Buck is bound to 
be indulging in folky arpeggiation. The 
stompier tracks here are as hard-rocking 
as anything the band has laid down in the 
past. "R. O. C. K. In The R. E. M."? 
On the other hand, we have singer/ 

lyricist Michael Stipe, whose blurred 
vocals add a distinct obtuseness to the 
forthright chord changes. The slower, 
quieter tunes reveal a masterful pitting 
of lyric themes (cultural imperialism on 
"Cuyahoga," post-war anomie on "Swan 
Swan H"), motifs or even scraps of 
thought against "mere" pop. This is why 
you love R. E. M., and the public doesn't. 

Lifes Rich Pageant refines R. E. M. 's 
MO; at this point the band isn't likely to 
surprise its followers with radical shifts 
of style. It looks like we'll just have to 
love 'em or leave 'em, regardless of 
who's behind the recording console. 
Thank god. - Scott Isler 
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CAETANO 

VE LOSO 
"To the Brazilian people, he is a simple 
country boy from Bahia, the personifi-
cation of alegria—of letting the pod 
times roll. But his music is anything but 
simple The best songs have the har-
monic sophistication and the introspec-
tive dreaminess of the work of Erik 
Satie or Bill Evans, and their lyrics are 
poetry: — The New Yorker 
Nonesuch (79127) 

SJOCHASTOITI 
['John Somebody"' mirrors the subter-
ranean rumble, the welter of voices and 
other overlaid sounds of the city, with 
the cries of superamplified guitars hov-
ering like angels above the fray. It's a 
compelling marriage of rock elements 
and classical formalism that doesn't 
shortchange either:' — Robert Palmer, 
N.Y Times 
Nonesuch/Icon (79133) 

(photo credns. clockvrtse horn left 
George Gilman, Joel Meyerownz, Jan Staler) 

KRONOS 
QUARTET 
"A supercharged group of musical pio-
neers" (L.A. Times) performing works 
by Philip Glass, Conlon Nancarrow, 
Aulis Sallinen and Peter Sculthorpe— 
plus their most requested encore Jimi 
Hendrix' " Purple Haze.' 
Nonesuch 179111) 

NONESUCH RECORDS. STANDING APART 
FROM THE SLAGHEAP OF GUTLESS CONFORMITY. 11 
@l986 EleSno/AsylorniNonesoch Records, a D0000n of Warner Communoccolons Ir 



MADONNA 
True Blue 

(Sire) 

T
rue Blue is the Madonna-in-
love album. Scowling like a 
punk majorette on the cover of 
Madonna, her debut LP, she 

sang about holidays and lucky stars, and 
dedicated it to "my father." A multi-
platinum performer the next year, she 
dedicated Like A Virgin to "all the virgins 
of the world," a nod to the young girls 
who'd watched her dance on MTV and 
copied her jewelry. Virgin played 80s ob-
sessions of money and sex off Nile Rod-
gers' big-league productions, and with an 
irony so uncompromised that Madonna's 
smash critiques of 60s politics and religi-
ous imagery could seem cold-blooded, 
even if the singer, for all her career cal-
culations, wasn't. Now Madonna dedi-
cates True Blue to "my husband, the 
coolest guy in the universe." The irony 
seems like a past fling. 

With its stirring strings, teenage preg-
nancy story, and Madonna's increasingly 
well-balanced breathiness, "Papa Don't 
Preach" is a masterly little drama for the 
kids. The achievement isn't surprising: 
From pop-dance girlgroupdom like "Bor-
derline" through the undeniable Virgin 
classics to the triumphant return-to-the-
primitive of "Into The Groove," Ma-
donna's singles have always been more 
lasting than her headlines. After all, she 
invented the Madonna Record—the con-
sidered pop of a punk who liked urban 
contemporary—and it's served both her 
and the radio well. Her best records do 
what all great pop records do: they 
transcend. 

True Blue isn't as raw as "Into The 
Groove" or as high-tech as Rodgers, and 
none of the other eight tracks is a stroke 
on the order of "Papa Don't Preach." 
The title cut and "Jimmy Jimmy" 
(Madonna imagines she grew up with 
James Dean) recreate girlgroupdom as 
straightforwardly as Madonna ever has. 
But their deft retroism isn't as interest-
ing as "Open Your Heart" ("Don't try to 
resist me") or "White Heat," both first-

rate 80s chart rhythms. On "Where's 
The Party," Madonna shows how the 
pop-dance style works for her as both 
escape and meaning—just like rock 'n' 
roll should. And on "Love Makes The 
World Go Round" the same Madonna 
who invokes Jimmy Cagney and taunts 
"C'mon baby, make my day" on "White 
Heat" sings that good-natured slogans 
don't mean much without also putting up 
good fights. In love, Madonna has aban-
doned the ironist without silencing the 
punk. — James Hunter 

DREAM SYNDICATE 
Out Of The Grey 

(Big Time) 

N
ightmare Syndicate is more 
like it: Despite lingering 
psychedelic trappings, Steve 
Wynn's tales of banal lives and 

sordid situations owe more to L.A.'s 
hardboiled literary traditions than to the 
paisley revivalism of their hometown 
music scene. Out Of The Grey combines 
the wounded innocence of Chandler's 
Phillip Marlowe ("Slide Away," "Bos-
ton"), the irreconcilable pasts that haunt 
Ross Macdonald's victims ("You Can't 
Forget"), and Jim Thompson's psychotic 
edge ("Now I Ride Alone"). In that 
sense, they have more in common with 
Warren Zevon than, say, the Bangles. 

Ambitious as it sounds, though, the 
writing doesn't measure up to the 
menacing humor of Dream Syndicate's 
1984 Medicine Show LP, which may be 
one reason Wynn's vocals are farther 
back in the mix this time. Perhaps as a 
result, Wynn's Jaggeresque yowl nailed 
down the stylized fatalism of Medicine 
Show with more authority than he 
exhibits here. 

Otherwise, Out Of The Grey is of a 
piece with the band's earlier work, and 
that means wall-of-guitars from front to 
back. Newcomer Paul Cutler produces 
the LP and replaces Karl Precoda on 
guitar, which ought to make quite a dif-
ference in the sound of a band that lives 
and dies by the axe; for some reason, it 
doesn't. Like Precoda, Cutler sounds 

like he grew up on a steady diet of Elec-
tric Ladyland. His playing is heavy on 
feedback and distortion, and generally 
less idiosyncratic than Precoda's, if no 
less competent. Driven by Cutler's 
tense, energetic lead guitar, "Now I Ride 
Alone" comes closest to the dispassion-
ate, gritty rock Wynn has in mind. Like 
the album's other strong tracks, ("50 In 
A 25 Zone," "Boston," "Dancing 
Blind,") it's hard, fast, and dense. When 
the group slows down on "You Can't 
Forget," results are less impressive. 
Poignancy isn't Wynn's long suit. 

Still, Dream Syndicate is riding a wave 
that's redefining album-oriented rock for 
the late 80s. No matter how often critics 
and programmers sound the death knell, 
the tenacity and vitality of records like 
Out Of The Grey offer proof that AOR, 
like the characters in Wynn's songs, 
won't die easy. — Steve Perry 

BOB DYLAN 
Knocked Out Loaded 

(Columbia) 

D
espite a high-visibility tour 
with Tom Petty & the Heart-
breakers, his best band since 
the Band, Bob Dylan's new 

studio album is being released with sur-
prisingly little fanfare—which isn't such 
a bad idea. Knocked Out Loaded con-
tinues to mine the vein of musical and 
spiritual eclecticism which began with 
Infidels and has since found Dylan with 
such diverse cohorts collaborating as Sly 
& Robbie, Arthur Baker and Dave 
Stewart. His most off-handed record 
since the underrated Shot Of Love, it fea-
tures an even more unpredictable cast of 
characters, including Sam Shepard and 
Carole Bayer Sager (?!). 
The tracks come from different times 

and places, performed by a variety of 
line-ups, and pulled together by the po'-
faced Jokennan himself. This is one of 
the funniest Dylan albums yet from a guy 
who's written both "Rainy Day Woman 
#12 and 35" and "Lenny Bruce," (each 
hilarious, though for different reasons). 
Bob's in a casual mode here, playing the 
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Shortsleeve T-Shirt $0.00 

$7.54 Sleeveless T-Shirt 

Crewneck Sweatshirt $84.00 

Shortsleeve Sportsbirt 

Flange Jacket  

Baseball Cap (not shows) 
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$88.00 
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$7.50 
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PROMOTIONS 
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woodshedding minstrel in a world tighter 
than a synthdrum. There's an appealing 
playfulness about Loaded that's reminis-
cent of The Basement Tapes, especially in 
its allegiance to rock 'n' roll's verities. 
Both "You Wanna Ramble" and "Pre-
cious Memories" are steeped in the re-
spective traditions of dirty urban blues 
(cf. Junior Parker) and the reverent gos-
pel of the Bible Belt, the latter replete 
with steel drums and soulful call-and-re-
sponse. "Driftin' Too Far From Shore" is 
another churning rave-up that finds 
Dylan scolding yet one more treacher-
ous female, but this time with a tongue-
in-cheek vulnerability that lets you know 
he's kidding. 
The LP's highlight though, has to be 

"Brownsville Girl," the eleven-minute 
mock western scenario he co-wrote with 
Sam Shepard. It's in the over-the-top 
vein of such storysongs as "Isis" and 
"Joey," and shows Dylan laughing at his 
own outlaw image, like Lou Reed on 
horseback instead of a Honda. 
"Under Your Spell," the closing love 

ballad Dylan co-wrote with Burt Bach-
arach's better half, was recorded in the 
rundown church Dave Stewart uses as a 
studio. The song's charming 60s produc-
tion is punctuated by the ironic twist of 
the album's last line: "Pray that I don't 
die of thirst, baby," croaks Bob with 
patented plaintiveness, "... two feet 
from the well." Guess the last laugh is 
His. - Roy Trakin 

PLATTERS THAT MATTER 
1. Peter Stampfel & the Bottlecaps - 
(Rounder) 
2. The Service - America's Newest Hitnzakers 
(Pravda) 
3. Evan Johns & the H-Bombs (Jungle) 
4. Rage To Live (Bar None) 
5. Camper Van Beethoven - JI & Ill 
(Rough Trade) 

Peter Cronin 
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MUSICIAN: When you brought Rod to 
those rehearsals did you figure, "I'll get 
my mate in the band"? 
WOOD: Oh yeah, but the three of them 
had their minds made up. "We don't want 
another Steve Marriott!" And I'm say-
ing, "But this guy's all right! Really!" 
They said, "You'll have to prove that to 
us! We couldn't handle it again!" They 
were very wary of Rod, thinking he was 
going to be a tyrant. 
MUSICIAN: It's odd the way the Stewart 
solo albums developed. It's no disrespect to 
him to say that they were really Stewart! 
Wood albums. 
WOOD: But Rod would say that too. It 

being his album, Rod always had that bit 
of extra leeway, but it was always 
"Stewart and Wood." He always loved 
the chance for us to put our heads to-
gether. And he used to look after me, 
too. Make sure I got well-paid. 
MUSICIAN: It was tough on Faces when 
Rod's career got bigger than the band's. 
WOOD: Oh yeah, but I never felt bad 
about that. I always thought, "Good on 
you, Rod." He was that much older than 
me and I thought, "Good, he's doing 
great." Whereas Mac was older and he 
felt some animosity. Kenney didn't. 
Mac wasn't jealous. It was just that 

we'd arrive at some Faces gig and the 
billboard would say, "Rod Stewart." 
We'd sort of swallow and say, "Okay." 
Sometimes they'd introduce us, "Ladies 
and gentlemen— Rod Stewart!" It got a 
bit weird, but Rod didn't like that either. 
Whereas Beck used to ride all that! He 
was JEFF BECK. In the early days the 
Ohio Epic representative would come in 
the dressing room and say to Rod, 
"Great show, Jeff!" Rod would go, "Aw 
hell. " 
musiciAN: Did you refuse the Stones 
when they first asked you to join? 
WOOD: In 1969 Ian Stewart called up a 
Faces rehearsal. They wanted me to re-
place Brian Jones! Stu said, "Would 
Woody be interested?" And Ronnie Lane 
said, "Oh no, he's perfectly happy." I 
didn't find out about this for years! 

In 1975 I did a Faces tour, a Stones 
tour, and another Faces tour. I was at a 
party at Robert Stigwood's the night 
Mick Taylor announced he was leaving. 
After the first Faces tour I was in L.A. 
Mick Jagger rang me up and said, "I want 
you to join the Stones tour, but I don't 
want to mess anything up with the 
Faces." I said, "Nor do I. Look, Mick, 
only ask me if you're desperate." Then 
later he rang me up and said, "Woody, 
we're desperate!" 
MUSICIAN: Your first Stones song was 
"Everything's Turning To Gold." 
WOOD: That came about with the birth of 
my first child Jesse James in L.A. in 
1976. Mick was with me throughout all 
the ordeal. It was a long time coming, a 
long time in the hospital. And afterwards 
we wrote that song. 
MUSICIAN: "No Use In Crying." 
WOOD: Los Angeles. Mick was living at 
Linda Ronstadt's house, I remember. He 
said, "I've got this song, Woody." I had 
"No Use In Crying" and I said, "No, you 
haven't! I've got this song!" So we 
worked on that and it turned out great. 
MUSICIAN: All the Stones songs you co-
write are credited "Jagger/Richards! 
Wood." Is that just because Mick and 
Keith split their publishing, if one's name 
is on something the other's name must be 

on it, too? 
WOOD: Yeah, right. Whether I write a 
song with Mick or with Keith, they have 
to split songwriting. Like Lennon and 
McCartney. They both get credit. And it 
doesn't really matter. The Faces used to 
have friction about songs; the Stones 
keep it all above board. We keep who 
wrote what well aired, in a very joking 
way. You know where you stand. The 
Faces had some battles. 
MUSICIAN: Did you play—uncredited— 
on Dylan's Infidels? 
WOOD: I did one night's work with him. 
Two songs: "Neighborhood Bully" and 
"I And I." I've always respected what 
he's done. I've suffered a few little devia-
tions here and there, but I know he's al-
ways got one basic thing in mind and 
that's music. The main thing. Whether 
he's got religion or whatever, good luck 
to him. I just hope it doesn't get in the 
way or burden his musical direction. 
I love sittin' in with him. I'd say, "Is 

what I'm playin' all right?" and he'd say 
[quietly], "Yeah." He's never like, "IT'S 
GREAT!" He'd pick up the guitar and 
say, "Is this F minor?" One time he said, 
"Is this 'Brown Sugar'?" And he was 
playing "Bitch." 
MUSICIAN: You made a great record of 
"Seven Days," a song he never recorded. 
WOOD: I was doing Eric Clapton's No 
Reason To Cry album, and Bob and the 
Band were hanging out at the studio. We 
spent a day and a half playing all kinds of 
songs. Bob would say, "Here's one for 
you, Eric." And Eric was getting drunk 
going, "Haw haw haw! That's not really 
for me! I've got one for you! Go on, 
Zinuny!" And Bob was going, "No, man, 
it's for you if you want it." He played him 
some lovely songs. He had a load of 
them. But I always remembered "Seven 
Days." I thought, "If Eric's not going to 
do that, I'll have a go." 
MUSICIAN: You haven't done a solo 
album in quite a while. Will we see more? 
WOOD: In my own time. I'll do one when 
I've got enough songs that don't fit in 
with the Stones. But I won't do one just 
for the sake of it. 'Cause it's painful, re-
ally. The Stones don't like the pressure. 
I mean, they never complain. But if 
something came up where the Stones 
could do something and I'm in another 
part of the world they'd go, "Well, we 
don't want to disturb Woody." So Mick 
would go do a film thing and Bill would go 
do a book. 
MUSICIAN: Your albums have been full of 
famous guest stars, including the other 
Stones. Keith had a big hand in I've Got 
My Own Album To Do. 
WOOD: It doesn't really matter about the 
people. What matters is the sound that 

continued on page 113 
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Vocalists suffering from 
fatigue, hoarseness, and 
the inability to realize 
their full range, power, 
and timbre will discover 
a new dimension in 
their vocal abilities by 
utilizing the Gan-Tone 
Method. 

The Gan-Tone Method 
Jescribed in this book 
eevolutionizes the traditional 
)eliefs for producing the 
;inging voice by revealing the 
latural laws that unify the 
)ody for the ultimate in 
;inging energy through total 
)ody power! 

rhe Can-Tone Method will 
'ruble any sincere seeker to 
levelop a beautiful and power-
ul singing voice, either for 
:ock or Opera, and will enable 
he professional singer— 
opular or classical— to retain 
he voice for many years. 

n Singing Energy, Robert 
;ansert rejects traditional 
eliefs and establishes new 
eference points to enable the 
ocalist to understand and 
lake use of the entire body in 
le production of the singing 
oice, resulting in previously 
nknown depth, power and 
uality. 

SINGING ENERGY 
R IN THE 

GÁN.IONE MET-OD OF VOICE ROlJC11ON 

ROBERT GANSERT 
ILLUSTRATIONS by the AUTHOR 

Singing Energy is required 
reading for anyone who 
wishes to become aware of a 
new dimension in energizing 
the singing voice! 

Illustrated 
324 pages. 
Hard Coeer. 
$38.50 , 
81/2 ' x 11W 

WORLDWIDE 
SALES 

1 hour nstructional audio 
cassette tape by the author 

including GAN-TONE EXERCISES 

About the Author: 
Robert Gansert has been a 
performing vocalist for over 
twenty years, and has been 
featured in numerous concerts 
and recordings. His work has 
been internationally 
acclaimed. He I s currently a 
noted instructor at the 
Carnegie Hall studios. 

1986 GAN-TONE PRODUCTIONS 

GAN-TONE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF GAN-TONE PRODUCTIONS 

‘1.111 ORDI R I oRm 9-86 

Please send me copies of SINGING ENERGY in the Gan-
Tone Method of Voice Production tu $38.50 each, which includes 
postage, handling and sales tax. (Outside U.S.A.., $39.50 U.S. cur-
rency.) Includes FREE audio cassette tape. 

NAME 

Alums, 
ciry_ StAll Ill' 

Send tu: GAN-10Ni PRODUC EIONS, arnegie Hall, Studio 1105, 
881 7th Avenue, New York City, NY 10010. 
(Allow 3 lo 5 weeks for delivery./ 

GAN-TONF PUBLISHING CO. 

LARYNGEAL-PELVIC • FUSION • AWARENESS 
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Sting 
Bring On The Night (A&M) 

Forget the title; all but two of these 
tunes were recorded seven months after 
the film was shot. More to the point, 
these performances positively shame 
the movie music, and a lot of Blue Turtles 
as well. It isn't simply that Sting and band 
have finally figured out how to jazz up 
their pop without seeming pedantic, 
though that helps. Mostly, it's the way 
the interplay between band members 
makes Sting seem a sideman of Branford 
Marsalis and Kenny Kirkland, instead of 
the other way around. Now, if only A&M 
would do the decent thing and release 
this domestically.... 

The Velvet Underground 
Another View (Verve) 

This latest dip into the vaults is even 
more valuable than VU to understanding 
what made the Velvets tick. Some of the 
highlights are obvious enough, like the 
first-draft versions of "We're Gonna 
Have A Goodtime Together" and "Rock 
And Roll," but what really recommends 
the album are the instrumental oddities. 
"I'm Gonna Move Right In" suggests 
that the Velvets avoided blues not to 
make their music "whiter," but because 
they couldn't keep their time together. 
Add in some new insights to Lou Reed's 
writing style, and this becomes a history 
lesson few rock fans should miss. 

The Unforgiven 
The Unforgiven (Elektra)  

In case you ever thought the Alarm too 
subtle. 

Cactus World News 
Urban Beaches (MCA) 

Call 'em U-Too if you want, but there's 
more here than imitation. For one thing, 
this band has a symphonic sweep that de-
pends less on the singer than the overall 
instrumental approach. And by building 
these songs from the bottom up, they 
command a rhythmic authority Bono and 
the boys rarely manage. A solid start. 

David Lee Roth 
Eat 'em And Smile (Warner Bros.) 

The funniest thing about Roth's attempt 
to out-Van-Halen his old band is that he 
ends up with a private chapter of the 
Eddie Van Halen fan club. Steve Vai and 
Billy Sheehan are the sharpest EVH im-
itators in the business, guys who not 
only cop Ed's greatest licks, but clean 
'em up as well. Too bad the flash can't 
cover for the meager melodies posing as 
songs here. Dave's lines are quotable as 
ever, but you damn sure won't be hum-
ming them. 

Kronos Quartet 
Music By Sculthorpe, Sallinen, Glass, 
Nancarrow And Hendrix 
(Nonesuch Digital) 

The gimmick is that the Kronos Quartet 
offers "Purple Haze" as if it were a bit of 
Bartók, which is a pretty good gag for an 
album of chamber music. More amazing 
is the ease with which these four unfurl 
the neo-romantic warmth folded into the 
architecture of Philip Glass' "Company." 
The other highlights—a rare work by 
Conlon Nancarrow and an exquisite 
quartet by Aulis Sallinen—are a little less 
accessible, but the quartet makes it en-
tirely worth the effort. 

Wham! 
Music From The Edge Of Heaven 
(Columbia) 

It would be more accurate to call this An-
drew Ridgeley's Golden Handshake, but 
who's expecting honesty at a time like 
this? The filler gets a little silly—really 
now, an extended version of "Last Christ-
mas"?—but "I'm Your Man" comes sur-
prisingly close to giving George Michael 
a song as strong as his voice. Now, will 
somebody tell him that real rappers don't 
go around saying things like "I've got 
street credibility"? 

Teena Marie 
Emerald City (Epic) 

Teena Marie comes closer to living up to 
Prince's promise than the mighty Min-
neapolitan himself. True, some of her 

lyrical ideas are as goofy as anything on 
Parade, and she does suffer from a simi-
lar streak of self-indulgence. But she's 
smart enough to let the music do the 
talking, downplaying the words in favor 
of such musical passions as bebop and 
bata drumming. Which, in the end, 
makes Emerald City smoother, sexier 
and more commandingly eclectic than 
anything in Paisley Park. 

Steeleye Span 
Back In Line (Shanachie) 

As expected from archivists, their for-
mula remains the same, English ballads 
with rock arrangements. What amazes is 
just how contemporary this band gets; 
"Blackleg Miner," for instance, boasts 
the funkiest bassline in folk music. Who 
says progress is the enemy of tradition? 
(Dalebrook Pk., Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423) 

Cocteau Twins 
Victorialand (Important) 

There's an idyllic calm to the music here 
that goes well beyond the cool quiet of its 
carefully cultivated soundscapes. Part of 
that has to do with the way Robin Guth-
rie's guitar strums as gently as the rain, 
part with the waifish cadences of Eliz-
abeth Fraser's lightly skipping vocal 
lines. Mostly, though, it's the ease with 
which the Cocteaus evoke the wonderful 
innocence of the childhood most of us 
wished for but never got. (149-03 Guy R. 
Brewer Blvd., Jamaica, NY 11434) 

Classic Ruins 
Lassie Eats Chickens 
(Throbbing Lobster) 

It seems inappropriate to hype a band 
this unpretentious, even if they deserve 
it. Sure, "Room Starts Spinning" is bet-
ter than almost anything the Who cut 
after 1970, while "Roman Fingers" is, 
pun and all, one of the few recent rock in-
strumentals that doesn't owe the farm to 
either surf or fusion. As for "Labatt's," 
any song as simple and satisfying as this 
shouldn't be pushed, but played—as 
loudly as possible. (Box 205, Brookline, 
MA 02146) 
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The initial release of eight Frank Zappa CDs represents ten 
selections from various eras in the career of one of today's most 
respected, prolific, and outspoken artist/composers. 

Rykodisc has designed each release specifically for Compact 
Disc. Wherever appropriate, the discs have been resequenced for 
continuous play and extra tracks added, when available. And on 
"We're Only In It For The Money," for example, Mr. Zappa has gone 
back and digitally re-recorded bass and drum tracks. All of the 
masters have been re-EQed during the mastering process to take 
full advantage of the wider frequency range inherent to the CD. 

THING-FISH SHUT UP PLAY 
RCD 10020/21 DDD YOUR GUITAR 
2-Discs RCD 10028/29 AAD 
Includes 32 page 2-Discs 
libretto Complete set 

THE GRAND WAZOO 
RCD 10026 AAD 

LoNDON l',VMPEKIWY 01,ME,T1b1 

ZAPPA 

LONDON 
SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA 
RCD 10022 DDD 
60+ minutes 
Includes the 25 minute 
"Bogus Pomp" 

, • 

THEM OR US 
RCD 40027 DDD 
60+ minutes 
Equivalent to two Lps 

WE'RE ONLY IN 
IT FOR THE 
MONEY/LUMPY 
GRAVY 
RCD 40024 AAD 
60+ minutes 
Two albums on a disc 

FZ 

APOSTROPHE', 
OVERNIGHT 
SENSATION 
RCD 40025 AAD 
60+ minutes 
Two albums on a disc 

RYKODISC 

FRANK ZAPPA 

RYKODISC USA 
Pickering Wharf 
Bldg C-3G 
Salem. MA 01970 
617 744 7678 



Abdullah Ibrahim 
Water From An Ancient Well 
(Ekapa/Black Hawk) 

Ibrahim's church and township har-
monies imply community; the music, in-
cantatory and respectful, is meant for 
you and the person next to you, too. It 
doesn't hurt that Ibrahim holds on to his 
personnel, giving the record a precision 
and blend that suggests not only a big 
band, but, well, a community. And their 
collective sound, a creamy, near-Stray-
horn, slightly sanctified blend, is unique. 

John Collins 
The Incredible John Collins 
(Nilva/N. M. D. S. )  

An early bebop inductee up at Minton's, 
Collins gave me a guitar thrill like I 
haven't felt since discovering Wes Mont-
gomery's organ trio records. This is 
mastery: stacks of intricate rhythms, 
visceral lines, and an illusive harmonic 
imagination. The record floats gracefully 
by on the deep-earth profundity of the 
rhythm section— rarely-heard bassists 
Jimmy Woods and John Heard taking 
turns, with Alvin Queen on drums. 
Sweets Edison guests on two songs. 
(500 Broadway, New York, NY 10012) 

Ned Rothenberg 
Trespass (Lumina/N. M. D. S. )  

I don't know a saxophonist more adept at 
non-traditional techniques—circular 
breathing, overtones, split tones, mul-
tiphonics—than Rothenberg, nor one as 
committed to turning them into the basis 
for an aesthetic vocabulary. The power 
of the record, and there's lots of it, 
comes from Rothenberg's conception— 
ethereal, pared-down compositions sup-
ported by such grace and logic it'll take 
your breath away. The liner notes claim 
no overdubbing was used; hard to be-
lieve, since Rothenberg can sound like a 
saxophone choir. 

The Black Swan Quartet 
Black Swan Quartet (Minor Music/PSI)  

Expecting either prissy pseudo-Euro-
pean music or expressionist noodling, I 

was floored by the hard-edged swing and 
exhortatory string shouts of this quar-
tet—Akbar Ali on violin, Abdul Wadud 
and Eileen Folson on cellos, and the 
ever-great Reggie Workman on bass. 
They slam around masses of sound, 
making the quintessentially white in-
stitution of the string quartet sound dark 
black, and reinventing it as a jazz genre. 
That's no small achievement. 

The Walter Thompson Ensemble 
520 Out (Dane Records/N. M. I ). S. ) 

Thompson, a laconic alto saxophonist 
who's been getting good press as a 
leader of an intelligent big band, writes 
compositions that are angular, complexly 
structured compositions for a quartet. 
The result is lots of group improvisation 
over vamps, a restrained mix of A. A. C. M. 
aesthetics and solid swinging that never 
stays in one groove long enough for your 
attention to drift off to what you had for 
dinner last night. 

29th Street Saxophone Quartet 
Watch Your Step (New Note/N. M. D. S.)  

There are moments here that make you 
wonder how a record can contain so 
much energy, especially since there isn't 
a rhythm section in sight. Deep grooves, 
a hard-boppish sheen, and driving riffs all 
make their way into the compositions, 
which then get torn up by the soloists. 
Ex-Messenger Bobby Watson, who has 
Cannonball Adderley's ability to sound 
slick and gutbucket at the same time, re-
duces the changes to rubble. And no, 
they don't sound anything like the World 
Saxophone Quartet. 

Henry Kaiser 
Marrying For Money (Minor Music/PSI)  

Kaiser's put together a slightly Beeffieart-
ian, funky power trio, and asked other 
guitarists (John Abercrombie, Amos 
Garrett, etc. ) to join in the fun and noise. 
The result isn't as techno-degenerate as 
it sounds. Kaiser can get his guitar to 
sound like a dog barking or a building fall-
ing down if he wants to, and his back-
grounds help give the guitar blowouts 
structure and texture. 

Margaret Leng Tan 
Margaret Leng Tan Plays Somei Satoh 
(New Albion/N. M. D. S. )  

New age music with substance: Somei 
Satoh is a Japanese composer who 
writes meditative, austere pieces that, 
oddly enough, sound Japanese, particu-
larly in their reliance on subtle gesture. 
There's a lot of space in the music, long 
romantic pauses. If I lived in Big Sur, had 
some money and a Volvo, I'd play it all 
the time. 

Alvin Queen 
Jammm' Uptown (Nilva/N.M.D.S.)  

Queen's got a clean, cymbal-tapping 
sound that belies his off-the-cliff swing. 
He's been living in Geneva for the last 
eleven years, which explains his relative 
obscurity. He's one of our great drum-
mers, and when the rhythm section 
locks in, prodding the soloists—John 
Hicks, Terence Blanchard, Manny Boyd 
and Robin Eubanks— his sextet makes 
you fall in love with tough, hard-bop 
mainstream all over again. 

Makoto Ozone 
After (Columbia) 

With awe-inspiring young musicians 
under every rock nowadays (any com-
panies out there interested in a list?), it's 
hard to understand why a major label 
would record this sort of insipidity. Noth-
ing here is especially incompetent, but 
it's entirely missing that vital element 
called personality. It's also the type of 
record that'll make a novice listener 
wonder why people fuss about jazz, and 
that's a crime. 

John Cage 
Freeman Etudes I -XVI 
(Lovely Music/N. M. D. S.)  

The dynamic jumps, slurs and beeps and 
bops Cage puts the solo violin through in 
these études, written between 1977 and 
1980, sound completely standard today. 
The contrast in effects and the logic of 
the pieces' willful illogic have the power 
to calm: by reproducing randomness, 
Cage controls it, and strips it of terror. 

BY PETER WATROUS 
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GREAT JAZZ 
/S MADE ON 

ANNOUNCING THE RETURN OF ONE OF THE MOST LEGENDARY JAll LABELS 
Fifteen Simultaneous Compact Disc, Album & Cassette Releases 

HENRY BUTLER 
Ranist Henry Butler kicks off the return of Impulse! Records 
with a five star, all-star date. Fivin' Around is swinging, pro-
gressive jazz solidly in the tradition of Impulse! Featuring 
Fredife Hubbard, Charlie Haden, Billy Higgins, Azar Lawrence 
and Steve Kujala. An auspicious debut from a major new jazz 
talent. Full digital recording features 47 minutes of music. Corn-
pact disc features three additional improvisations and over 
52 minutes cf music. 

MIKE METHENY 
Mike Metheny's mellow tr umpet and flugelhorn has a quicksilver 
quality that recalls the best of Chet Baker. Day In-Night Out is a 
recording of pretty, melodic, gently swinging jazz that is easy 
on the senses and sweet to the ear. Mike's second recording 
features Rufus Reid, Dick Odgren, Pat Metheny and Tommy 
Ruskin. A beautiful showcase for this promising trumpet 
and flugelhorn talent. 

JOHN COLTRANE 
1 he legendary master and spiritual leader of Impulse! has 
never sounded as good as on John Coltrane-Master Tapes, a 
spec,al compact disc-only compilation, digitally re- mastered 
from !he original master tapes. It contains two never-before-
released performances and over 50 minutes of the best sound-
ing Coltrane you've ever heard! 

AND THESE TWELVE CLASSIC TITLES: 
Art Blakey Quartet 
A Jazz Message 

Oliver Nelson 
Blues And The Abstract Truth 

Gil Evans Orchestra 
Out Of The Cool 

John Coltrane 
A Love Supreme 

John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman 
John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman 

Charlie Mingus 
The Black Saint & The Sinner Lady 

Sonny Rollins 
On Impulse 

Quincy Jones 
The Quintessence 

Count Basie 
& The Kansas City Seven 

Duke Ellington & Coleman Hawkins 
Duke Ellington Meets Coleman Hawkins 
Ahmed Jamal Trio 
The Awakening 

Benny Carter 
Further Definitions 

All Classic Impulse! titles are digtally re-mastered from the original master 
tapes. Also available on high quality albums and Dolby HX-Pro cassettes. 
Album inner sleeves feature all of the original photographs and liner notes. 

II MCA 

.a'( )/71/Ifidf/./4/AltZ.•7/1 ,, 

Mk.37:" 

Manufactured and distributed by MCA Records, Inc. 

70 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA-U.S.A. 
•al MCA 
I« impulse! 
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HOTLINE 

800-223-7524 
HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
Regular Classified (ads without borders) 
20 word minimum. $2.35 per word, minimum 
$47 per insertion. 
Classified Display (all ads with borders) 
$135 per column inch, per insertion; $125 per 
column inch for six consecutive insertions; $ 117 
per column inch, for 12 insertions. 
Bold Face Caps. First line, additional $20. 
Box Number: count 7 words for our Box 
# and address, and add $4.00 per insertion 
for handling. 
Payment Must Accompany Order. 
Deadline: Two months prior to date 0' 

publication. All ad cancelations must be 
in writing and mailed to the Musician 

Classified Department. 
Address All Ad Orders: 

Musician Classified Ad Dept. 
1515 Broadway, New York City, NY 10036 

Phone: 212-764-7388 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS  

INCORPORATE WITHOUT LEGAL FEES! 
Free booldet tells how, includes forms and instructions. 
Call HARVARD BUSINESS SERVICES now. 800-
345-CORP.  

FREE CATALOG: LARGE selection guitar, bass 
and drum instruction books, cassettes and records. 
DMW, 390M, New Market, VA 22844.  

CASIO CZ SYNTHESIZER OWNERS! 32 prof-
ressional studio sounds; only $13.95. Filter sweeps 
Echoplex, digital delay, arpeggiator, killer guitar; more! 
Send $13.95 for data sheets: LACROSS SOUND RE-
SEARCH, Dept. M, 220 South Eight Avenue, Alpena, 
MI 49707.  

FREE JIMI HENDRIX or Jim Morrison photo! Or-
iginal photographs, collector's item, just send a 224 
stamp: MU-1, Box 43004, Tucson AZ 85733. 

COMPUTERS 

TRAIN YOUR EAR BY COMPUTER 
Only Ear Tutor software for the IBM PC trains you 
to identify intervals instantly and improve your 
pitch. You can even change program variables in-
cluding scale and duration of tone. Easy to use. 
Only $39.00. Visa/MC. 

Protosoft 
P.O. Box 16756 

Seattle WA 98116 
(206) 932-5310 

EMPLOYMENT 

MUSICIANS ANNUAL MAGAZINE - Musi-
cians Annual Magazine is the most unique method ever 
when looking for the right personnel to fit in with you or 
your group. First you send Musicians Annual a quality 
picture (3x4 size) of yourself-include your skills, expe-
riences, musical direction along with your name, ad-
dress, phone contact and 50 words or less. Musicians 
Annual services musicians of all kinds using the same 
three techniques that modeling agencies do to find work 
for their models and actors. We put your face along with 
your background right in front of agents, managers, tal-
ent scouts, traveling bands, major acts, sound com-
panies, studios, engineers, producers, etc. We cover 
the music business from top level to roadies in every 
position available. This sure fire method in finding that 
career in the world of music puts you in front of those 
who make the stars. Our service could pave your road 
to success fast, so you can't afford to put such inexpen-
sive exposure off. Musicians Annual is published 
monthly and shows your face up to 1 year. Send your 
check or M.O. for $300 today to: MUSICIAN'S AN-
NUAL PUBLICATIONS, INC., 1106 Comanche Trail, 
Georgetown, KY 40324, and let us help you get where 
you want to be. Or call us: (502) 863-9426. 

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and gigs. 
Write: MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 
7733, Murray, UT 84107. Phone (801) 268-2000. 

FOR SALE 

BUMPER STICKERS! Full color Beauties-
choose: "I (heart) my (electric guitar)" or "If I can't play 
music-111 settle for Sex." $3 each, $5 for both. Many 
more, write with requests. Dealer inquiries. Mu-
STICKS, Dept. M, P.O. Box 31e, Vernon, C106066.  

PIANO DEALERS WANTED-WHOLESALE 
PIANO Company, 6934 Woodland Avenue, Philadel-
phia PA 19142. We have a large selection of used grand 
pianos, spinets, uprights. All in excellent condition at 
discount prices. For more information contact: William 
Rowell, (215) 726-8817.  

LUSH, CLEAN, REVERB 895-COMPLETE. You 
just need effect/aux. send + return to patch + play a 
Model 250 Reverb. Steel cased w/vinyl cover, 6 spring 
source, 90 day warranty. Not a kit, check or money 
order. MATTHEWS CO., 17606 Chesterfield Airport 
Rd., St. Louis, MO 63107. MO res. add $5.47 tax.  

DO YOU NEED STRINGS? Now, name brands 
(Fender, Gibson, Guild, etc.) 2 sets $9, 3 sets $12.50. 
Subscriptions available. Write now or call: S. T.S. En-
terprises, P.O. Box 291460, Los Angeles, CA 90029. 
(213) 661-7467, (212) 675-5066. 

Economical 19" rackmount 
'Furniture' for the Profes-
sional or Home Studio. 

FX RACK FEATURES: 
• Holds up to Eighteen 

'Spaces' of Equipment 
• Complements any room 

decor ( Basic Black) 
• Surprisingly Low Price 

Ask Your Dealer 
For A Demonstration 

FOUR DESIGNS CO. 
6531 Gross Ave Canoga Park CA 91307 

INSTRUCTIONS 

RAINBOWS AND ROYALTIES! Unique success 
proven Marketing Course for Songwriters/Compos. 
ers. Innovative instructions, dynamic worldwidt 
strategies! 90-minute Cassette. $13.95. FRANK 
METIS, 1650-M Broadway, New York, NY 10019.  

PLAY ANY SONG OR SOLO by ear instantly! 
Guaranteed! IMPROVISE LIKE THE MASTERS. Ex-
citing new method makes it easy. Free information! 
Write today. BATES MUSIC-MN, 5256 Beard, Min-
neapolis, MN 55410. 

Prepare in Fort Lauderdale 
or Atlanta for a music 

business career. 
Music video production, artist representation, re-

cording studio production, plus many other in-depth 
courses taught by top professionals. Graduate with 
thorough preparation for a technical, marketing or man 
agemebt career — full of excitement and challenge. 
Call 800-554-3346 for your free career guide. 
Or write, including campus choice, phone, and year t.t 
It S. graduation. 

THE MUSIC BUSINESS INSTITUTE 
.M7r, hut, 

WORKSHOP IN THE ROCKIES 
August 20-24 
Songwriting 

End your summer in a collaboration 
Taught by professional songwriters 

& recording artists 
For brochure: CMC Box 200BM, Breckenridge, 

CO 80424 (303) 453-6757 

INSTRUMENTS 

BEST PRICES IN THE NATION!! On drums 
and keyboard equipment. THE DRUM/KEYBOARD 
SHOP will BEAT any price any store quotes nation-
wide!! Call us and we'll prove it to you. 5626 Southwest 
Freeway, Houston, TX 77057. (713) 781 DRUM.  

DRUMMERS! GREAT PRICES ON STICKS, 
heads, etc. Send or call for free catalog: NJ PER-
CUSSION CENTER, 50 West Main Street, Rockaway, 
NJ 07866. (201) 625-8134.  

GUITARS - Pedal steels, Dobro, National. Vin-
tage, new. Martin, Taylor, Guild, Ovation; Gibson 
mandolins, banjos; Kentucky, Goldstar, Stelbng, Wild-
wood, Mastertone; D'Angelico, amps, multi-trackers, 
backs, accessories. FREE 72-PAGE BROCHURE. 
MANDOLIN BROS., 629 Forest, Staten Island, NY 
10310. (718) 981-3226.  

REPAIR GUITARS? FREE 80-page catalog 
packed with tools and hard-to-find parts for guitars, 
banjos and mandolins. Stewart-MacDonald. Box 900Z, 
Athens OH 45701 (614) 593-3021.  

YOUR MUSIC AND SOUND store. Everything 
and anything in music-Ashley, BC Rich, Casio, E-MU 
Systems, EV, Roadie, Paiste, RCF, Rodman, Sam-
son, Shure, Simmons, Sonor; Steinberger, Tama, 
TOA, Zildjian. Rock St. Music, 125 Rock St., Pittston, 
PA 18640. (717) 655-6076.  

FREE CATALOGS - Instruments by Kramer, 
Ibanez, Martin, Casio, Korg, Guild, Stinger, more. 
Also effects, strings, multi-track recorders, straps, 
pickups, accessories. Discount prices. ELDERLY IN-
STRUMENTS 1100 N. Washington, POB 14210-R5, 
Lansing, MI 4890L (517) 372-7890. 

POWERFUL PROGRAMS 
FOR YOUR SET 

DX-7, DX-21, DW-8000, JX-8P, POLY-800, 
CZ101/1000/5000: Introductory offer! Profession-
ally engineered program data for Studio, Film 81 
Performance. 16 PROGRAM PACKAGE $3.00; 
32 PROGRAM PACKAGE $6.00 (Data Sheets) 
with programming info & catalog of our complete 
product line. We're confident that once you try 
PSDI's programs, you'll be back for more! We 
have 15 years of synthesizer & programming ex-
perience & a commitment to live up to our name 
and your expectations. Please specify model 
synth. 

PRECISION SYNTHI-DATA INT'L 
Special Order Dept-MB 
325 Brookshire Road 

Youngstown, New York 14174 

SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT FREE 
In the "Locator Monthly" the national (Free 
Classifieds) paper for used music gear. Call 
1 (800) 331-0741 (24 hrs). In California, call 
(213)477-9222. Subscribe for $12.00 per year or 
try a sample for $1.00. Write to: 

2266 Westwood Blvd. 
Penthouse 494 

Los Angles, CA 90064. 
Private Sellers Only! 

MISCELLANEOUS 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 
LT Sound, Dept. NICI, P.O. Box 338, 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258 
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WOOD from page 106 
comes out. At the time of that album I 
felt embarrassed to have all those fa-
mous people like George Harrison on 
there. But that was nothing to who was 
waiting outside in the corridor! Bryan 
Ferry, Jim Capaldi, Greg Allman, 
McCartney, Ringo. You name it. I 
couldn't fight it. That's the way it was at 
my house in London at the time. It was 
great. It was a beautiful house. Even if I 
was a horrible person, the house was the 
greatest thing goin'. 

EASTON from page 47 
about it," he says. "Am I too eclectic? 
Was I spreading myself too thin? Am I 

having an identity problem with the 
guitar? I'm relaxed with it now, to the 
point where I say, 'Well, what the hell is 
the difference?' So what if sometimes 
you use a thick, sustaining sound, some-
times you use a twangy sound, or this 
sound or that sound? If it works in the 
song, if it makes the song happen, then 
that's what's important. And that's the 
mark of a good musician." ÍN 

CAMPBELL from page 70 
elaborate stage-show to what had always 
been a stripped-down touring band. 
Campbell wasn't wild about the glamor 
factor, but accepted the band's decision 
with good humor. 
"We used a strobe light," he chuckles. 

YOUR OWN ALBUM COVER Create your own 
image or dress like your favorite star and take a photo. 
We do the rest. Just $19.95 makes you the star of your 
own album cover. Order today! MICHAEL ARM-
STRONG, 1000 E. 14th St., Suite 112, Plano TX 75074.  

ANSWERING MACHINE OWNERS! Celebrity 
AnswerAlls ends hand-ups. 8 hilarious messages $7.95 
( + $1 shipping). Box 512, Huntingdon Valley, PA 
19006. 

MUSICIANS 

32 VOICE PACKAGES FOR DX7 AND TX7 
Fat analog synth sounds, dazzling special effects and 
splits—instructions and programming tips included. 
(Demo Cassette available $3.50.) Write to: R. L. PRO-
DUCTIONS, P.O. Box 4692, Bay Terrace, N.Y. 
11360-4692 or call 1-718-939-1649.  

MUSICIANS EXCHANGE! Bands/musicians: 
Your serious referral service for working musicians. 
Make the right connections. P.O. Box 742681, Dallas 
TX 75374 (214) 392-1455.  

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY/RECORD CON-
TRACT. We will present your demo tape to major rec-
ord executives. Service FREE if not accepted. 25 years 
experience in industry. For details. S.A. S. E. MILE-
STONE MEDIA, Dept. MM, P.O. Box 869, Venice 
CA 90291.  

CASIO CZ SERIES STUDIO TESTED 
PATCHES!!! VOLUME 1: Moog Bass, B-3, Prophet 
Brass, Harps, Marimbas, Simmons, Log Drums, Tym-
pani. VOLUME 2: Grand Piano, Guitars, Collins Toms, 
Latin Percussion. Each Set contains 42 Pro Patches 
with Tips! Only $19.95 per Volume. PATCHMAN 
MUSIC, 2043 Mars Ave., Lakewood, OH 44107. 

LET SHOWME SHOW you how to play lead, 
rhythm and bass guitar to Beatles, Pretenders, . 38 
Special, Tutone. For free information write: Showme 
Instructional Videotapes-M, P.O. Box 141012, Univer-
sity Station, Minneapolis, MN 55414.  

FREE COPY! "Music Business Newsletter"! In-
cludes news and important contacts. Send name/ad-
dress: Topten, 185 West End Ave., #6B-1, New York, 
NY 10023. 

RECORDS/TAPES 

FREE CASSETTE CATALOG! Be amazed! Your 
favorite Rock, New Wave, Heavy Metal, Funk Reggae 
bands. Not available on vinyl! ROIR, 611 Broadway, 
Dept. M, NYC, NY 10012. 

LARGE 
ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOG 
25,000 picture sleeve sin-
gles, EPs and picture discs in 
stock from 30 countries. 
Hundreds of rock 'n' roll and 
popular artists. Send $1 to: 
Rare Necessities 
Dept. M, 
P.O. Box 88 
North Syracuse, NY 13212 

nd Off 
Two Ways 

Ideal For Demos or Retail Sales 
AUDIO CASSETTES: Send for your 
free "Cassette Talk" newsletter complete 
with latest prices. 
SOUNDSHEETS: Inexpensive, flexible 
vinyl discs sound great, won't break! 

EVWCIRE TOLL FREE 1-800-EVA-TONE P.O. Box 7020-P, Clearwater, FL 33518 

YOUR WALKMAN & CAR STEREO BEGS 
FOR IT! EURO-TRAE is an exclusive cassette compi-
lation with the best, new European artists-100% pure 
sound energy. Order your copy today. Also available as 
LP. Send $7.99 + $2.00 for shipping to: EAMS, Dept. 
MS, 13499 Biscayne Blvd. Suite 1706, Miami FL 33181. 

SERVICES 

YOUR MUSIC ENGRAVED, PRINTED! Ar-
ranged off cassette! Leadsheets, Piano/Voice, Solos, 
etc. Low prices! Send material for FREE estimate. In-
clude SASE. MUSIC ART, 276 West 43rd Street, New 
York, NY 10036. 

SONGWRITERS 

SONGWRITERS: JAPAN, THE WORLD'S #2 
music market, wants your music. The demand is great. 
We have the contacts and the protection if you have the 
songs. For info write: EAST/WEST MUSIC BANK, 
Kodairashi, Tsuda-machi, 1-21-11; Tokyo 187, Japan.  

SONGWRITERS: YOUR SONG professionally 
recorded by us. Low flat rate. **SONG RIGHTS 100% 
YOURS**. A unique demo recording service through 
the mail. Free info: Song Factory, Suite #737, 12555 
Biscayne Blvd., Miami FL 3318L  

LEARN SONGWRITING & COMPOSE MUSIC. 
Professional instruction by mail. For course descrip-
tion: AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE INSTI-
TUTE, Box 31021-E, Cleveland, OH 44131. 

LET'S MAKE LOTS OF MONEY!! 
Major music publishing affiliate with 20 years of 
connections and experience-offices in N.Y., L.A., 
Nashville, looking for "1" great song. If you are an 
experienced songwriter and need the muscle to 
get your best song cut, send one song on cassette 
with lyric sheet and SASE to: 

Susan Richards 
Morris Music, Inc., 
do Chappell Music 

6255 Sunset Blvd., Ste 1904, 
Hollywood, CA 90028. 

TALENT 

SUCCESSFUL EUROPEAN Publishing-Manage-
ment firm expanding to U.S. seeking new talent, compos-
ers and musicians. Send demo tapes and pis to: INTER-
POOL INC. P.O. Box 1709 Venice CA 90294-1709. 

"You've got to have a sense of humor. 
It's kind of overkill, but sometimes 
there's a place for overkill. No smoke-
bombs, though! We drew the line there!" 

It's suggested that it could be much 
worse: No one's lobbied for a drum solo 
or a big gong. 

"The gong and the smoke, you know 
you're in bad trouble," Campbell dead-
pans. "A drum solo means it's over; after 
that it's all downhill." 71 

ABERCROMBIE from page 66 
program it yourself. And then the prob-
lem is finding uses for the sounds." 

Loath to use the synths to imitate 
other instruments, Abercrombie has in-
stead combined voice-overs and timbres 
to get more individual sounds. He added 
a small Casio with a sequencer for com-
posing, and as a final step, acquired the 
Roland GR 300, combining all three in his 
recording. "I really can't deal with any 
more," he says. 
The technical advantages of the com-

bined units is that it gives superior track-
ing. "The 300 masks the problems of the 
700," he says. Additionally, he has added 
a MIDI Ibanez to the Roland 707 as his 
controller because "it feels a little bit 
more like a guitar." 

Yet he's also found the synths affect-
ing other aspects of his work. "It's 
changed my playing," he says. "Due to 
the inaccuracies of tracking, it's made 
me slow up and listen to what I'm play-
ing. And with their ring and timbre, you 
don't feel the necessity to push a lot of 
notes. It's made me more accurate, even 
on a regular guitar." 

Still, that won't make Abercrombie 
any more of a guitarist's guitarist—not 
that he minds. "I don't think I'm specifi-
cally guitar motivated," he says. "And 
I've been influenced more by people than 
by instruments. Bill Evans, John Col-
trane and Sonny Rollins have been major 
influences, as much as Jim Hall and later 
John McLaughlin. 

"The guitarists I learned the most 
from go beyond their instruments," he 
adds. "And that's also what I like about 
the synthesizer: I can go beyond my lim-
itations on guitar and another whole 
sense of things comes into play. " 

TOWNSHE ND trom page 85 
and escape routes. It's not something 
I've done before, and yet it does give me 
the opportunity to work with people who 
are creative. 
MUSICIAN: Are you comfortable with your 
singing voice? 
TOWNSHEND: When I was singing on 
Empty Glass [producer] Chris Thomas 
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said to me, "Just keep singing, I'll keep 
taping, and we'll put one together. Just 
keep singing." And I suddenly realized 
he was saying that if I just kept singing I 
would forget that I was trying to sing and 
I would find my voice. And what was 
strange was that when I found my voice 
it was a little bit like Andy Williams! 
Over the course of my early rock 'n' 

roll years I'd been appalled that I 
sounded pretty straight when I sang. I 
didn't sound like Chuck Berry or Mick 
Jagger or Jimmy Reed or John Lee 
Hooker. I sounded like fucking Andy 
Williams! But I accepted that and I lived 
with that. 

Years ago Gene Pitney was a very 
close friend of the Rolling Stones. That 
seemed completely incongruous to me. 
"Gene Pitney and the Stones?" But it 
turned out he was a hell of a guy and this 
was why Keith Richards and Mick Jagger 
really liked him. I read an interview 
where Pitney said, "I can't stand my 
voice." And I thought, "On that we con-
cur 'cause I can't stand your voice 
either." But he lived with it! He was a 
fucking singer and he was popular; there 
were a lot of people out there who 
realized that his voice was a doorway to 
something else. It wasn't his voice that 
they liked, but they liked him. I don't 
know. That was very significant to me. M 

JAWLEWIS from page 16 
couple of funk tunes if there's time.' 

"Well, time was running out," Harris 
recalls, "and we were getting ready to 
cut the last track, 'You Could Be Mine.' 
Terry had turned on his drum machine 
and I was playing a totally different song, 
and when I played the bass part, Terry 
said, 'Hey! Hold it—play that part again 
to my drum machine.' That's how the 
idea for 'Lately' actually came to be. It 
was kinda by mistake." 
Jimmy Harris isn't certain why black 

pop production teams, from Gamble & 
Huff to Holland-Dozier-Holland have 
forged such a successful tradition. "But I 
do know what works for us," he says. 
"Neither of us have any desire to do it 
alone; we'd rather have the other around 
to bounce ideas off, or," he laughs, "at 
least to give interviews while the other 
one is working. We have our strong and 
weak points; I think Terry does lyrics 
well, while I can come up with a melody; 
he's strong on bass lines obviously, and 
maybe I'm better with chords and tex-
tures. The responsibility usually rests 
with whoever started writing the song— 
we don't literally work together very 
often and sometimes the roles get re-
versed. But by the time a song is 
finished, each of us has had our say." 71 

NASCIMENTO from pa„24 
artists and Brazil's political leaders have 
rarely been this inspiring. One of Mil-
ton's greatest albums, Milagre Dos 
Peixes, was produced in 1973 under the 
most severe military restrictions. At the 
time, Gil and Veloso had been forced into 
exile in London; for those who remained 
in Brazil, "it was a very difficult time," 
Milton remembers. "We'd write some-
thing, the censors would send it back, 
stamped No Way. We'd have to write the 
same thing in a way that the censors 
wouldn't notice but the people would un-
derstand." Milton's solution was "to 
transform my voice into an instrument" 
that could register all his defiance, anger 
and sadness that lay behind his censored 
lyrics. The result was a tour de force 
vocatese that sounds as if he journeyed 
into the jungle and cried. "Without know-
ing, the censors opened a whole new 
way for me," Milton observes. "But I 
cannot say that I feel grateful." 
The tenuous democracy which exists 

in Brazil today has allowed Milton more 
freedom to explore his ideas—and it 
shows. Other composers now seek him 
out as a lyricist. On his new album, based 
on travels of the last two years, its meet-
ings and farewells, Nascimento's senti-
ments point to a leveling of contradic-
tions, where comings and going are two 
sides of the same voyage, "where reality 
and illusion dance together in the same 
space." I tell him that sounds very much 
like a Buddhist teaching. 

"Really?" he says, genuinely shocked. 
"I didn't know that. I've never studied 
philosophies or religions of the world, 
though several mestres (gurus) from dif-
ferent sects have come to talk to me 
about things I have written, thinking it 
has been based on this or that. I was 
brought up in a Catholic family, but I'm 
not Catholic in the sense of going to 
church. I think that religion is inside the 
man, in his acts, in his words." 

In that regard, Milton's "Quilombo 
Mass," written in collaboration with 
white missionaries from Pernambuco, is 
more a social than a religious service, 
celebrating the lives of black Brazilians 
from slavery to the present. And "Lág-
rima Do Sul" ("Tears of the South"), his 
recent hymn to South Africa, finds an 
echo in Nascimento's own experience at 
home. Contrary to turismo propaganda, 
Brazil is not a paradise of interracial 
bliss. 

"I think we've got to keep our eyes 
open to the rest of the world, not just 
worry about what happens around us. 
South Africa is an example for us, to 
make people aware that a certain kind of 
barbarism is taking place. But even in 

Brazil, I've had problems with racism 
ever since I was a little kid," he reveals. 
"Many people didn't want their children 
to be friends with me, because of my 
color. There were places I couldn't go to 
socially, clubs or other social events, be-
cause I was black. I overcame it because 
I didn't have such problems within my-
self. But it certainly left some scars. It 
made me cry. I was lucky, though, to 
transform all this suffering into some-
thing positive, and to be able to sing." 
What with the beach, the truly beauti-

ful women, the bars, and the irrepressi-
ble Carnaval, it is difficult to believe that 
Brazil is still a repressed society. But a 
heavy religious pall hangs over the whole 
country, not just Minas. Divorce (one-
time only) was not legalized until 1978. 
Sexual mores are still dominated by a 
deep machismo. Brazilians have always 
been able to fling off their clothes at a 
moment's notice; more telling culturally, 
a large proportion of music stars are 
bisexual or gay. 

"Brazil is a very repressive society," 
Milton declares. "And all artists, myself 
included, fight against this. There's an 
expression I used to say, that among mil-
lions of sperms we are the winners. We 
have the gift of life, so we should live our 
lives in the best way, according to our 
vontade. Because if we are making our 
own lives beautiful, we are making other 
people's lives beautiful, too." 

Brazilians will never make it to World 
War III. First: despite their inbred sense 
of rhythm, they are incapable of arriving 
anywhere on time. Second: if the sun is 
out, nuclear fall-out couldn't drag them 
from the beach. And third: when push 
comes to shove, a Brazilian will always 
choose to shuffle. It's a unique spirit 
among Latins—you can tell by the way 
they talk, the way they walk, the way 
they love. They would rather celebrate 
life than destroy it. And it's why two 
seemingly opposing energies—like 
samba and Milton Nascirnento can co-
exist in the same space, even balance 
each other. If, as at least a sambista be-
lieves, samba is the happiness of feeling 
sad, then Milton personifies the sadness 
of feeling happy, a reminder that the flip 
side of joy is always pain. But while the 
symptoms are different, the fever is the 
same. Because more than anything, 
Brazilians love to manifest. 
"My voice is my world," says Milton 

Nascimento. "I can't separate it from my 
life. I will never sing the same song in the 
same way. It depends on the heat of my 
body, what I'm feeling at the moment. It 
just isn't going on stage. 

"The only time I'm not singing is when 
I take a shower." YI 
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ROAD 
R ORS 

You can only begin to imagine Because they're built to be 
the sounds you and your guitar tough, gig after gig. 
can create with the FX 65 Stereo Check out the entire FX line 
Chorus and FX 75 Stereo Flanger. from 
And they'll sound just as good DOD. 
down the road as they do today. 

The largest line of signal processing equipment in the world. 



Now you can afford 
to hear your tune on FM. 

Introducing the Yamaha DX21 FM 
Digital Programmable Synthesizer. It 
brings you the rich, expressive astound-
ingly accurate sound of FM. Without the 
heavy-duty price tag. 

The DX21 gives you two FM tone 
generators. So any two of its realistic 
voices can be combined and played simul-
taneously. Or split. Or even layered. 

And you'll have 128 pre-programmed 
voices to start with. We say "start with" 
because the DX21 gives you a 32-voice 
RAM memory that acts as a voice work-
shop. You can combine any of the pre-
programmed voices with your own original 
voices (saved and loaded via MIDI or 
cassette interface). Letting you create 
just the right sound with just the right 
feeling and nuance. 

There's also an on-board function 
memory that lets you store play modes, 
keyboard split assignments, key shifts, 
pitch bends and detunes. While a built-in 
performance memory lets you call up 
voice combinations along with the per-
formance parameters set for them. 

And as if these musicals tools weren't 
enough, the DX21 also gives you a true 
2-channel stereo chorus effect. And com-
plete MIDI-compatibility. So while the 
DX21 is an ideal first step into FM syn-
thesizers, it can be your last for some time 
to come. Just add MIDI drum machines, 
sequencers, music computers, expanders 
and, of course, other Yamaha DX Series 
synthesizers when your musical ideas 
demand them. 

For now, let your ears demand the 
best. Audition the DX21 at your Yamaha 
Digital Musical Instrument dealer now. 
Because the only thing better than hear-
ing your tune on FM is being able to afford 
the instrument it's played on. 

For complete information, write: 
Yamaha International Corporation, Digital 
Musical Instrument Division, R O. Box 
6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner 
Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 

YAMAHA® 




